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PREFACE 
 
 
Since ancient times till nowadays materials have been the basis of the civilisational progress of 

humanity and in such a distant horizon of many thousands years of history of human civilisation one 
can talk about the development of materials engineering, as a component of the development of the 
material culture of humanity, though the name and the paradigm of a scientific discipline were found 
only around half a century ago. A special meaning of materials as a carrier of civilisation results from 
the fact that they increase the access of a man to other sources of human civilization, mainly energy 
(including food), and information. They are material to make useful products for people - from tools 
and weapons, ornaments, objects of worship and works of art, the machinery and equipment, buildings 
and engineering structures, vehicles and means of communication, electronic microcircuits and 
computers during millennia. The appearance of those products is closely related to the progress in the 
field of materials in the successive phases of development of those materials that is natural ability, 
craftsmanship, engineering inventions, scientific discoveries. The development of materials in the 
subsequent phases are accompanied by huge social, economic, cultural and civilisational changes. Area 
of knowledge, dealing with those issues is materials science and engineering. Materials science is a field 
of science dealing with structure and properties of materials, especially with regard to the possibility of 
their use. Materials engineering is a field of engineering including the application of materials science 
for directly useful purposes connected with designing, manufacturing and use of various products and 
consumer goods. The main goal of engineering materials is to work out and select materials for specific 
applications with the use of cognitive and technical achievements relating to the internal structure of 
materials. The essence and mode of activity of materials science is connected with materials usefulness 
for a proper application and is described with the group of relations among manufacturing, structure and 
properties. A proper material selection is based on the group of required properties, regardless of the 
type of materials such as metals, ceramics, polymers or composites. The scope of interest of materials 
engineering includes several complementary and large groups of interests. Synthesis and processing of 
materials concerns the arrangement of atoms and the components of a larger scale in materials in the 
systems with the required configuration. The chemical composition and microstructure of materials 
include an assessment of the impact of chemical composition and microstructure on the behaviour of 
materials. Phenomena and properties of materials are connected with researches of mechanisms taking 
place in materials during the technological processes and operations in order to explain phenomena and 
their effects on properties of materials. The behaviour of materials in operating conditions includes an 
assessment of the suitability of materials for different applications. Materials design and the prediction 
of their durability and/or vitality requires prediction of chemical composition, properties and durability 
of materials in the operating conditions by the use of theoretical methods and with computer assistance 
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including artificial intelligence methods. In all mentioned areas there has been a rapid progress, which is 
measured by avant-garde technical achievements including space flights and numerous awards with the 
Nobel Prize, awarded in connection with the discovery of new materials or their properties.  
  

The answer to the simple question, when materials science has begun, as an independent 
scientific discipline, however, faces big problems. Most probably because the name of this discipline 
came into being only in the late 1950s and 1960s in the USA and within the next two decades, has 
spread in many other countries, among others in Europe, including Poland. In Poland, the studies for a 
degree in materials engineering were started for the first time in 1971 at the Faculty of Metallurgy of the 
Silesian University of Technology in Katowice and the Faculty of Ceramics of the AGH University of 
Science and Technology in Krakow, and two years later in the present Faculty of Materials Engineering 
of the Warsaw University of Technology. Among others: Professors - Professor S.T. Ja�wi�ski who 
arrived from the USA after a long-term research scholarship, Professor Adam Gierek, Professor Adolf 
Maciejny Professor Tadeusz Lamber, Professor Roman Pampuch and Prof. Stefan Wojciechowski 
belong to the initiators of those activities.  
  

However, the development of materials engineering as a scientific discipline dates back much 
earlier and has a close relationship with the development of higher education both in Poland and in 
Europe. In each of the newly founded technical University material issues have been not omitted, which 
is obvious, since the production of any product satisfying human expectations which requires, and 
always has required the use of relevant material and since the beginning among others students of 
technical universities have been taught about it. That is why analysing the development of technical 
higher education, one must bear in mind that it became a part also of the development of materials 
science in the modern sense of this discipline, though, for obvious reasons this definition has not been 
used previously.  
  

In the16th century scientists and artists showed their interest in technical output, and Leonardo da 
Vinci is considered to be a precursor of technical sciences. In the17th century academics became 
interested in scientific achievements and technical schools, specialised, usually in one field started to be 
opened for the need of the army. In the artillery school found in 1682 in La Ferein, France a term 
“engineer” was created, although civil construction and architecture schools were founded respectively 
in 1577 in Rome, in 1671 in Paris and in 1692 in Vienna. In 1701 at the University of Prague the first in 
the world Engineering Department was opened, and with time the next departments of mechanics and 
technology were created in Halle, Prussia in 1722 and in Frankfurt (Oder) in 1727. The development of 
technical universities was possible thanks to improvements of military and civil universities. In the 18th 
century in several European countries next military universities with technical programme were 
founded, including ones in Petersburg, Russia in 1701, in Berlin, Prussia in 1705, in Vienna, Austria in 
1717, in Wiener Neustadt in1725, in Budziejowice in 1744 and in several places in France, what was 
accompanied by analogous development of civil schools, within those specialised in one field, for 
example of road and bridge constructions, of mining and the central school of arts and handcraft with 
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departments of mechanics, chemistry, mining and constructions. It became a model for the creation of 
the next European civil universities as for example a mining academy in Saxony in 1765 in Freiberg, in 
Russia in 1775 in Petersburg, in Austria in Schemnitz (Banska Stiavnica in Slovakia) in 1770. In 
Germany simultaneously “realschules”, providing with handcraft education at the secondary level were 
founded, including ones created in1706 in Halle, in 1745 in Braunschweig, in 1747 in Berlin, and later 
in Austria in Vienna in 1771. After the French Revolution in 1794 in Paris the Central School of Public 
Works, later renamed in 1795 to a Polytechnic School and which gave its graduates the opportunity to 
specialise at civil or military technical universities, was created. The system of connections with 
universities specialised in one field has survived in Paris Polytechnic School till today, but excluding 
the name, it has not caught on in Europe. Successively founded European polytechnics adopted a 
concept of studies in many fields and in times shifted to educating in separate faculties, what was 
initiated by the Swiss – in 1845 Ferdinand Redtenbacheras the head of a polytechnic in Karlsruhe and in 
1855 a Polytechnics in Zurich – and in time most of the technical universities called Polytechnics as 
well as technological institute in Russia. After the one in Paris, polytechnics were successively founded 
in Prague (1806), Vienna (1815), Glasgow (1820), London (1824), Karlsruhe (1825), Warsaw (1826-
1831), Munich and Stockholm (1827), Dresden (1828), Goteborg and Copenhagen (1829), Kassel 
(1830), Hanover (1831), Stuttgart (1832), Augsburg (1833), Braunschweig (1835), Athens and Liege 
(1836), Mons (1837), Darnstadt (1838), Madrid and Delft (1842) and finally in 1844 in Lvov. Next 
polytechnics were founded in following years in many other places. During 1772 Lvov stayed under the 
Austrian rule. The tsarist decree dated 4th October 1870 introduced Polish as lecture language. The 20th 
century brought that the this great University was in its heyday till 1918 within the framework of 
Austro-Hungarian Empire, but also within the Polish autonomy, from 1918 to 1939 as the greatest and 
best Polish Technical University known as Lvov Polytechnic University, acting in Poland except the 
Warsaw University of Technology and the newly created in 1919, the AGH University of Science and 
Technology in Cracow.  
  

At the end of the 19th century metal science researches were intensified in the USA and Japan. In 
1903 H. M. Howe published the dissertation on Iron Steel and Other Alloys in Boston considered as the 
first textbook of metallurgy in the world. In Poland in the inter-war period the three centres of research 
and knowledge of metallurgy and metal science were founded in the technical universities in Warsaw, 
Cracow and Lvov. The first lectures in metallography in the territory of Poland were given in 1914 at 
the Lvov Polytechnic University by Professor Witold Broniewski (1880-1939), a PhD student of 
Professor Henri Louis Le Chatelier at the Sorbonne. In 1920-1939 Professor W. Broniewski was a head 
of the Department of Metal Technology at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of the Warsaw 
University of Technology. In his rich output published in French and Polish, there is among others the 
first Polish textbook of metallurgy and metal science  Principles of metallography (1921). Issues of 
metallurgy and metal science in the practical application were taken up at the Lvov Polytechnic 
University by Professor Stanisław Anczyc (1868-1927), a head of the Division of Mechanical 
Technology of Metals. In 1917-1928 Professor Stanisław Anczyc’s books entitled: Metallographical 
Researches in Practical Application (1917), Iron (1923), Steel Hardening (1926), Technological Metal 
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Alloys (1928) were published. In 1922 Professor Iwan Feszczenko – Czopiwski took up the issues of 
metal science in the AGH University of Science and Technology in Cracow, founded in 1918. In 1928 
he published the first volume of three-part modern textbook entitled Metallurgy. In 1929 at the Faculty 
of Chemistry of the Warsaw University of Technology the Department of Metallurgy and Metal Science 
was founded. Professor Jan Czochralski (1885-1953), who became world-famous yet before 1918 
thanks to the outworking of the method of obtaining monocrystals, became its head.  
  

The time of World War II was very tragic times, and many students and professors of Lvov 
Polytechnic University lost their freedom, and very often even lives. In 1945 after the official end of the 
World War II, as a result of Tehran and Yalta Agreements the majority of Polish professors and 
students left Lvov and Lvov Polytechnic University was taken by the Soviet Union. Professors from 
Lvov Polytechnic University emigrated to the post-war Polish territory, stopping to concentrate in four 
areas, namely in Cracow, Gliwice, Wrocław and Gda�sk, where they became the core of the new Polish 
technical universities established there and moving there the traditions of the Lvov Polytechnic 
University. This impact is probably the strongest one at the Silesian University of Technology in 
Gliwice.  
 

In 1945, after the World War II, the effort of the reconstruction of metal science education at 
Polish universities was taken by the alumni and associates of the outstanding Polish metal scientists of 
the interwar period. Of course it applies also to the Silesian University of Technology. Simultaneously 
Professor Kornel Wesołowski (1903-1976) fulfilled this task at the Warsaw University of Technology 
and the School of Engineering in the name of Wawelberg and Rotwand, in the AGH University of 
Science and Technology in Cracow it was done in turn by professors: Aleksander Krukowski (1894-
1978), Władysław Łoskiewicz (1891-1956) and Zygmunt Jasiewicz (1897-1966) , in the Łód�  
University of Technology - Professor Zofia Wendorff (1906-1991). Research activity in the field of 
metal science focused primarily in universities of technology and AGH University of Science and 
Technology in Cracow was significantly broadened and enriched together with the foundation of the 
Institute of Metallurgy (1945) transformed after a few years into the Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy, 
which had outstanding contribution to the development of design, research and implementation of new 
steel alloys and which direction was initiated by Professor Tadeusz Malkiewicz (1904-1981), a director 
of the Institute in the post-war years and the author of a unique textbook on Metallurgy of ferrous alloys 
and then many-year professor of the AGH University of Science and Technology in Cracow. In the 
research activities in that field the Institute of Foundry in Cracow (1951), the Institute of Non-Ferrous 
Metals in Gliwice (1952), the Institute of Fundamentals of Metallurgy of the Polish Academy of 
Sciences (1977) which were successively founded and subsequently many of the next unites acting in 
the field of materials science participated.  

 
The Silesian University of Technology in Katowice, initially with a temporary seat in Cracow, 

and after a few weeks in Gliwice, which was considered as a permanent seat of the University only in 
1947, as it remained to this day, was created by the Polish National Council’s decree 65 years ago, on 
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24th May 1945, a few weeks after the end of the World War II. After the end of the World War II 
Gliwice was placed under the Polish administration according to the 1945 Potsdam Conference. Most of 
the German population, which dominated in the city yet before the Word War II was forcibly expelled 
as stated by the Potsdam Conference and replaced with Poles, who arrived mainly from the eastern 
territory of the pre-war Poland, which were taken by the Soviet Union. Gliwice is a city in Upper Silesia 
in southern Poland, near Katowice as the part of the Silesian metropolitan area, which has a population 
of about 5,3 million people. The city is located on the Kłodnica river. Gliwice was first mentioned as a 
town in 1276 and was ruled during the Middle Ages by the Polish Silesian Piast dukes. During the reign 
of Mieszko I Tanglefoot, at the turn of the 1st and 2nd millennium, the town was a part of a duchy 
centered on Opole-Racibórz, and became a separate duchy in 1289. According to 14th-century writers, 
the town seemed defensive in character and was ruled by Ziemowit of Bytom. The town became a 
possession of the Bohemia crown in 1335, passing with that crown to the Austrian Habsburgs in 1526. 
During the mid-18th century Silesian Wars, Gliwice was taken from Austria by the Kingdom of Prussia 
along with the majority of Silesia. The city was incorporated with Prussia into the German Empire in 
1871 during the unification of Germany. Gliwice was the centre of the mining industry of the Upper 
Silesia. It possessed a royal foundry, with which were connected machine factories and boilerworks. 
Other industrialised areas of the city had other foundries, meal mills, and factories producing wire, gas 
pipes, cement, and paper. After the end of the World War I, clashes between Poles and Germans 
occurred during the Silesian Uprisings. Seeking a peaceful solution to the conflict, the League of 
Nations held a plebiscite on 20th March 1921 to determine which country the city should belong to. In 
Gliwice 78.7% of given votes were for remaining in Germany, Poland received 21.0% votes. This 
prompted the Third Silesian Uprising, which then forced the League of Nations to arbitrate. It 
determined that three Silesian towns: Gliwice, Zabrze and Bytom would remain in Germany, and the 
rest of Upper Silesia with its main town of Katowice would join restored Poland. An attack on a radio 
station in Gliwice on 31st August 1939, staged by the German secret police, served as a pretext for Nazi 
Germany to invade Poland, which marked the start of the World War II. The Gliwice Radio Tower of 
Radio Station Gliwice is today the only remaining radio tower of wood construction in the world, and 
with a height of 118 metres, is the tallest remaining construction made out of wood in the world.  

 
Since the foundation of the Silesian University of Technology in 1945 the Department of 

Physical Metallurgy, as one of dozens or so of four faculties of the University existing at that time, 
directed for nearly 25 consecutive years by Professor Frederick Staub (1899-1982), who came from 
Lvov and later became the Dean of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, and Doctor Honoris Causa 
of the Silesian University of Technology, began its activity. It was the beginning of development of 
materials engineering in Silesia, although in a very limited range. Since the beginning of the Faculty 
specialists in the field of physical metallurgy, in turn in foundry, welding, polymers processing and 
materials engineering have been educated in turn in the following branches of studies: Mechanics and 
Machine Building, Automation and Robotics, Computer Science and Technical Education and 
Management and Production Engineering. For over 30 years the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of 
the Silesian University of Technology has had full academic rights to confer PhD and DSc titles in the 
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discipline of "Materials Engineering". Subsequently education in Materials Engineering was organised 
at other Silesian Universities, including the Cz�stochowa University of Technology in Czestochowa, the 
University of Silesia in Katowice and the University of Bielsko-Biała. Currently, the branch of studies: 
Materials Engineering is carried out in Poland at 27 faculties in 21 universities, including 13 at the 
universities of technology, four at universities, and one in a school of higher education and two private 
schools. On 1st October 2009 the group of those units was also joined by the Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering of the Silesian University of Technology when the studies at 2 macro-branches of studies 
based on the education standards of  "Materials Engineering" were started. On 1st October 2010, in the 
year of 65 years of the foundation of the University, students at the branch of Materials Engineering 
were enrolled for the first time. Among the graduates of the Department of Physical Metallurgy, and 
then of the Institute of Physical Metallurgy and Welding, and then of the Institute of Physical 
Metallurgy, directed successively by Professor Łucja Cie�lak, Professor Jan Marciniak and Professor 
Jan Adamczyk, the later Honorary Professor of the Silesian University of Technology and finally of the 
Institute of Engineering Materials and Biomaterials of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of the 
Silesian University of Technology, from its foundation in 1997 led by Professor Leszek Adam 
Dobrzanski, multi Doctor Honoris Causa, and for 9 year the Dean of the Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering of the Silesian University of Technology, there are many distinguished representatives of 
science, including many professors. One of the most outstanding of them and who to the last days of his 
life worked at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in 1958-2007, is the late Professor Jan Adamczyk, 
a Honorary Professor of the Silesian University of Technology, a leader of the Scientific School of 
Metallurgy and Electron Microscopy at that Faculty, associated with the thematic scope by thousands of 
graduates of the Faculty and many representatives of science in the country and abroad, not less than the 
late Prof. Fryderyk Staub, Doctor Honoris Causa of the Silesian University of Technology, an initiator 
and a leader of researches in the mentioned field in Silesia. Undoubtedly both of them represented since 
the beginning, "Materials Engineering " in the modern sense of this scientific discipline, although the 
name of this discipline, and even the discipline itself, especially in Poland, appeared much later.  
  

In the year of the 65th anniversary of the activity of the Silesian University of Technology in the 
field of Materials Engineering and in the year of the 75th anniversary of Professor Jan Adamczyk’s 
birthday  the 16th International Scientific Conference on Contemporary Achievements in Mechanics, 
Manufacturing and Materials Science CAM3S'2010 in the name of "65 Years of Tradition in Materials 
Engineering in Silesia, Poland " combined with the ceremony of unveiling of a memorial plaque 
dedicated to Late Prof. Jan Adamczyk was organised.  

 
I wish nice time spent in Poland and I wish all the delegates the nice impressions from the stay in 

Poland and in hospitable Gliwice and Ustro�, very many scientific expressions to all delegates, fruitful 
scientific debates and new constant relationships of scientific cooperation. However, I am convinced the 
most important reason for the satisfaction in the CAM3S’2010 Conference will be the participation in 
very attractive scientific and content-related debates in the sessions, and also the active participation in 
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the Poster Sessions. I wish that my conviction was shared with as great number of the CAM3S’2010 
Conference delegates as possible. 

 
In that place with great pleasure I would like to thank the P.T. Authors of the extensive collection 

of invited papers prepared specially for print on the occasion of these anniversaries included in the 
special extended issues of the Journal of Achievements in Materials and Manufacturing Engineering 
published in November and December 2010. It is necessary to pay attention to the fact that these papers 
are not in any way the conference proceedings, because as a rule such papers are not published in the 
Journal of Achievements of Materials and Manufacturing Engineering, and their high quality is 
guaranteed by a review process of these papers carried out fully and as usual at least by 3 independent 
reviewers for each paper. I wish P.T. Readers a nice reading of the collection of this extremely valuable 
material, and thank P.T. Authors sincerely for dedicating them to the memory of Late Professor Jan 
Adamczyk and efforts in their outworking and preparation for print. I thank the reviewers for their 
evaluation, the members of the Editorial Office for their outworking and preparation for print. I hope 
that this activity will bring advantages to all CAM3S’2010 Conference delegates. The special thanks 
goes to Fellows of the World Academy of Materials and Manufacturing Engineering and the Members 
of the Association of Computational Materials Science and Surface Engineering, who personally and 
numerously participate in the CAM3S’2010 Conference, taking in that way the patronage of those 
institutions over that important worldwide scientific event. I would like to thank Guests and Delegates 
who arrived from many world countries. I am proud similarly to many delegates from Poland that our 
country is so numerously visited by you for what I thank you very much. The warm thanks goes to the 
broad team of my closest co-workers - the staff of the Institute of Engineering Materials and 
Biomaterials and especially of the Division of Materials Processing Technologies, Management and 
Computer Techniques in Materials Science of my mother Silesian University of Technology in Gliwice, 
Poland for the efforts connected with all organisational activities put in the preparation the 
CAM3S’2010 Conference and the realisation of that important and big scientific event. 

 

 
Prof. Leszek A. Dobrza�ski M. Dr hc 
Chairman of the CAM3S Conference 

President of the WAMME 
President of the ACMS&SE 

Editor-in-Chief of the JAMME and AMSE  Gliwice-Ustro�, in November 2010 
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Ms Katarzyna Gołombek, MA   Member  
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AUXILIARY TEAM 
 
Dr Wojciech Borek    Member 
Dr Aleksandra Drygała   Member 
Dr Rafał Honysz    Member 
Dr Ewa Jonda    Member 
Dr Marek Kremzer    Member 
Dr Jarosław Mikuła    Member 
Dr Janusz Madejski    Member 
Dr Magdalena Polok-Rubiniec   Member 
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Mr Grzegorz Krawczyk, MSc   Member 
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ACCOMPANYING EVENTS 

 
 

• Affixing and unveiling of a commemorative plaque of the late Prof. Jan Adamczyk, the leader of School 
of Physical Metallurgy and Electron Microscopy on the occasion of the 75th anniversary of his birthday  

• The Annual Meeting of the Metallic Materials Section of the Materials Science Committee of the Polish 
Academy of Sciences 

• 4th Workshop on “Foresight of surface properties formation leading technologies of engineering materials 
and biomaterials” FORSURF 

• Workshop on the Opening and development of BSc and PhD studies in the field of nanotechnology and 
materials science INFONANO – 2nd Methodical Symposium of PhD Students – SYMED 

• Workshop on the Building of Scientific-Didactic Laboratory of the Nanotechnology and Materials 
Technology in Gliwice in the framework of the project LANAMATE 

• Workshop on the Opening of the laboratory and solemn initiating the electron microscopy in the 
framework of the project on Modernisation and equipping of the research and forming laboratories of 
engineering materials in Gliwice MERMFLEG 

 



 
 
 

 
 

 
ADDRESS OF THE CONFERENCE 

 
 

The 16th International Scientific Conference 
 on Contemporary Achievements in Mechanics, 

Manufacturing and Materials Science  
CAM3S'2010 

 
 
 

CAM3S'2010 Conference Secretariat 
Institute of Engineering Materials and Biomaterials, 

Silesian University of Technology 
ul. Konarskiego 18a (room 366) 

44-100 Gliwice, Poland 
Fax:  +48 32   237 14 30 
E-mail:  cams.info@polsl.pl 
Home page: http://www.cams.polsl.pl 

 
 
 

CONFERENCE VENUE 
 

The Conference Rooms of the Educational and 

Congress Centre of the Silesian University of 

Technology in Gliwice and Belweder  

Hotel ***** in Ustro� in the period of 22nd -25th 

November 2010 
 
 

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE 
 

English and Polish 

PROCEEDINGS 
 

Conference Proceedings are handed  
 

PRESENTATIONS TIME LIMITS 
 

General time limits of presentations are as 
follows: general lectures – 15 minutes. 

 
They can be changed by the Organising 

Committee. Discussions will follow all presentations 
in a session within its time span. 

 
 

MULTIMEDIA DESK 
 

Multimedia desk will assist all speakers with 
multimedia projectors. 

 
 
 

POSTER SESSIONS 
 

The poster surface is 645 mm x 1000 mm and a 
poster can be prepared for the presentation as one 
piece or as a set of 8 (horizontally) or 9 (vertically) 
sheets of A4 papers (measuring 210mm x 297 mm). 
On the poster there should be written a paper title, 
initials and surnames of authors together with their 
affiliation and country of origin. The authors are to 
put their papers personally on the easels on which 
their paper identification number will be shown 15 
minutes before the beginning of a suitable poster 
session.
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GENERAL CAM3S’2010 
 

DAY SCHEDULE 
 
 

MONDAY  
22nd November 2010 
Special Day schedule 

TUESDAY  
23rd November 2010 
Special Day schedule 

 
7:30– 09:00 

BREAKFAST Breakfast 

9:00 – 10:00 
Registration 

Educational and Congress Centre of the  
Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice 

10:00 – 11:30 
SESSIONS 

10:00 – 11:45 
Solemn Session on the occasion of the  

65th Anniversary of the Tradition of the 
Materials Science and Engineering in 

Silesia 
Educational and Congress Centre of the  

Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice 

11:30 – 12:00 
COFFEE BREAK 

11:45 – 13:00 
Welcome Cocktail 

12:00 – 13:30 
SESSIONS 

10:00 – 13:30 
POSTER SESSION 

11:45 – 13:00 
Correspondence Session and 

Poster Session 
Hall around Room A of the  

Educational and Congress Centre 

13:30 – 15:00  
LUNCH 

15:00 – 16:30 
SESSIONS 

16:30 – 17:00 
COFFEE BREAK 

 

13:30 – 16:00 
Bus Transfer to Ustron** 

17:00 – 18:30 
SESSIONS 

15:00 – 18:30 
POSTER SESSION 

18:00 – 19:00 
Accommodation 
in Qubus Hotel** 

in Gliwice 

16:00 – 16:30 
Check-in in Belweder Hotel, Ustron** 

20:00 
DINNER 

19:00 – 21:00 
Dinner** 

19:00 – 21:00 
Dinner in Belweder Hotel, Ustron** 

**only for persons for whom the full conference fee was paid and received the individual invitations 
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CONFERENCE TIMETABLE 
�

 

WEDNESDAY** 
24th  November 2010 

 

THURSDAY** 
25th  November 2010 
Special Day schedule 

 
Breakfast** Breakfast** 

CAM3S Session**  
Conference Room 

9:00 – 10:00 
Closing Session** 
Conference Room 

Coffee break** 10:00 
Bus Transfer**  

4th Workshop FORSURF** 
Conference Room 

Poster Session 
INFONANO** 
Poster Room 

Lunch** 

2nd Workshop INFONANO I** 
Conference Room 

Coffee break** 

2nd Workshop INFONANO II** 
Conference Room  

Poster Session 
FORSURF** 
Poster Room 

19:30- 20:00 
Bus Transfer to Folkloristic Dinner** 

20:00 – 22:00 
Folkloristic Dinner** 

(informal dress) 
22:00-22:30 

Bus Transfer to Belweder Hotel** 
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 Time  Schedule 

   
  900 – 1000  Registration 

   
 1000 – 1145 

 Solemn Session on the occasion of the 65th Anniversary of the Tradition of the Materials Science 
and Engineering in Silesia 

   
 1145 – 1300  Correspondence Session and Poster Session 

 1145 – 1300  Welcome Cocktail 

 1330 – 1600  Bus Transfer to Ustron 

1600 – 1630  Check-in in Belweder Hotel, Ustron 

   
 1900 – 2100  Dinner in Belweder Hotel, Ustron 

    

TUESDAY  23rd November 2010
  Educational and Congress Centre of the Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice 

  Belweder Hotel, Ustron 
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Solemn Session on the occasion of the 65th Anniversary of the  
Tradition of the Materials Science and Engineering in Silesia 

 
 10:00 
I.1. Gaudeamus igitur – Choir of the Silesian University of Technology  
 

10:05 
I.2. Opening ceremony – Room A of the Educational and Congress Centre 
 Presentation on "65 years of traditions of materials science and engineering in Silesia" 

M. dr h.c. Prof. Leszek A. Dobrzanski 
 
10:30 

I.3. Affixing and unveiling of a commemorative plaque of the late Prof. Jan Adamczyk  
Recollections of the late Prof. Jan Adamczyk 
 
10:40 

I.4. Piano concert  
Wojciech Waleczek – piano and Wojciech Proniewicz – violin 
 
11:00 

I.5. Handing the honorary awards of the Prof. Fryderyk Staub Golden Owl for 2010 for achievements in promoting the 
Polish science and higher education on the international arena and in collaboration with the Polish scientific 
community of materials and manufacturing engineering  

 
11:05 

I.6. Handing of commemorative medals to celebrate 65 years of traditions of materials science and engineering in Silesia 
 
11:25 

I.7. Vivat Academia – Choir of the Silesian University of Technology  
 
11:30 

I.8. The unveiling of commemorative plaques starting investments in  
European Projects “LANAMATE” and “MERMFLEG” 
 
11:40 

I.9. Gaude Mater Polonia – Choir of the Silesian University of Technology  
 
11:45 

I.10. Inauguration of the Poster Session and speeches of Guests – Hall around Room A of the Educational 
and Congress Centre 

I. SOLEMN SESSION Tuesday 23rd November 2010
  Educational and Congress Centre 

1000 – 1145 Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice 
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Detailed programme of piano concert: 
 
 
F. Chopin - Wariations B-dur, op. 12 
F. Chopin - Waltz F-dur, op. 34 nr 3 
 
Wojciech Waleczek – piano 
 
 
F. Chopin – Waltz a-moll op. 34 nr 2 (transcription P. Sarasate) 
F. Chopin - Nocturne Es-dur op. 9 nr 2 (transcription P. Sarasate) 
 
Wojciech Waleczek – piano and Wojciech Proniewicz - violin 
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  Session commissioners: 
  
 Dr Malgorzata Dziekonska (Poland) 
 Dr Daniel Pakula (Poland) 
 
A.1. A. Baier, M. Majzner (Poland) 

Analysis of composite structural elements 

A.2. P. Bala, J. Pacyna (Poland)  

The influence of kinetics of phase transformations during tempering on high-speed steels mechanical properties 

A.3. Bayraktar E. (France) 

Ceramic reinforced steel matrix Composites (TiB2-RSMC) in Manufacturing Engineering 

A.4. Y. Bobalo, L.M. Kiselychnyk (Ukraine) 

Providing the reliability of technical systems during the production process 

A.5. A. Buchacz (Poland) 

Graphs different category of subsystem as models to synthesis of transverse vibrating beam - system  

A.6. W. Chladek, G. Chladek, M. Wrzus-Wielinski, J. Zmudzki (Poland)  

Examinations on retention of overdentures with elastic frictional attachments 

A.7. J. Chlopek, A. Morawska-Chochol, B. Szaraniec (Poland) 

The influence of the environment on the degradation of polylactides and their composites 

A.8. M. Cholewa, T. Wrobel, S. Tenerowicz (Poland)  

Bimetallic layer castings  

A.9. J. Cwiek (Poland)  

Prevention methods against hydrogen degradation of steel  

A.10. K. Czaplicka-Kolarz, D. Burchart-Korol, P. Krawczyk (Poland)  

Eco-efficiency analysis methodology on the example of the chosen polyolefins production 

A.11. P. Czop, D. Slawik, A. Krol, G. Wszolek (Poland) 

Optimization of hydraulic dampers with the use of design for six sigma methodology 

A.12. B. Formanek, B. Szczucka-Lasota (Poland) 

High-temperature corrosion resistance of NiAl(Cr)-Al2O3 coating in N2+9%O2+0,2% HCl+0,08%SO2 atmosphere 

A.13. Z. Gawronski, A. Malasinski, J. Sawicki (Poland) 

A selection of the protective atmosphere eliminating the inter-operational copper plating step in the processing of 
gear wheels 

A.14. P. Gendarz, M. Cielniak (Poland)  

Models of construction attributes selection process in ordered construction families 

CORRESPONDENCE SESSION Tuesday 23rd November 2010 
 Educational and Congress Centre 
1145 – 1300 Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice 
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A.15. M. Gierzynska-Dolna, W. Wieckowski, H. Wisniewska-Weinert (Poland)  

Material and tribological problems occurring during the design and utilisation of hip endoprostheses 

A.16. A. Grajcar, W. Krukiewicz, S. Kolodziej (Poland)  

Corrosion behaviour of plastically deformed high-Mn austenitic steels 

A.17. R. Grzymkowski, E. Hetmaniok, M. Pleszczynski, A. Zielonka (Poland)  

Application of the computer tomography in examination of the internal structure of materials by considering the 
specific con-ditions of the problem 

A.18. R. Grzymkowski, E. Hetmaniok, D. Slota (Poland)  

Application of the homotopy perturbation method for calculation of the temperature distribution in the cast-mould 
heterogeneous domain 

A.19. M. Hajduga, D. Jedrzejczyk (Poland)  

Primary stage of Fe-Cr-C alloy oxidation at 1100°C 

A.20. J. Herian, K. Aniolek (Poland) 

Abrasive wear of railway sections of steel with a different pearlite morphology in railroad switches 

A.21. D. Jedrzejczyk, M. Hajduga (Poland)  

Cast iron zinc galvanizing improved by high temperature oxidation process 

A.22. J. Jelenkowski, A. Ciski, T. Babul (Poland)  

Effect of deep cryogenic treatment on substructure of HS6-5-2 high speed steel 

A.23. J.W. Kaczmar, K. Naplocha (Poland)  

Wear behaviour of composite materials based on 2024 Al-alloy reinforced with � alumina fibres 

A.24. W. Kapturkiewicz, A.A. Burbelko, E. Fras, M. Gorny, D. Gurgul (Poland)  

Computer modelling of ductile iron solidification using FDM and CA methods 

A.25. A.T. Karczemska (Poland)  

Diamonds in meteorites – Raman mapping and cathodoluminescence studies 

A.26. J. Kasperski, J. Zmudzki, G. Chladek (Poland)  

Denture foundation tissues loading criteria in evaluation of dentures wearing characteristics 

A.27. W.K. Krajewski, J. Buras, M. Zurakowski (Poland), A.L. Greer (United Kingdom), M.N. Mancheva (Bulgaria), 
K. Haberl, P. Schumacher (Austria) 

Development of Environmentally Friendly Cast Alloys. High-Zinc Al Alloys  

A.28. E. Krasicka-Cydzik (Poland)  

Tailoring of anodic surface layer properties on titanium and its implant alloys for biomedical purposes 

A.29. M. Krupinski, K. Labisz, L.A. Dobrzanski, Z. Rdzawski (Poland) 

Image analysis used for aluminium alloy microstructure investigation 

A.30. J. Labanowski (Poland)  

Evaluation of reformer tubes degradation after long term operation 

A.31. K. Lenik, D. Wojcicka-Migasiuk (Poland)  

FEM applications to the analysis of passive solar wall elements 

A.32. V. Leshchynsky, M. Ignatiev, H. Wisniewska-Weinert, J. Borowski, T. Rybak (Poland), I. Dobrovnik (Slovenia)  

Forging tools modification with graphene-like solid lubricant nanoparticles 
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A.33. J. Malecka, W. Grzesik (Poland)  

High temperature corrosion of Ti-46Al-7Nb-0.7Cr-0.1Si-0.2Ni intermetalics–based alloys in N2-O2-SO2 environments 

A.34. P. Malinowski, J.S. Suchy (Poland)  

Database for foundry engineers – simulationDB – a modern database storing simulation results 

A.35. J. Marciniak (Poland) 

Modification of surface films on chromium-nickel-molybdenum steel implants used in orthopaedics and traumatology 

A.36. J. Nowacki, A. Sajek (Poland) 

Modified bone cement microstructure numeric simulation 

A.37. R. Nowosielski, R. Babilas (Poland) 

Iron - based bulk amorphous alloys 

A.38. R. Nowosielski, A. Januszka, W. Pilarczyk (Poland) 

Glass forming ability of binary Ni60+xNb40-x (x=0;1;2) alloys 

A.39. J. Okrajni (Poland) 

Life and operational safety of power systems and chemical plants 

A.40. M. Opiela (Poland) 

The influence of heat treatment on microstructure and crack resistance of boron microalloyed steel plates 

A.41. W. Ozgowicz, M. Opiela, A. Grajcar, E. Kalinowska-Ozgowicz, W. Kurkiewicz (Poland) 

Metallurgical products of the microalloy constructional steels 

A.42. Z. Paszenda (Poland) 

Use of coronary stents – material and biophysical conditions 

A.43. S. Pietrowski (Poland) 

High quality casting materials 

A.44. L. Rehak, M. Zitnansky (Slovak Republic) 

Evaluation of the compatibility of ceramic ball head and femoral stem taper on the new type THR 

A.45. L. Rehak, M. Zitnansky, I. Soltes, J. Horecky (Slovak Republic)  

Follow up of biocompatibity of new total hip joint endoprosthesis in a canine model 

A.46. M. Richert, A. Mazurkiewicz, J. Smolik (Poland) 

Chromium carbide coatings obtained by the hybrid PVD methods 

A.47. M. Roskosz, A. Rusin, J. Kotowicz (Poland)  

The metal magnetic memory method in the diagnostics of power machinery components 

A.48. Z. Rdzawski, J. Stobrawa, W. Gluchowski, J. Konieczny (Poland) 

Thermomechanical processing of CuTi4 alloy 

A.49. S. Sawicki, H. Dyja, S. Mroz, P. Szota (Poland)  

Theoretical and experimental aspects of the bimetallic reinforcement bars steel - steel resistant to corrosion rolling process 

A.50. S.J. Skrzypek, W. Ratuszek, A. Bunsch, M. Witkowska, J. Kowalska, M. Goly, K. Chrusciel (Poland)  

Crystallographic texture and anisotropy of electrolytic deposited copper coating analysis 

A.51. A. Slosarczyk, J. Czechowska, Z. Paszkiewicz, A. Zima (Poland)  

New bone implant material with calcium sulfate and Ti modified hydroxyapatite 

A.52. B. Smoljan, D. Iljkic (Croatia) 

Simulation of mechanical properties of forged and casted steel 42CrMo4 specimen 
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A.53. A. Sokolowski (Poland) 

On burr height estimation based on axial drilling force 

A.54. M. Sokovic (Slovenia), D. Pavletic (Croatia), K. Kern Pipan (Slovenia) 

Quality Improvement Methodologies – PDCA Cycle, RADAR Matrix, DMAIC and DFSS 

A.55. J. Stabik, A. Dybowska, M. Chomiak (Poland) 

Polymer composites filled with powders as polymer graded materials 

A.56. Z.A. Stotsko, T.O. Stefanovych (Ukraine) 

Ensuring uniformity of strengthening for machine parts surfaces by shot-peening 

A.57. B. Surowska, J. Bienias (Poland)  

Composite layers on titanium and Ti6Al4V alloy for medical applications 

A.58. J. Szajnar, T. Wrobel (Poland)  

Exogeneous inoculation of pure Al with use of electromagnetic field 

A.59. M. Trzaska (Poland)  

Studies of the structure and properties of Ni-P and Ni-P/Si3N4 surface layers deposited on aluminum by the 
electroless method 

A.60. T. Wegrzyn, R. Burdzik (Poland)  

Effect of Mn and Mo on the quality of welding trucks steel supporting structures 

A.61. B. Wendler, T. Moskalewicz, I. Progalskiy, W. Pawlak, M. Makowka, K. Wlodarczyk, P. Nolbrzak, A. Czyrska-
Filemonowicz, A. Rylski (Poland) 

Hard and superhard nanolaminate and nanocomposite coatings for machine elements based on Ti6Al4V alloy 

A.62. G. Wrobel (Poland) 

A computer model of the process of polymer materials fatigue destruction 

A.63. G. Wrobel, R. Bagsik (Poland)  

The importance of PET filtration for the possibility of material recycling  

A.64. J.J. Wyslocki, P. Pawlik (Poland)  

Arc-plasma spraying and suction-casting methods in magnetic materials manufacturing 

A.65. M. Zenkiewicz, P. Rytlewski, R. Malinowski (Poland) 

Compositional, physical and chemical modification of polylactide  

A.66. M. Zielinska, M. Yavorska, M. Poreba, J. Sieniawski (Poland) 

Thermal properties of cast nickel based superalloys 

A.67. A. Zielinska-Lipiec, T. Koziel, A. Czyrska-Filemonowicz (Poland)  

Quantitative characterisation of the microstructure high chromium steel with boron for advanced steam power plants 

A.68. M. Zitnansky, S. Demian, L. Caplovic, L. Rehak, (Slovak Republic) R. Dorschfeld (Germany) 

Plasma furnace for smelting and casting metal up to 3000 K 

A.69. M. Zitnansky, L. Rehak, M. Nad, R. Duris (Slovak Republic)  

Stress-strain analysis of the femoral component of ZIREMA total hip endoprosthesis 

A.70. W. Zurek, M. Chrzanowski, W. Sybilska, I. Jalmuzna (Poland) 

The application of Zurek’s rheological model for description of mechanical behaviour of textiles subjected to 
different state of loads  
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  Session commissioners: 
  
 Dr Miroslaw Bonek (Poland) 
 Dr Klaudiusz Golombek (Poland) 
 
 
B.1. M. Bonek, Z. Brytan, L.A. Dobrza�ski (Poland) 

Microstructure and properties of laser surface alloyed PM austenitic stainless steel 

B.2. J. Cwiek, M. Baczynska (Poland) 

Behaviour of nitrided layers subjected to influence of hydrogen 

B.3. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Bilewicz (Poland), J.C. Viana (Portugal) 

Mechanical approach of PP/MMT polymer nanocompozites 

B.4. L.A. Dobrzanski, W. Borek (Poland) 

Microstructure forming processes of the 26Mn-3Si-3Al-Nb-Tisteel during hot-working conditions 

B.5. L.A. Dobrzanski, J. Domagala, T. Tanski, A. Klimpel, D. Janicki (Poland) 

Laser surface treatment of cast magnesium alloys 

B.6. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Drak, B. Ziebowicz (Poland) 

Manufacturing, properties and application of composite materials with specific magnetic properties 

B.7. L.A. Dobrzanski, A. Drygala, P. Panek, M. Lipinski, P. Zieba (Poland) 

Development of the laser method of multicrystalline silicon surface texturization 

B.8. L.A. Dobrzanski, A. Grajcar, W. Borek (Poland) 

Microstructure evolution of high-manganese steel during the thermomechanical processing 

B.9. L.A. Dobrzanski, J. Hajduczek, A. Kloc-Ptaszna (Poland) 

Effect of the sintering parameters on structure of the gradient tool materials 

B.10. L.A. Dobrzanski, R. Honysz (Poland) 

The materials science virtual laboratory project 

B.11. L.A. Dobrzanski, E. Jonda, K. Labisz, M. Bonek, A. Klimpel (Poland) 

Abrasive wear resistance of the hot work tool steels remelted or alloyed by HDPL laser 

B.12. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Krol, T. Tanski, R. Maniara (Poland) 

Effect of cooling rate on the solidification behavior of magnesium alloys 

B.13. L.A. Dobrzanski, K. Lukaszkowicz, K. Labisz (Poland) 

Structure, texture and chemical composition of coatings deposited by PVD techniques 

B.14. L.A. Dobrzanski, S. Malara, T. Tanski, A. Klimpel, D. Janicki (Poland) 

Laser surface treatment of magnesium alloys with silicon carbide powder 

POSTER SESSION Tuesday 23rd November 2010 
 Educational and Congress Centre 
1145 – 1300 Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice 
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B.15. L.A. Dobrzanski, A. Sliwa, L.W. Zukowska, J. Mikula, K. Golombek (Poland) 

Structure and mechanical properties of PVD coatings for tool materials 

B.16. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Staszuk, J. Konieczny, W. Kwasny, M. Pawlyta (Poland) 

Structure of TiBN coatings deposited onto cemented carbides and sialon tool ceramics 

B.17. L.A. Dobrzanski, T. Tanski (Poland), L. Cizek (Czech Republic), J. Madejski (Poland) 

Selection of heat treatment condition of the Mg-Al-Zn alloys 

B.18. L.A. Dobrzanski, A. Tomiczek, O. Iesenchuk (Poland) 

Intelligent epoxy matrix composite materials consisting of TbDyFemagnetostrictive particulates 

B.19. J. Dobrzanski, A. Zielinski, M. Sroka (Poland) 

The influence of simultaneous impact of temperature and time on the properties and structure of X10CrWMoVNb9-2 steel 

B.20. M. Dudek-Burlikowska (Poland) 

Aspect of improving the organization directed to the quality 

B.21. A. Grajcar, H. Krzton (Poland) 

Effect of isothermal bainitic transformation temperature on retained austenite fraction in C-Mn-Si-Al-Nb-Ti TRIP-
type steel 

B.22. S. Griner, T. Poloczek (Germany), R. Nowosielski (Poland) 

Influence of thermal activation on changes of mechanical properties and tensile fracture morphology surface of Ni-
base metallic glasses 

B.23. B. Hajduk, P. Jarka, J. Weszka, M. Bruma, J. Jurusik, M. Chwastek, D. Mankowski (Poland) 

Studying of silicon-containing polyoxadiazole  

B.24. T. Karkoszka, J. Honorowicz (Poland) 

Kaizen philosophy a manner of continuous improvement of processes and production 

B.25. M. Kciuk, S. Kciuk, R. Turczyn (Poland) 

Magnetorheological characterization of carbonyl iron based suspension 

B.26. J. Konieczny, K. Labisz, J. Wieczorek, L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

Stereometry specification of anodized and PVD coatedsurface of aluminium alloy 

B.27. B. Krupinska, Z. Rdzawski, M. Musztyfaga (Poland) 

Thermovision system using to improve technological process hot-rolled the copper and brass strips 

B.28. A. Kurc, E. Kalinowska-Ozgowicz (Poland) 

The influence of the martensite �’ phase occurring in the structure of cold rolled austenitic Cr-Ni steel on its 
mechanical properties 

B.29. K. Labisz, M. Krupinski, L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

Phases morphology and distributions of the Al-Si-Cu alloy 

B.30. S. Lesz, Z. Stoklosa, R. Nowosielski (Poland) 

Influence copper addition on properties of (FeCoBSiNb)100-xCux metallic glasses 

B.31. G. Matula (Poland) (Poland) 

Carbide alloyed composite manufactured with the Powder Injection Moulding method and sinterhardened 

B.32. R. Nowosielski, R. Babilas, S. Griner, T. Czeppe (Poland) 

Structure, thermal and magnetic properties of Fe43Co14Ni14B20Si5Nb4 bulk magnetic glass 

B.33. R. Nowosielski, A. Kania, M. Spilka (Poland) 

Principles of engineering design directed on recycling 
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B.34. M. Opiela, A. Grajcar, W. Krukiewicz (Poland) 

Corrosion behaviour of Fe-Mn-Si-Al austenitic steel in chloride solution 

B.35. W. Ozgowicz, B. Grzegorczyk (Poland) 

The influence of the temperature of plastic deformation on the structure and mechanical properties of copper alloys 
CuCo2Be and CuCo1Ni1Be 

B.36. W. Ozgowicz, A. Kurc (Poland) 

Structure and properties of forming austenitic X5CrNi18-9 stainless steel in a cold working 

B.37. W. Ozgowicz, A. Kurc (Poland) 

The effect of the cold rolling on the structure and mechanical properties in austenitic stainless steels type 18-8 

B.38. W. Pilarczyk, R. Nowosielski, A. Pilarczyk (Poland) 

The structural study of Ti-Si-C alloys produced by mechanical alloying method 

B.39. M. Polok-Rubiniec, L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Adamiak (Poland) (Poland) 

Comparison of the PVD coatings deposited onto plasma nitrited hot work tool steel 

B.40. A. Pusz, M. Szymiczek, K. Michalik (Poland) 

Influence of ageing process on mechanical properties of polyamide – glass composites applied in dentistry 

B.41. M. Rojek, J. Stabik, G. Muzia (Poland) 

Thermography in plastic welding processes assessment 

B.42. A. Sliwa, L.A. Dobrzanski, W. Kwasny (Poland) 

Computer simulation of stress in coatings obtainrd in PVD process,  

B.43. J. Stabik, M. Szczepanik, A. Dybowska, L. Suchon (Poland) 

Electrical properties of polymeric gradient materials based on epoxy resin filled with hard coals 

B.44. S. Topolska, J. Labanowski (Poland) 

Effect of microstructure on impact toughness of duplex and superduplex stainless steels 

B.45. J. Trzaska, A. Jagiello. L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

The calculation of CCT diagrams for engineering steels 

B.46. J. Weszka, B. Hajduk, M. Domanski, M. Chwastek, J. Jurusik, B. Jarzabek, H. Bednarski, P. Jarka (Poland) 

Tailoring electronic structure of polyazomethinse thin films by deposition conditions  

B.47. A. Wlodarczyk-Fligier, M. Adamiak, L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

Corrosion resistance of the sintered composite materials with the en AW-AlCu4Mg1(A) alloy matrix reinforced with 
Al2O3 and Ti(C,N) ceramic particles 

B.48. G. Wrobel, Z. Rdzawski, G. Muzia, S. Pawlak (Poland) 

Quantitative analysis of the fibre content distributions in CFRP composites using thermal non-destructive testing 

B.49. A. Ziebowicz, B. Ziebowicz, J. Szkodny (Poland) 

FEM used in improvement of quality of medical devices 

B.50. B. Ziebowicz, M. Drak, L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

Corrosion resistance of the composite materials: nanocrystalline powder polymer type in acid environment 
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 Time  Schedule 

   
  730 –  900  Breakfast 

 1000 – 1130  CAM3S Session  

 1130 – 1200  Coffee break 

 1200 – 1330  4th Workshop FORSURF 

 1000 – 1330  Poster Session INFONANO 

 1330 – 1500  Lunch 

 1500 – 1630  2nd Workshop INFONANO I 

 1630 – 1700  Coffee break 

 1700 – 1830  2nd Workshop INFONANO II 

 1500 – 1830  Poster Session FORSURF 

 1930 – 2000  Bus transfer 

 2000 – 2200  Folkloristic Dinner 

 2200 – 2230  Bus transfer to Belweder Hotel 

    

WEDNESDAY 24th November 2010
  
  Belweder Hotel, Ustron 
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  Chairpersons: 
  Prof. Emin Bayraktar (France) 
  Prof. Ali Nasar (United Kingdom)  
  Prof. Halil Kumsar (Turkey) 

 
 

II.1. H. Hocheng (Taiwan) 
Co-authors: T.Y. Huang, T.H. Chou, W.H. Yang (Taiwan) 
A brighter place: overview of microstructured sunlight guide 
 
 

II.2. M. Jackson (USA) 
Numerical analysis of small recessed silicon carbide grinding wheels 
 
 

II.3. C. Meran (Turkey) 
Co-author: O.E. Canyurt (Turkey) 
Friction Stir Welding of austenitic stainless steels 
 
 

II.4. T. Haga (Japan) 
Development of a twin roll caster for light metals 
 
 

II.5. G.F. Batalha (Brazil) 
Co-authors: F.C. Ribeiro, E.P. Marinho, D.J. Inforzato, P.R. Costa (Brazil) 
Creep age forming: a short review of fundaments and applications 
 
 

II. CAM3S SESSION Wednesday 24th November 2010
  Belweder Hotel, Ustron 

1000 – 1130 Conference Room  
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Foresight of surface properties
 formation leading technologies 

of engineering materials and biomaterials

 
 
4th Workshop on “Foresight of surface properties formation leading technologies of engineering materials and 
biomaterials” FORSURF 
 
 
III.1. L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

Introduction 
 
 
III.2. A. Dobrzanska-Danikiewicz (Poland) 

State of the work realisation in the framework of FORSURF Project on “Foresight of surface properties formation 
leading technologies of engineering materials and biomaterials” 

 
 
III.3. Discussion Panel with: 
 
 

Prof. Gilmar Batalha (Brazil) Prof. Ryszard Nowosielski (Poland) 
Prof. Emin Bayraktar (France) Prof. Canyurt Olcay (Turkey)  
Prof. Leszek A. Dobrzanski (Poland) Prof. Petr Palcek (Slovak Republic) 
Prof. Georgiy Drapak (Ukraine) Prof. Jerzy Ratajski (Poland) 
Prof. Toshio Haga (Japan) Prof. Zbigniew Rdzawski (Poland) 
Prof. Hong Hocheng (Taiwan) Prof. Maria Richert (Poland) 
Prof. Mark Jackson (USA) Prof. Mirko Sokovic (Slovenia) 
Prof. Halil Kumsar (Turkey) Prof. Magdalena Szutkowska (Poland) 
Prof. Klaudiusz Lenik (Poland) Prof. Miklos Tisza (Hungary) 
Prof. Cemal Meran (Turkey) Prof. Gabriel Wrobel (Poland) 
Prof. Stanislaw Mitura (Poland) Prof. Marcel Zitnansky (Slovak Republic) 
Prof. Ali Naser (United Kingdom) Prof. Pawel Zieba (Poland) 
Prof. Jerzy Nowacki (Poland) Prof. Marian Zenkiewicz (Poland) 

 

III. 4th WORKSHOP FORSURF Wednesday 24th November 2010
  Belweder Hotel, Ustron 

1200 – 1330 Conference Room  
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Foresight of surface properties
 formation leading technologies 

of engineering materials and biomaterials

 
 
4th Workshop on “Foresight of surface properties formation leading technologies of engineering materials and 
biomaterials” FORSURF 
 
 
  Session commissioners: 
  
 Dr Szymon Malara (Poland) 
 Dr Tomasz Tanski (Poland) 
 
 
C.1. M. Bonek, Z. Brytan, L.A. Dobrza�ski (Poland) 

Microstructure and properties of laser surface alloyed PM austenitic stainless steel 

C.2. J. Cwiek, M. Baczynska (Poland) 

Behaviour of nitrided layers subjected to influence of hydrogen 

C.3. L.A. Dobrzanski, J. Domagala, T. Tanski, A. Klimpel, D. Janicki (Poland) 

Laser surface treatment of cast magnesium alloys 

C.4. L.A. Dobrzanski, A. Drygala, P. Panek, M. Lipinski, P. Zieba (Poland) 

Development of the laser method of multicrystalline silicon surface texturization 

C.5. L.A. Dobrzanski, E. Jonda, K. Labisz, M. Bonek, A. Klimpel (Poland) 

Abrasive wear resistance of the hot work tool steels remelted or alloyed by HDPL laser 

C.6. L.A. Dobrzanski, K. Lukaszkowicz, K. Labisz (Poland) 

Structure, texture and chemical composition of coatings deposited by PVD techniques 

C.7. L.A. Dobrzanski, A. Sliwa, L.W. Zukowska, J. Mikula, K. Golombek (Poland) 

Structure and mechanical properties of PVD coatings for tool  materials 

C.8. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Staszuk, J. Konieczny, W. Kwasny, M. Pawlyta (Poland) 

Structure of TiBN coatings deposited onto cemented carbides and sialon tool ceramics 

POSTER SESSION  Wednesday 24th November 2010 
  Belweder Hotel, Ustron 
1500 – 1830 Poster Room 
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C.9. L.A. Dobrzanski, S. Malara, T. Tanski, A. Klimpel, D. Janicki (Poland) 

Laser surface treatment of magnesium alloys with silicon carbide powder 

C.10. S. Griner, T. Poloczek (Germany), R. Nowosielski (Poland) 

Influence of thermal activation on changes of mechanical properties and tensile fracture morphology surface of Ni-
base metallic glasses 

C.11. J. Konieczny, K. Labisz, J. Wieczorek, L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

Stereometry specification of anodized and PVD coated surface of aluminium alloy 

C.12. M. Opiela, A. Grajcar, W. Krukiewicz (Poland) 

Corrosion behaviour of Fe-Mn-Si-Al austenitic steel in chloride solution 

C.13. M. Polok-Rubiniec, L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Adamiak (Poland) (Poland) 

Comparison of the PVD coatings deposited onto plasma nitrited hot work tool steel 

C.14. A. Wlodarczyk-Fligier, M. Adamiak, L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

Corrosion resistance of the sintered composite materials with the en AW-AlCu4Mg1(A) alloy matrix reinforced with 
Al2O3 and Ti(C,N) ceramic particles 

C.15. B. Ziebowicz, M. Drak, L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

Corrosion resistance of the composite materials: nanocrystalline powder polymer type in acid environment 
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Workshop on the Opening and development of BSc and PhD studies in the field of nanotechnology and materials 
science INFONANO – 2nd Methodical Symposium of PhD Students – SYMED 
 
 
  Chairpersons:  
 
  Prof. Gilmar Batalha (Brazil) 
  Prof. Mark Jackson (USA) 
  Prof. Toshio Haga (Japan) 

 
 

IV.1. R. Nowosielski, R. Babilas (Poland) 
Glass-forming ability analysis of selected Fe-based bulk amorphous alloys 
 
 

IV.2. J. Cwiek, J. Michalska-Cwiek (Poland) 
Evaluation of hydrogen degradation of high-strength weldable steels 
 
 

IV.3. K. Labisz, B. Krupinska, L.A. Dobrzanski, Z. Rdzawski (Poland) 
Crystallization kinetics of Zn alloys modified with Ce, La, Sr, Ti, B 
 
 

IV.4. Z. Brytan, M. Bonek, L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 
Laser surface remelting and alloying of sintered stainless steels 

 
 
IV.5. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Kremzer, M. Adamiak (Poland) 

The influence of reinforcement shape on wear behaviour of aluminium matrix composite materials 
 
 
 

IV. 2nd WORKSHOP INFONANO I Wednesday 24th November 2010
   Belweder Hotel, Ustron 

1500 – 1630  Conference Room 
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Workshop on the Opening and development of BSc and PhD studies in the field of nanotechnology and materials 
science INFONANO – 2nd Methodical Symposium of PhD Students – SYMED 
 
 
  Chairpersons: 
 
  Prof. Mirko Sokovic (Slovenia) 
  Prof. Petr Palcek (Slovak Republic) 
  Prof. Miklos Tisza (Hungary) 
 
 
V.1. J. Konieczny (Poland), A. Borisjuk (Ukraine), M. Pashechko, L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

Magnetic properties of Co-based amorphous ribbon under cyclic heating and cooling 
 
 
V.2. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Musztyfaga, A. Drygala (Poland) 

Selective laser sintering method of manufacturing front electrode of silicon solar cell 
 
 

V.3. M. Krupinski, K. Labisz, L.A. Dobrzanski, Z. Rdzawski (Poland) 
Image analysis used for aluminium alloy microstructure investigation 
 
 

V.4. W. Pilarczyk, R. Nowosielski, A. Januszka (Poland) 
The study of glass-forming ability of Fe-Cr-Mo-C alloy 

 
 
V.5. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Staszuk, M. Pawlyta, J. Konieczny (Poland) 

The investigations of (Ti,Al)N and (Al,Ti)N coatings obtained by PVD process onto sintered cutting tools 
 
 
 

V. 2nd WORKSHOP INFONANO II Wednesday 24th November 2010
   Belweder Hotel, Ustron 

1700 – 1830  Conference Room 
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  Session commissioners: 
  
 Dr Wojciech Borek (Poland) 
 Dr Mariusz Krupinski (Poland) 
 
D.1. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Bilewicz (Poland), J.C. Viana (Portugal) 

Mechanical approach of PP/MMT polymer nanocompozites 
D.2. L.A. Dobrzanski, W. Borek (Poland) 

Microstructure forming processes of the 26Mn-3Si-3Al-Nb-Tisteel during hot-working conditions 
D.3. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Drak, B. Ziebowicz (Poland) 

Manufacturing, properties and application of composite materials with specific magnetic properties 
D.4. L.A. Dobrzanski, A. Grajcar, W. Borek (Poland) 

Microstructure evolution of high-manganese steel during the thermomechanical processing 
D.5. L.A. Dobrzanski, J. Hajduczek, A. Kloc-Ptaszna (Poland) 

Effect of the sintering parameters on structure of the gradient tool materials 
D.6. L.A. Dobrzanski, R. Honysz (Poland) 

The materials science virtual laboratory project 
D.7. L.A. Dobrzanski, M. Krol, T. Tanski, R. Maniara (Poland) 

Effect of cooling rate on the solidification behavior of magnesium alloys 
D.8. L.A. Dobrzanski, T. Tanski (Poland), L. Cizek (Czech Republic), J. Madejski (Poland) 

Selection of heat treatment condition of the Mg-Al-Zn alloys 
D.9. L.A. Dobrzanski, A. Tomiczek, O. Iesenchuk (Poland) 

Intelligent epoxy matrix composite materials consisting of TbDyFemagnetostrictive particulates 
D.10. J. Dobrzanski, A. Zielinski, M. Sroka (Poland) 

The influence of simultaneous impact of temperature and time on the properties and structure of X10CrWMoVNb9-2 steel 
D.11. M. Dudek-Burlikowska (Poland) 

Aspect of improving the organization directed to the quality 
D.12. A. Grajcar, H. Krzton (Poland) 

Effect of isothermal bainitic transformation temperature on retained austenite fraction in C-Mn-Si-Al-Nb-Ti TRIP-type steel 
D.13. B. Hajduk, P. Jarka, J. Weszka, M. Bruma, J. Jurusik, M. Chwastek, D. Mankowski (Poland) 

Studying of silicon-containing polyoxadiazole  
D.14. T. Karkoszka, J. Honorowicz (Poland) 

Kaizen philosophy a manner of continuous improvement of processes and production 
D.15. M. Kciuk, S. Kciuk, R. Turczyn (Poland) 

Magnetorheological characterization of carbonyl iron based suspension 

POSTER SESSION  Wednesday 24th November 2010 
  Belweder Hotel, Ustron 
1000 – 1300 Poster Room 
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D.16. B. Krupinska, Z. Rdzawski, M. Musztyfaga (Poland) 
Thermovision system using to improve technological process hot-rolled the copper and brass strips 

D.17. A. Kurc, E. Kalinowska-Ozgowicz (Poland) 
The influence of the martensite �’ phase occurring in the structure of cold rolled austenitic Cr-Ni steel on its 
mechanical properties 

D.18. K. Labisz, M. Krupinski, L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 
Phases morphology and distributions of the Al-Si-Cu alloy 

D.19. S. Lesz, Z. Stoklosa, R. Nowosielski (Poland) 
Influence copper addition on properties of (FeCoBSiNb)100-xCux metallic glasses 

D.20. G. Matula (Poland) (Poland) 
Carbide alloyed composite manufactured with the Powder Injection Moulding method and sinterhardened 

D.21. R. Nowosielski, R. Babilas, S. Griner, T. Czeppe (Poland) 
Structure, thermal and magnetic properties of Fe43Co14Ni14B20Si5Nb4 bulk magnetic glass 

D.22. R. Nowosielski, A. Kania, M. Spilka (Poland) 
Principles of engineering design directed on recycling 

D.23. W. Ozgowicz, B. Grzegorczyk (Poland) 
The influence of the temperature of plastic deformation on the structure and mechanical properties of copper alloys 
CuCo2Be and CuCo1Ni1Be 

D.24. W. Ozgowicz, A. Kurc (Poland) 
Structure and properties of forming austenitic X5CrNi18-9 stainless steel in a cold working 

D.25. W. Ozgowicz, A. Kurc (Poland) 
The effect of the cold rolling on the structure and mechanical properties in austenitic stainless steels type 18-8 

D.26. W. Pilarczyk, R. Nowosielski, A. Pilarczyk (Poland) 
The structural study of Ti-Si-C alloys produced by mechanical alloying method 

D.27. A. Pusz, M. Szymiczek, K. Michalik (Poland) 
Influence of ageing process on mechanical properties of polyamide – glass composites applied in dentistry 

D.28. M. Rojek, J. Stabik, G. Muzia (Poland) 
Thermography in plastic welding processes assessment 

D.29. A. Sliwa, L.A. Dobrzanski, W. Kwasny (Poland) 
Computer simulation of stress in coatings obtainrd in PVD process,  

D.30. J. Stabik, M. Szczepanik, A. Dybowska, L. Suchon (Poland) 
Electrical properties of polymeric gradient materials based on epoxy resin filled with hard coals 

D.31. S. Topolska, J. Labanowski (Poland) 
Effect of microstructure on impact toughness of duplex and superduplex stainless steels 

D.32. J. Trzaska, A. Jagiello. L.A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 
The calculation of CCT diagrams for engineering steels 

D.33. J. Weszka, B. Hajduk, M. Domanski, M. Chwastek, J. Jurusik, B. Jarzabek, H. Bednarski, P. Jarka (Poland) 
Tailoring electronic structure of polyazomethinse thin films by deposition conditions  

D.34. G. Wrobel, Z. Rdzawski, G. Muzia, S. Pawlak (Poland) 
Quantitative analysis of the fibre content distributions in CFRP composites using thermal non-destructive testing 

D.35. A. Ziebowicz, B. Ziebowicz, J. Szkodny (Poland) 
FEM used in improvement of quality of medical devices 
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  Chairpersons: 
  Prof. Leszek A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 
  Prof. Jerzy Nowacki (Poland) 
 
 
 
VI.1. Prof. Leszek A. Dobrzanski (Poland) 

Closing Address of the Chairman of the Programme and Organising Committees of the CAM3S'2010 Conference 

VI. CLOSING SESSION  Thursday 25th November 2010
   Belweder Hotel, Ustron 

900 – 1000  Conference Room  
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1.79 
Analysis of composite structural elements 
Baier A. (Gliwice, Poland), Majzner M. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The themes of the study are composite structural components. For this purpose have been designed and built 
several research positions. 
Design/methodology/approach: Using different structural materials to build new device components requires multiple tests 
of the components. Research posts were designed in the advanced graphical program CAx Siemens NX 7.5. Analysed 
samples were made from the glass fibre, aramid and carbon of various weights. Due to the specific use of composite 
materials it focuses on the elements in the form of plates and flat bars. For the examination of experimental strain gauge 
technique was used bead, the force sensor and displacement sensor. The experimental methods were compared with 
computer simulation using the FEM. 
Findings: The aim of this study was to determine the basic material constants and a comparison of the experimental method 
and the method of computer simulation. 
Research limitations/implications: Change the number of layers and how to connect the laminate with the steel plate 
changes mechanical properties of the structural component. 
Practical implications: The ultimate result will be knowledge on the different forms of laminates, such as material 
properties, the stresses in all layers, strain and comparing the results obtained by two methods. 
Originality/value: The expected outcome of the study will be the composition and method of joining composite laminate 
with a steel plate to the possible application in the repair and construction of structural elements of freight wagons. 

 
1.70 
The influence of kinetics of phase transformations during tempering on high-speed steels mechanical properties 
Bala P. (Cracow, Poland), Pacyna J. (Cracow, Poland) 

Purpose: The main purpose of the presented paper was the determination of the influence of the phase transformation kinetics, at 
tempering, on the properties of high-speed steels. In order to achieve this aim investigations of the influence of continuous heating 
and isothermal tempering from the as-quenched state on the investigated steels hardness were performed. The advancement degree 
change obtained by changing the heating rate and by pre-tempering was applied in strength properties studies. 
Design/methodology/approach: Due to a high brittleness of tested steels it was decided to test their strength by means of 
the static bend test. The tests were carried out on ��5 samples using the INSTRON testing machine. The microstructure of 
investigated steels in the as-quenched state was examined by the light microscope Axiovert 200 MAT and the scanning 
electron microscope Hitachi 3500 N. The measurements of hardness were performed with the Vickers HPO250 apparatus. 
Findings: Changing heating rates for tempering one can influence steel properties. Better results are achieved when steels 
are heated up to the tempering temperature with the higher rate. The heating rate increased from 15°C/min to 300°C/min 
improved the investigated steels bending strength by 8%. 
Research limitations/implications: Phase transformations at tempering, being diffusive transformations, are characterised 
by the determined kinetics depending on a temperature and time of heating. Complexity of processes occurring at tempering, 
as well as the diversity of influencing factors creates the possibility of searching for prolonging the life-span of tools made of 
high-speed steels. Regardless that only two, well known high-speed steels HS18-0-1 and HS6-5-2 were tested, the obtained 
results can be referred to the whole group of high-speed steels. 
Practical implications: On the basis of the obtained results it is possible to select the tempering parameters in such a way as 
to achieve the optimal combination of strength and plastic properties needed for the anticipated application of the given high-
speed steel. 
Originality/value: This results should be of interest to engineers concerned with designing  the new technologies of high-
speed steels tempering. 
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1.39 
Providing the reliability of technical systems during the production process  
Bobalo Y. (Lviv, Ukraine), Kiselychnyk M. (Lviv, Ukraine) 

Purpose: of the work concerns the theoretical generalization and solving of the scientific problem of increasing the 
efficiency processes of technical system planning and producing, providing of the necessary level of quality by the 
automated control based on the mathematical design and complex optimization. 
Design/methodology/approach: used the methods of probability theory and mathematical statistics, theories of matrices, 
theory of prognostication, analysis and control of security, methods of design and optimization of production processes, as 
well as methods of analysis of systems and theory of systems. 
Findings: The developed variant of through modeling of matrix stream formation and transformation processes with the use 
of universal probability quality criterion meets requirements as a new approach for the development of optimization models 
and programs. The variant has no significant structural and parameter limits. Experimental-statistical research of the 
suggested modeling methods proved their efficiency. 
Practical implications: The gained results form the theoretical engineering methodology basis of enhancement the technico-
economical parameters of technical systems using automated control, modeling and complex optimization of designed 
processes, production and operation due to the criteria of quality and total production. 
Originality/value: Original models and methods of sophisticated technical system security by the way of complex multi-
critirion production process optimization are suggested. The scientific base is the developed theory of production defect 
stream formation at all stages and their through estimation with the help of universal criteria. 

 
1.87 
Graphs different category of subsystem as models in synthesis of transverse vibrating beam-systems 
Buchacz A. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: of this paper is modeling by different categorygraphs and analysis of vibrating clamped – free beam as subsystem 
of transverse vibraing beam-system by the exact and approximate methods and creating the hypergraphs of the beams in case 
of presented methods of analysis. 
Design/methodology/approach: was to nominate the relevance or irrelevance between the characteristics obtained by 
considered methods - especially concerning the relevance of the natural frequencies-poles of characteristics of considered 
beam. The main subject of the research is the continuous clamped – free beam with constant cross sections as a subsystem of 
transverse vibrating beam - system.  
Findings:this approach is fact, that approximate solutions fulfill all conditions for vibrating beams and can be introduction to 
synthesis of these systems  modeled by different category graphs. 
Research limitation: is that linear continuous transverse vibrating clamped-free beam is considered.  
Practical implications: of this study is the main point is the introduction to synthesis of  transverse vibrating continuous 
beam-systems with constant changeable cross-section.  
Originality/value: of this approach relies on application approximate methods of analysis of clamped – free beam and 
modeling the one of transformed hypergraph.  

 
1.65 
Examinations on retention of overdentures with elastic frictional attachments  
Chladek W. (Katowice, Poland), Chladek G. (Katowice, Poland), Wrzus-Wielinski M. (Rybnik, Poland), Zmudzki J. 
(Katowice, Poland) 

Purpose: of this paper was to evaluate the effectiveness of the overdentures equipped with silicone elastic frictional 
attachments. 
Design/methodology/approach: The examinations of retention characteristics of traditional attachments, elastic frictional 
attachments and models of overdentures have been carried out using Zwick testing machine. Retention forces and work 
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essential for separating the attachments have been determined as well. Next the force – displacement characteristics for 
overdenture model have been registered for two places where the force was applied and for three inclination angles of the 
line of application of force. 
Findings: The obtained results of laboratory examinations gave evidence of high effectiveness of elastic frictional 
attachments. 
Research limitations/implications: It has not been possible to register mechanical characteristics due to limitations of 
clinical conditions. Wide analysis of retention characteristics requires examinations carried out in laboratory conditions. 
Practical implications: Thorough analysis of force - displacement characteristics enables to understand better the 
mechanisms which are essential for the effectiveness of particular attachments. Applying such knowledge in practice helps to 
use more effectively the properties of silicone rubbers for making the elastic frictional attachments. 
Originality/value: The presented method of evaluating the effectiveness of attachments is based on determining retention 
work of the attachments and it allows to compare quite objectively even relatively different solutions. The so far used 
criterion of measuring vertical retention force makes it possible to compare only the solutions which are based on similar 
mechanical principles. 

 
1.75 
The influence of the environment on the degradation of polylactides and their composites 
Chlopek J. (Krakow, Poland), Morawska-Chochol A. (Krakow, Poland), Szaraniec B. (Krakow, Poland) 

Purpose: The aim of this paper was to determine the influence of environment on degradation process of polylactide-based 
materials assigned for the implementation in medical implants and short-life products. The hydrolytic degradation, the 
biodegradation and the degradation under in vivo conditions were determined for the polylactide (PLA), the lactide and 
glycolide copolymer (PGLA) and the composites modified by hydroxyapatite particles, carbon fibres and natural fibres 
(hemp, jute). 
Design/methodology/approach: The degradation was analyzed on the basis of the changes occurring in the environment 
(such as those in pH fluids), the changes of the mass and resistance of the examined materials, as well as the structural 
infrared analyses. 
Findings: It was stated that the degradation time depends on the type of the environment with which the material is in 
contact. In the water environment, the degradation is faster than in the presence of a compost, and in the Ringer fluid, its 
speed is higher than in the artificial serum SBF. The in vitro observations focus mainly on the chemical interaction between 
the examined materials and the artificial environment. The degradation speed is dependent, among others, on the viscosity of 
the applied fluids and thus, their ability of penetration in the polymer’s structure and on the interfacial boundaries. In a living 
organism, the fundamental role is played by such processes as the protein adsorption, the cellular and tissue reactions, the 
body fluid flows and the charge exchanges, and thus, the degradation process is significantly faster than that under in vitro 
conditions. 
Practical implications: Result of this study can be used to elaborate the manufacturing method of implants with controlled 
resorption time and degradable short life time products like packages. 
Originality/value: In this paper effect of hydrolytic degradation, biodegradation and in vivo degradation on polymers’ and 
composites’ behaviour was shown. Result of this study can be used to prognosis of durability of degradable materials. 

 
1.77 
Bimetallic layer castings 
Cholewa M. (Gliwice, Poland), Wrobel T. (Gliwice, Poland), Tenerowicz S. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: In paper is presented technology of bimetallic layer casting in configuration: working part (layer) from ferritic or 
austenitic alloy steel and bearing part from grey cast iron. 
Design/methodology/approach: In applied technology surface layer on the basis of alloy steel at 2 or 5mm thickness was 
put directly in founding process of cast iron with use of preparation of mould cavity method. Quality of bimetallic layer 
castings was estimated on the base of ultrasonic non-destructive testing and examination of the structure and selected usable 
properties i.e. hardness. 
Findings: The results of studies and their analysis show efficiency of new, innovative technology of heat-resisting layer 
castings. 
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Research limitations/implications: In further research, authors of this paper are going to application of different type of 
alloy steels on working part (layer) of bimetallic casting. 
Practical implications: On the basis of research results was affirmed that application of thinner plates i.e. about thickness 
2mm causes their deformation in time of pouring, what disqualify this layer casting for industrial application. Considerably 
best results was obtained with use thickness of plate 5mm. 
Originality/value: The value of this paper resides in new effective method of manufacture of heat-resisting castings, mainly 
for lining of quenching car to coke production. 

 
1.9 
Prevention methods against hydrogen degradation of steel 
Cwiek J. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: of this paper is presentation of mechanisms and forms of hydrogen degradation in steel along with pointing out 
methods for hydrogen degradation prevention. 
Design/methodology/approach: Hydrogen degradation of steel is a form of environmentally assisted failure which is 
caused by the action of hydrogen often in combination with residual or applied stress resulting in  reduction of plasticity, 
load bearing capacity of a component, and cracking. 
Findings: The sources of hydrogen in steel were presented.  Forms of hydrogen presence in metals, mechanisms of hydrogen 
degradation, and types of hydrogen induced damage were discussed in details. Five specific types of hydrogen induced damage 
to metals and alloys could be distinguished: hydrogen embrittlement, hydrogen-induced blistering, cracking from precipitation 
of internal hydrogen, hydrogen attack, cracking from hydride formation. 
Practical implications: Methods for hydrogen degradation prevention include: selection of suitable material, modifying 
environment to reduce hydrogen charging, and use of surface coatings and effective inhibitors. 
Originality/value: Originality the paper outlines the problem of hydrogen degradation of steel and other alloys, delivering 
knowledge to undertake preventive or remedial actions in order to avoid hydrogen induced degradation. 

 
1.106 
Evaluation of hydrogen degradation of high-strength weldable steels 
Cwiek J. (Gliwice, Poland), Michalska-Cwiek J. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: of this paper is evaluation of susceptibility of a high-strength steel and welded joints to hydrogen degradation 
and establishing of applicable mechanism of their hydrogen embrittlement and hydrogen delayed cracking. 
Design/methodology/approach: High-strength quenched and tempered steel grade S690Q and its welded joints have 
been used. Susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement of steel and welded joints has been evaluated using monotonically 
increasing load. Slow strain rate test (SSRT) was carried out in hydrogen generating environment, i.e. artificial sea water 
under cathodic polarization. Susceptibility to hydrogen delayed cracking has been evaluated under constant load in 
artificial sea water under cathodic polarization. Fractographic examinations with the use of scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) were performed to establish suitable mechanism of hydrogen-enhanced cracking. 
Findings: Tested high-strength steels and its welded joints are susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement when evaluated 
with the use of SSRT. The loss of plasticity is higher for welded joints then for the base metal. Tested steels and welded 
joints reveal high resistance to hydrogen degradation under constant load. 
Research limitations/implications: Further research should be taken to reveal the exact mechanism of crack initiation. 
Practical implications: Tested steel and its welded joints could be safely utilized in marine constructions under cathodic 
protection provided that overprotection does not take place. Tested steel could be safely utilized within elastic range of 
stress in hydrogen generating environments. 
Originality/value: Hydrogen-enhanced localized plasticity (HELP) model is more applicable mechanism of hydrogen 
degradation for tested steel and its welded joints under monotonically increasing load in seawater environment. Under the 
critical load and hydrogen concentration notched samples premature failed and hydrogen-enhanced localised plasticity 
(HELP) model is a viable degradation mechanism. 
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1.36 
Eco-efficiency analysis methodology on the example of the chosen polyolefins production 
Czaplicka-Kolarz K. (Katowice, Poland), Burchart-Korol D. (Katowice, Poland), Krawczyk P. (Katowice, Poland) 

Purpose: This paper presents the  eco-efficiency methodology and  application of eco-efficiency analysis for  the chosen 
polyolefins production. The article  presents also main tools of eco-efficiency analysis: Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and 
Net Present Value (NPV). 
Design/methodology/approach: On the basis of LCA and NPV of high density polyethylene (HDPE) and low density 
polyethylene (LDPE) production, eco-efficiency analysis is  conducted. 
Findings: In this article environmental and economic performance of the chosen polyolefins production was presented. The 
basis phases of eco-efficiency methodology also presented. 
Research limitations/implications: Eco-efficiency analysis allows economic and environmental assessment of products 
or/and technology. Taking into account economic and environmental aspects enables designing and the production of the 
most eco- efficiency  product. 
Practical implications: Eco-efficiency analysis allows economic and environmental assessment of products or/and 
technology. Taking into account economic and environmental aspects enables designing and the production of the most eco-
efficiency product. 
Originality/value: The paper presents eco-efficiency analysis as a new approach to products assessment. The eco-efficiency 
possibility is valuable for designers and manufacturers to design the most eco-efficiency product or technology. 

 
1.86 
Optimization of Hydraulic Dampers with the Use of Design For Six Sigma Methodology 
Czop P. (Gliwice, Poland), Slawik D. (Gliwice, Poland), Krol A. (Gliwice, Poland), Wszolek G. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The aims of this paper are to identify the root cause of the temporary decrease in the damping force which occurs 
during the early stage of the stroking cycle's compression phase, the so-called damping lag, to describe measures of the 
phenomenon and to present methods for optimizing the design towards minimizing this (negative) effect. 
Design/methodology/approach: A theoretical background is presented in a constructive and computable manner with emphasis 
on measurement data analysis and MATLAB/Simulink modeling. The Design For Six Sigma (DFFS) approach and tools were 
used to validate the model statistically and, more importantly, to propose a method for data-driven optimization of the design.  
Findings: The root cause of the damping lag was confirmed during model validation as being a result of oil aeration. DFFS 
methodology proved to be useful in achieving design optimality..  
Research limitations/implications: The statistical model and conclusions drawn from it are only valid in the interior of the 
investigated region of the parameter space. Additionally, it might not be possible to find a local minimum of the aeration 
measure (damping lag) inside the selected region of the parameter space; a/the (depending on the context) global minimum 
located at the boundary might be the only possible solution. 
Practical implications: The optimal value of parameters is not unique and thus additional sub-criteria (cost/durability) can 
be imposed. Conducting tests in an organized manner and according to the Six Sigma methodology allows the design 
optimization process to be expedited and unnecessary costs to be eliminated. 
Originality/value: Improvements in understanding and measuring aeration effects constitute a clear foundation for further 
product optimization. Signal post-processing algorithms are essential for the statistical analysis and are the original 
contribution of this work. 

 
1.113 
The idea of material science virtual laboratory 
Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Honysz R. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: This article was written to describe the Material Science Virtual Laboratory. Presented laboratory is an open 
scientific, investigative, simulating and didactic medium helpful in the realisation of the scientific and didactic tasks in the 
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field of material Science. This laboratory is implemented in the Institute of Engineering Materials and Biomaterials of 
Silesian University of Technology in Gliwice, Poland. 
Design/methodology/approach: The laboratory is an aggregate of testers and training simulators, placed in the virtual 
reality and created in various languages and the programming techniques, which represents the properties, functionality and 
manual principles of real equipment installed and accessible in the real laboratories of scientific universities. 
Findings: Application of the equipment, that is practically imperishable, cheap in exploitation and easy in the use 
encourages students and scientific workers to independent audits and experiments in situations, where the possibilities of 
their execution in the real investigative laboratory will be limited because of the high material costs, difficult access to real 
equipment or the possible risk of his damage.  
Practical implications: The use possibilities of the virtual laboratory are practically unrestricted; it can be a base for any 
studies, course or training programme. 
Originality/value: The project of the virtual laboratory corresponds with the global tendency for expand the investigative 
and academic centres about the possibilities of training and experiments performance with use of the virtual reality. This 
enriches investigation and education programmes of the new abilities reserved so far exclusively for effecting only on real 
equipment. 

 
1.108 
The comparision of tribological properties of the surface layer of the hot work tool steels obtained by laser alloying 
Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Jonda E. (Gliwice, Poland), Labisz K. (Gliwice, Poland), Bonek M. (Gliwice, Poland), 
Klimpel A. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper presents the investigation results of the influence of laser remelting or alloying on the abrasive wear 
resistance of the X40CrMoV5-1 and 32CrMoV12-28 hot work tool steels surface, using the high power diode laser (High 
Power Diode Laser). 
Design/methodology/approach: The main goal of this work was to compare the abrasion wear resistance of those two steels 
before and after laser treatment consisting on remelting or alloying with carbide powders. The reason of this work was also to 
determine the laser treatment parameters, particularly the laser power, to achieve surface layer with better properties for 
example hardness which is connected with abrasive wear resistance of surface layers. 
Findings: A modification of tool steels surface using a laser beam radiation, as well as coating them with special pastes 
containing particles such as vanadium allows the essential improvement of the surface layer properties – their quality and 
abrasion resistance, decreasing at the same time the surface quality, what is dependent on the processing parameters such as 
energy of impulse and the time of its work. Surface layer obtained due to laser modification is characteristic of different 
properties than the native material. 
Research limitations/implications: The results present only four selected laser powers by one process speed rate. Also 
carbide powders were used for alloying with the particle size in a chosen range. 
Practical implications: The alloyed layers which were formed on the surface of the hot work steel have shown significant 
improvement. Good properties of the laser treatment make these layers suitable for various technical and industrial 
applications. 
Originality/value: Structural and tribological behaviour of surface layer achieved by alloying and remelting using high 
diode power laser and selected ceramic powders were compared. 

 
1.31 
The influence of reinforcement shape on wear behaviour of aluminium matrix composite materials 
Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Kremzer M. (Gliwice, Poland), Adamiak M. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to present the research results of modern metal matrix composite materials. The 
matrix material was EN AC - AlSi12 alloy while the reinforcement ceramic performs. In order to investigate the influence of 
reinforcing phase’s shape on tribological properties the comparison was made between the composite material based on 
preforms obtained by Al2O3 Alcoa CL 2500 powder sintered with addition of pore forming agent in form of carbon fibres 
Sigrafil C 10 M250 UNS from Carbon Group company and composite materials based on much more expensive commercial 
fibrous preforms. 
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Design/methodology/approach: The composite was produced by the use of porous material pressure infiltration method. 
Obtained composite materials were examined with light and scanning electron microscopy. Hardness test was carried out 
with Rockwell method in A scale.  Additionally, the wear resistance was measured by the use of device designed in the 
Institute of Engineering Materials and Biomaterials. The device realize dry friction wear mechanism of reciprocating 
movement conditions. 
Findings: The obtained results show the possibility of manufacturing the new composite materials by the method of porous 
sintered framework pressure infiltration based on the ceramic particles, with desired microstructure and properties, being a 
cheaper alternative for materials with base of ceramic fibers. 
Practical implications: Tested composite materials can be apply among the others  in automotive and aircraft industries. 
Originality/value: Worked out technology of composite materials manufacturing can be used in the production of near net 
shape and locally reinforced elements. 

 
1.95 
Selective laser sintering method of manufacturing front electrode of silicon solar cell 
Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Musztyfaga M. (Gliwice, Poland), Drygala A. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The aim of the paper is to demonstrate a laser method of micro-machining front contacts of monocrystalline solar 
wafers. This means forming front electrodes in order to decrease their resistance. It was demonstrated, that laser processing 
is a promising technique for selective laser sintering (SLS) solar cell contacts compared conventional forming front grid 
methods. 
Design/methodology/approach: The topography of laser micro-machining contact formations and screen-printing were 
investigated using ZEISS SUPRA 25 scanning electron microscope. The materials used in the present invention are different 
granulation silver powders. The grain size analysis were used in order to determine their size. The transmission line model 
(TLM) patterns were fabricated by selective laser sintering.  
Findings: This work presents an initial analysis of a new selective laser sintering/melting process to contact crystalline 
silicon solar cells. The seed layer was created using both silver pastes and powders by a selective laser sintering, do not use 
up to now in Poland. These contact structures were investigated microscopically to gain a better understanding of the method 
and select laser micro-machining parameters, which will influence on electrical parameters of formed front side grids. 
Practical implications: SLS can produce parts from a relatively wide range of commercially available powder materials. 
The physical process can be full melting, partial melting, or liquid-phase sintering and depending on the material. The 
thickness of silicon solar wafer can cause some difficulties connected with adhesion electrode during contact formation 
process. 
Originality/value: In pursuing the purpose of increasing the efficiency � of industrial crystalline solar cells to reduce costs 
of PV electricity, a measure to improve the front side grid is interesting – decreasing contact resistance and increasing 
efficiency in this way. 

 
1.94 
Application of FEM for solving various issues in material engineering 
Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Pusz A. (Gliwice, Poland), Nowak A.J. (Gliwice, Poland), Gorniak M. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The aim of this work is to present selected problems concerning the application of Finite Element Method in materials 
engineering on the example of chosen program which makes the most of this method to simulation. 
Design/methodology/approach: Application of Finite Element Method was discussed and essential advantages resulting 
from application of it are pointed. 
Findings: Description of the importance and the utility of FEM during solving of problems dealing with very complicated 
geometry complex state of loadings, various boundary conditions and/or various materials. 
Research limitations/implications: The method must be applied very carefully because its results do not refer to real 
system but only to the model one. The obtained results of FEM calculations can be used to solve many problems at the early 
step of designing with success. 
Originality/value: The application of FEM method during working out the internal prosthesis of oesophagus which will 
enable help people suffering from oesophageal cancer. 
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1.96 
Structure and mechanical properties of PVD coatings for tool materials 
Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Sliwa A. (Gliwice, Poland), Zukowska L.W. (Gliwice, Poland), Mikula J. (Gliwice, 
Poland), Golombek K. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The goal of this work is to investigate and compare the properties of (Ti,Al)N, Ti(C,N) and (Ti,Al,Si)N coatings, 
deposited on cemented carbide and cermet substrates. 
Design/methodology/approach: Coatings deposition were carried out using the PVD method by the cathodic arc 
evaporation (CAE) process. Investigations of surfaces and structures of the deposited coatings were carried out with use of 
SEM and TEM methods. Roughness parameter measurements, adhesion evaluation of the coatings on the investigated 
inserts, the Vickers microhardness measurements and detailed cutting tests were carried out to compare the properties of the 
investigated materials. 
Findings: The results of the investigations carried out confirm the advantages of PVD coatings deposited onto both: 
cemented carbides and cermets, especially in case of (Ti,Al)N and (Ti,Al,Si)N coatings. Coatings deposited onto the 
investigated substrates are characterised by good adhesion, high microhardness, taking effect in very high increasing of wear 
resistance. 
Practical implications: Deposition of hard, thin, multicomponent coatings on materials surface by PVD method features 
one of the most intensely developed directions of improvement of the working properties of materials. Employment of 
introduced combinations of substrates and coatings make it possible to transit of machining of semi-products from roughing 
to semi-finishing or finishing in one setting. 
Originality/value: Coatings based on (Ti,Al)N, (Ti,Al,Si)N as well as Ti(C,N) were developed to provide better 
performance over titanium nitride since the incorporation of aluminum or carbon in TiN increased hardness, decreased 
coefficient of friction of the coatings. Tools with such coatings reveal a significant life extension in service compared to the 
uncoated tools or coated with simple coatings based on monolayers of nitrides or carbonitrides, improvement of the 
tribological contact conditions in the tool-chip-machined material contact zone, and protection of the tool edge from 
oxidation and extensive overheating. 

 
1.88 
The investigations of (Ti,Al)N and (Al,Ti)N coatings obtained by PVD process onto sintered cutting tools 
Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Staszuk M. (Gliwice, Poland), Pawlyta M. (Gliwice, Poland), Konieczny J. (Gliwice, 
Poland) 

Purpose: The main aim of this research was an investigation of both the coatings structure and mechanical properties 
deposited by the cathode arc evaporation physical vapor deposition (CAE-PVD) on sintered carbides and sialon tool 
ceramics substrates. 
Design/methodology/approach: The (Ti,Al)N and (Al,Ti)N coatings were investigated. Microstructure was characterized 
using the scanning and transmission electron microscopy. Phases composition analysis was carried out by the XRD and 
GIXRD method. Investigation of surface roughness was done. The mechanical properties were determined on basis of 
following research: a measurement of hardness using Vickres’s method, a measurement of roughness, adhesion using 
Scratch Test method. The cutting ability was defined on basis of technological cutting trials. 
Findings: The investigations made by use of the glow discharge optical emission spectrometer indicate the existence of the 
transition zone between the substrate material and the coating. The results shows that (Al,Ti)N coating presents good 
adhesion onto booth substrates and (Ti,Al)N coating presents good adhesion onto sintered carbides substrate. All the 
coatings demonstrate a high hardness. 
Research limitations/implications: The good adhesion (Al,Ti)N coating to sialon substrate is connecting with the same 
type of bonding in coat and sialon substrate. 
Originality/value: The good properties of the PVD gradient coatings make them suitable for various engineering and 
industrial applications. 
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1.84 
A selection of the protective atmosphere eliminating the inter-operational copper plating step in the processing 
of gear wheels 
Gawronski Z. (Lodz, Poland), Malasinski A. (Lodz, Poland), Sawicki J. (Lodz, Poland) 

Purpose of this paper is modification of the processing procedures of selected components, which would allow one to 
eliminate the operations of copper plating and copper strip steps. 
Design/methodology/approach: In order to fulfill these requirements, the process of inter-operational galvanic copper 
plating is often used by the manufacturers. Along with its technical advantages, helping to satisfy the customers’ needs, the 
technology of copper plating has one major disadvantage, comprised of the necessity to use highly toxic solutions, and a 
subsequent need to dispose the toxic wastes. The process of galvanic copper plating is, therefore, an operation unjustified 
both on ecological as well as on economical grounds. 
Findings: Application of a fully controlled and reproducible protective atmosphere in the hardening procedure as a 
replacement approach for a disadvantageous measure of inter-operational copper plating in the production of gear wheels 
and pinions  
Research limitations/implications: The energetic development in automotive and aviation industries have played a 
significant role in development of modern multitooling technologies in the production of gear wheels. As discussed in the 
works of Dowes and Cooksey, Drug and Ghelec, Edenhofer, Hoffmann, working components of the bevel and hypoid gear 
systems in aerospace and automotive industries are usually made of low carbon steels with the gas carburizing operation 
used for their hardening. Because of the character of the production as well as specific customer requirements, there is a 
rational economic justification of a traditional heat treatment of gear wheels and pinions, which constitute the principal 
components of gear systems (GENERAL ELECTRIC USA, PRATT&WHITNEY KALISZ, N.Y. AIR BRAKE USA, PZL 
RZESZÓW, VISTEON FORD POLSKA, and others). The requirements of the aerospace industry do not permit any 
structural alterations of the surface layer of the processed parts (oxidizing, carburizing or decarburization). 
Practical implications: In order to minimize the number of quality non-conformances, resulting from surface faults in the 
heat treatment of a batch, a use of protective atmosphere has been proposed as a replacement for the inter-operational copper 
plating step. With the assumption of a good reproducibility of the heat treatment processes one should expect a substantial 
reduction of manufacture costs accompanied by simultaneous decrease of toxic wastes emission. An increase of the process 
competitiveness is, therefore, anticipated.  
Originality/value: Thanks to the specific modifications presented in this work the following achievements were made: 
shortening the production cycle, lowering the production costs of gear wheels, improvement of environment protection and 
work conditions by a partial elimination of toxic chemicals. 

 
1.73 
Models of construction attributes selection process in ordered construction families 
Gendarz P. (Gliwice, Poland), Cielniak M. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The main aim of research was to elaborate models of construction attributes selection process in ordered 
construction families. 
Design/methodology/approach: Based on selection models of quantitative construction attributes in reference to unified 
characteristic attributes it is possible to generate ordered construction families like: series of types, modular systems. 
Findings: Selection models of quantitative construction attributes were analyzed. Those methods are based on construction 
congruence. 
Research limitations/implications: The neural network model limitations come from the neural network structure. The 
accuracy of neural network work results vary of neural network quality. The constructional similarity model can be applied 
only to that states which are described by similarity theory. 
Practical implications: Presented method was applied in grippers series of types generation process. 
Originality/value: Described models give simple and quick ways to select construction attributes in ordered construction 
families. 
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1.17 
Material and tribological problems occurring during the design and utilisation of hip endoprostheses 
Gierzynska-Dolna M. (Poznan, Poland), Wieckowski W. (Czestochowa, Poland), Wisniewska-Weinert H. (Poznan, Poland) 

Purpose: The main goal of research is determination of the influence of frictional pair „endoprosthesis head - acetabular 
cup” material on frictional resistance and endoprostheses wear, and the stress distribution in the elements of “bone-cement-
implant” system. 
Design/methodology/approach: In the paper new development directions in endoprostheses are discussed with respect to 
construction of “head-acetabular cup” system and endoprosthesis stem, and proper material selection. The tests were carried 
out using dedicated simulator of the hip endoprosthesis. A quantitative and qualitative analysis of wear products was carried 
out. The numerical calculations of stress state in “bone-cement-implant” system were performed using ADINA System. 
Additionally the impact of incorrect endoprosthesis setting (jaw angle of the stem and cup) on frictional moment was 
determined experimentally. The stress distribution, in particular parts of “bone-cement-implant” system for selected 
endoprosthesis stem constructions, was presented. 
Findings: Both the numerical calculations and tests carried out on the hip endoprosthesis simulator gave us many valuable 
information on frictional resistance value, wear mechanism and durability of new endoprostheses constructions. 
Research limitations/implications: Preservation of geometrical, material and tribological similarity to the natural joints is 
of great significance in design of hip endoprostheses. Despite significant progress in material engineering not all similarity 
conditions were achieved. The replacement of a specific bone structure and natural joint with polyurethane insert and metal 
elements (stem, head of endoprosthesis), i.e. materials with much higher modulus of elasticity, cause the significant increase 
of the “bone-cement-implant” system rigidity. Frictional and wear processes occurring in the moveable system: “head-
acetabular cup” and the resulting low endoprosthesis durability pose a serious problem. 
Practical implications: Future development of endoprostheses alloplasty is determined by the progress in biotribology, 
especially frictional and wear tests of endoprostheses. 
Originality/value: The tests were carried out using  the hip endoprosthesis simulator, which reflects processes occurring in 
natural joint. 

 
1.23 
Corrosion behaviour of plastically deformed high-Mn austenitic steels 
Grajcar A. (Gliwice, Poland), Krukiewicz W. (Gliwice, Poland), Kolodziej S. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The aim of the work was the comparison of corrosion resistance in an aqueous sulfuric acid solution of two 
high-manganese austenitic steels of the 0.05C-25Mn-Al-Si-Nb-Ti type in a plastically deformed state. 
Design/methodology/approach: Investigations were carried out on specimens obtained from a thermo-mechanically 
rolled sheet and then plastically deformed through bending and immersed in corrosive solutions (1N H2SO4) for 100 
hours. The mass decrement was calculated by the gravimetric method, whereas the character of corrosion damages was 
observed in metallographic investigations using light and scanning electron microscopes both in the polished and etched 
states. 
Findings: It was found that after the thermo-mechanical processing one steel is characterized by an austenitic structure 
with numerous annealing twins, whereas in the second steel lamellar martensitic phases in an austenitic matrix occur. 
The investigations showed that the examined high-manganese steels have very low corrosion resistance in normal 
H2SO4. Higher impact on the corrosion resistance than the phase composition has the chemical composition. The mass 
decrement of the steel with martensite plates is a bit higher than that with  
a single-phase austenitic matrix. The specimens were intensively dissolved due to general corrosion accompanying by 
pitting and hydrogen cracking. 
Research limitations/implications: To investigate in more detail the corrosion behaviour of high-manganese austenitic 
steels, the polarization tests and the analysis of corrosion products should be carried out. 
Practical implications: The obtained results can be used for searching the appropriate way of improving the corrosion 
resistance of high-strength high-manganese austenitic steels. 
Originality/value: The corrosion resistance of two types of advanced high-manganese austenitic steels with different 
initial structures was compared. Hydrogen impact in austenitic steels was discussed. 
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1.35 
Application of the computer tomography in examination of the internal structure of materials by considering the 
specific con-ditions of the problem 
Grzymkowski R. (Gliwice, Poland), Hetmaniok E. (Gliwice, Poland), Pleszczynski M. (Gliwice, Poland), Zielonka A. 
(Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose of this paper: In this paper we present a summary of the results reached in the field of computer tomography applied in 
some special case – for the problem of incomplete projection data. This particular problem arises in the technical issues in 
which, for some reasons (like for example size of the examined object, its localization or its accessibility), it is impossible to 
apply the standard algorithms of computer tomography. 
Design/methodology/approach: In the paper we discuss the standard algebraic algorithms of computer tomography and, 
additionally, the new algebraic algorithms (parallel and chaotic), designed by the authors, suitable not only for the case of 
incomplete projection data but also useful in the standard approach. 
Findings: The above mentioned algorithms are tested in solving the problems of reconstruction the discrete objects of high-
contrast. Moreover, convergence, stability and utility of the algorithms are proved experimentally. 
Research limitations/implications: Algorithms, created by the authors, are designed for the multiprocessor computers which 
allow to execute the calculations simultaneously. However, the results compiled in the paper were elaborated by using the one-
processor computer. Calculations in which the parallel computing structure will be used are planned for the nearest future. 
Practical implications: Possibilities of the effective applications of the discussed algorithms in different practical technical 
problems are showed in the paper. Research, done till now, indicate the chances of applying the proposed algorithms in certain 
technical problem in which the incomplete projection data appear (like, for example, in searching for the elements in material 
which cause decreasing of its strength or in looking for the compressed gas reservoirs in the coal bed, which can be dangerous 
for the people’s life and health). 
Originality/value: The paper presents the reconstruction algorithms (block and chaotic-bloc), designed by the authors, which 
appear to be more effective than the standard algebraic algorithms adapted for solving problems with the incomplete projection 
data. 

 
1.32 
Application of the homotopy perturbation method for calculation of the temperature distribution in the cast-mould 
heterogeneous domain 
Grzymkowski R. (Gliwice, Poland), Hetmaniok E. (Gliwice, Poland), Slota D. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose of this paper: In this paper an application of the new method for solving the heat conduction equation in the 
heterogeneous cast-mould system, with an assumption of the ideal contact at the cast-mould contact point, is introduced. 
An example illustrating the discussed approach and confirming its usefulness for solving problems of that kind is also 
presented in the paper. 
Design/methodology/approach: For solving the discussed problem the homotopy perturbation method is used, which 
consists in determining  the series convergent to the exact solution or enabling to built the approximate solution of the 
problem. 
Findings: The paper shows that the homotopy perturbation method, effective in solving many technical problems, is 
successful also for examining the considered problem. 
Research limitations/implications: Solution of the problem is provided with the assumption of an ideal contact between 
the cast and the mould. In further, research of the discussed method shall be employed to solve problems involving the 
presence of thermal resistance at the cast-mould contact 
Practical implications: The method allows to determine the solution in form of the continuous function, which is 
significant for the analysis of the cast cooling in the mould, in order to avoid the defects formation in the cast. 
Originality/value: Application of the new method for solving the considered problem. 
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1.7 
Development of a twin roll caster for light metal 
Haga T. (Osaka, Japan) 

Purpose: Purpose of this paper is to show the development of a twin roll caster for aluminium alloy. One of the 
developments was the increase of the roll speed. The increase of the roll speed was essential to improve the low productivity 
of the twin roll caster. Limitation of the alloys, which can be cast into the strip, could be enlarged by the method to increase 
the roll speed. The method to increase the roll speed was useful to increase the cooling rate of the cast strip. The devices to 
increase the roll speed were shown in this paper. Other development was invention of the twin roll caster to cast clad strip. 
The twin roll casters to cast two layers clad strip, three layers clad strip and five layers clad strip were invented. 
Design/methodology/approach: Increase of roll speed was attained by the use of a copper roll and a nozzle, operation of the 
low temperature casting and non-use of parting material. A scraper was adopted to the twin roll caster for clad strip to 
prevent the mixture of the molten metals and to control the surface condition. The devices to increase the roll speed were 
useful for the roll caster to cast clad strip. 
Findings: The aluminium alloy strip could be cast at the speeds up to 90 m/min. The aluminium alloy which has wide 
freezing zone like Al-25%Si could be cast into the strip. Two layers, three layers and five layers of clad strips could be cast. 
Research limitations/implications: The roll casters were laboratory size. Therefore, it was not clear of the ability of the 
casting of the long size and wide size strips. 
Practical implications: The productivity of aluminium alloy strip is increased. The property of the aluminium alloy strip is 
improved. The aluminium alloy, which was too brittle to be formed into the plate, will be cast into strip directly from melt. 
The process and energy to make the brazing sheet will be saved by the roll caster of the present study. 
Originality/value: The invented roll casters, devices for casting and properties of the cast strips are original. 

 
1.44 
Primary stage of Fe-Cr-C alloy oxidation at 1100°C 
Hajduga M. (Bielsko-Biala, Poland), Jedrzejczyk D. (Bielsko-Biala, Poland) 

Purpose: To study the primary oxidation stage of Fe-Cr-C steels in more detail, to correlate the oxidation kinetics with O2 
absorption, with CO2 evolution and with the morphology of  the scale layers formed during the course of oxidation. 
Design/methodology/approach: Analysis of oxidation kinetic of Fe-Cr-C alloys containing 13 % Cr and carbon ranging from 
0.15 to 1.63% at 1100°C for 3hr was carried out using a SETA¬RAM-1000 thermobalance-chromatograph. Three specimen 
geometries were used: cylindrical specimens, bar-like samples, wire-like samples. As a results the weight gain relations, 
measured rates of carbon loss, rates of oxygen absorption and morphology of the oxide scales was analysed. 
Findings: The oxidation rate increased with increasing carbon content in the alloys. The measured time variation of CO2 
evolution showed that, during the first period of oxidation (0-40 min), a compact surface layer of FeO formed, which prohibited 
the free transfer of  CO3 into the streaming oxidation atmosphere. The measurable CO2  evolution started between 40 and 50 
min, and the most rapid evolution occurred in the interval t = 60-90 min of oxidation. This effect corresponds well to scale-layer 
damage and to the maximum O2 absorption. 
Research limitations/implications: Results enable to interpret the primary stage of the oxidation of Fe-Cr-C alloys and to 
discuss the relations between the cation diffusivities in the individual oxide sublayers, i.e., in wustite, magnetite, and hematite. 
Originality/value: More detailed description of the primary oxidation stage of Fe-Cr-C steels. 

 
1.10 
Abrasive wear of railway sections of steel with a different pearlite morphology in railroad switches 
Herian J. (Katowice, Poland), Aniolek K. (Katowice, Poland) 

Purpose: The analyse of pearlite morphology changes as a result of hot rolling process and isothermal annealing. 
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Design/methodology/approach: Physical modelling of isothermal annealing for a transition point of 520-620°C was carried 
out using a Gleeble simulator. A scanning electron microscope was used for a quantitative evaluation of the microstructure. 
Tests of resistance to abrasive wear were carried out at the Amsler stand. 
Findings: The obtained test results confirm that these methods can be effectively used in shaping the pearlitic structure and 
properties of the steel. 
Practical implications: In physical modelling of tests of resistance to abrasive wear for the steel grade R260 after hot rolling 
and isothermal annealing it has been proved that this feature is a function of the steel structure and properties in the given 
operation conditions. The resistance to abrasive wear of steel R260 with a pearlitic structure and different pearlite 
morphology decreases with the increase of load and slide. 
Originality/value: An advantageous pearlitic morphology of steel (block sections) with interlamellar distance in the order of 
0.12-0.13 �m, ensuring hardness of about 340-350 HB, is facilitated by a hot rolling process combined with isothermal 
annealing. 

 
1.40 
A brighter place: overview of microstructured sunlight guide 
Hocheng H. (Hsinchu, Taiwan), Huang T.Y. (Hsinchu, Taiwan), Chou T.H. (Hsinchu, Taiwan), Yang W.H. (Hsinchu, 
Taiwan) 

Purpose: This article provides an overview of the daylighting system using existing and advanced submicron technology for 
buildings. The approaches of movable and fixed sunlight guiding system for saving the energy of artificial lighting will be 
reviewed. The major part is devoted to the sunlight guide panel / film based on a formed prismatic microstructure on 
transparent substrate by UV-imprint and roll-to-roll process. 
Design/methodology/approach: To achieve the prismatic microstructure sunlight guide panel / film, the wide aspects including 
the suitable materials, optical design of the microstructure and tuning the imprint processes are covered. In addition, to estimate 
the effectiveness of sunlight guide panel / film, a series of experiments were performed and compared with the prediction. 
Findings: The analysis reveals the outgoing light above the horizontal level of the transom in a major portion. It indeed 
provides the adequate indoor daylighting by the proposed sunlight guide panel / film. 
Research limitations/implications:The use of micro-polygonal-structured sunlight guide panel/film to deliver the daylight 
into the core area of a building is recommended as future research to enhance the indoor illumination by daylighting system. 
The portion of outgoing light below 90° causes the glare. 
Practical implications: The authors conclude the proposed prismatic sunlight guide panel/film is a promising approach for 
guiding daylight into a room. 
Originality/value: The reviewed daylighting system with submicron-patterned prismatic sunlight guide panel/film made of 
inorganic-organic materials is based on the authors’ original work of daylighting techniques. It significantly elevates the use 
of sunlight and saves energy  consumption in a building. 

 
1.53 
Numerical design and analysis of small recessed silicon carbide grinding wheels 
Jackson M. (Purdue, United States) 

Purpose: Silicon carbide grinding wheels are tools used in manufacturing industry to form precision components and continue 
to be used to increase production rates due to their ability to remove high volumes of material at high speeds. There is a demand 
to increase the speed of rotation of the grinding wheel in order to achieve high removal rates. The increase in speed creates a 
situation where the grinding machine and the operator are subjected to a possible catastrophic failure of the wheel due to the 
stresses generated in the coarse brittle structure of the vitrified grinding wheel. The study focused on building and analyzing 
computer models of grinding wheels with recessed features spinning at different rotational speeds. By employing a 
computational approach, it was possible to determine the maximum principal stresses in the wheel together with the location of 
the stresses. The geometry of vitrified wheels considered included a plain-sided rotating wheel and a recessed rotating wheel. 
Design/methodology/approach: The paper shows how stresses and factors of safety are calculated in order to predict the 
bursting speeds of small recessed SiC grinding wheels.  The main methods used include finite element analysis and mechanical 
testing of abrasive materials.  The approach of the paper is to integrate the use of numerical analysis techniques and experimental 
techniques to predict the safe operating conditions of SiC abrasive products. 
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Findings: Calculations were conducted to determine maximum stress in parallel-sided and recessed cup wheels.  Relevant 
factors of safety and bursting speed were also calculated and compared with experimental data. The paper proves the 
usefulness and applicability of a method developed for taking account of stress concentrations at the recess of small cup-
shaped silicon carbide grinding wheels. 
Research limitations/implications: The paper is limited to analyzing small recessed SiC grinding wheels.  Further work 
should focus on large recessed wheels and wheels made with different abrasive grains and bonding materials.  The type of 
porosity distribution should also be investigated. 
Practical implications: The paper shows how numerical methods are used to design safe operating conditions for brittle 
grinding wheels. The methods used show that numerical techniques are suitable for calculating the measures of safety that 
are an important consideration when designing high speed rotating grinding wheels that can be devastating if allowed to fail 
in service. 
Originality/value: The originality in the paper is revealed owing to the fact that fracture mechanics principles are applied to 
the prediction of failure of rotating grinding wheels.  The paper is of practical importance to mechanical designers who are 
responsible for the safe design of grinding wheels. 

 
1.43 
Cast iron zinc galvanizing improved by high temperature oxidation process 
Jedrzejczyk D. (Bielsko-Biala, Poland), Hajduga M. (Bielsko-Biala, Poland) 

Purpose: To evaluate influence of the high-temperature oxidation, as the preliminary stage previous to coating with zinc on 
the change of surface layer structure as well as subsurface layer of cast iron with flake, vermicular and nodular graphite. 
Design/methodology/approach: The experiment was led in the temperature range: 850-1050ºC in ambient air. Samples 
have been taken out from the furnace separately after: 2-12 hours. After scale layer removal the hot dip zinc coating in 
industrial conditions has carried out. Received effects were compared to these obtained during cast iron coating without 
preliminary thermal processing. To observation both optical and scanning microscope was applied. Sample’s surface quality 
was described additionally by roughness measurements. 
Findings: As the consequence of conducted high-temperature oxidation in subsurface layer of cast iron pores have been 
created, that in result of coating in liquid zinc were filled with new phase and in this way the new zone with different 
properties was obtained. Cast iron layer enriched in zinc is considerably thicker than layers got with application of other 
methods. 
Research limitations/implications: It is suggested to verify the corrosion resistance of cast iron coated with zinc according 
to presented method and compare of got results with classic zinc coating effects. 
Practical implications: The proposed method consisted on combining of hot dip zinc coating of cast iron with previous high 
temperature oxidation makes possible creation of sub-surface layer with composite character, composed of  “after –graphite” 
voids filled with zinc and metallic matrix, without necessity of pressure processing. 
Originality/value: New application of high temperature corrosion as the heat treatment improving effects obtained after cast 
iron zinc coating. 

 
1.66 
Effect of deep cryogenic treatment on substructure of HS6-5-2 high speed steel 
Jelenkowski J. (Warsaw, Poland), Ciski A. (Warsaw, Poland), Babul T. (Warsaw, Poland) 

Purpose: The purpose of this study was using of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) in order to reveal the changes in substructure of speed steel made with deep cryogenic treatment (DCT), 
in comparison with substructure formed by conventional heat treatment for secondary hardness. 
Design/methodology/approach: The HS6-5-2 high speed steel was heat treated in a conventional mode for secondary 
hardness or was processed in a mode with use of DCT, with and without next tempering. Transmission electron microscopy 
and scanning electron microscopy observations were carried out. Studies of thermal stability in range of temperatures from -
196 °C to 400 °C were performed using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 
Findings: Observations made with aid of SEM-TEM microscope revealed the presence of high density of globular clusters 
situated at dislocations, and precipitations of the fine carbide plates, located in twinned crystals of martensite. Thermal analysis 
(DSC) showed an occurrence of higher exothermic effects in specimens treated with use of DCT, than in specimens heat treated 
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conventionally. In steel samples after quenching and DCT the additional exothermic effect was observed. Electron diffraction in 
TEM studies of these specimens allowed to observe reflections of which indexing exhibited that the precipitated carbide phase 
has crystallographic structure of B1 type. 
Research limitations/implications: Extremely high dispersion of carbide phases and a high state of stress that accompanies 
the stage of precipitation, make difficult the identification of the lattice structure of precipitations, its crystallographic 
relationships and the degree of coherence with the matrix. Identification of the type of carbides (�, �, B1, and others) and 
their coherence with matrix become time-consuming. This important issue requires detailed studies using high-resolution 
microscopes. Conditions of the early stage of the precipitation process affect the stability of induced strengthening and 
service-life of tools. 
Practical implications: Research of HS6-5-2 high speed steel allowed concluding that DCT, besides refinement of 
martensite grain size, causes an increase of quantity of sites for nucleation of clusters, in which during tempering the B1 
carbides are formed. These fine, coherent with matrix and stable carbides are found to be responsible for enhancement of 
toughness and wear resistance of HSS tools. 
Originality/value: The issue of DCT is a niche topic in Poland, there are no detailed studies on the changes taking place 
during this process. 

 
1.14 
Wear behaviour of composite materials based on 2024 Al-alloy reinforced with d alumina fibres 
Kaczmar J.W. (Wroclaw, Poland), Naplocha K. (Wroclaw, Poland) 

Purpose: Wear improvement of aluminum matrix composite materials reinforced with alumina fibres, was investigated. 
The effects of the applied pressure and T6 heat treatment on wear resistance were determined. 
Design/methodology/approach: Wear tests were carried out on pin-on disc device at constant sliding velocity and under 
three pressures, which in relation to diameter of specimens corresponds to pressures of 0.8 MPa, 1.2 MPa and 1.5 MPa. 
To produce composite materials porous performs were prepared. They are characterized by the suitable permeability and 
good strength required to resist stresses arising  during squeeze casting process.  Performs exhibited semi-oriented 
arrangement of fibres and open porosity enabled producing of composite materials 10% (in vol.%) of Al2O3 fibres 
(Saffil). 
Findings: In comparison with T6 heat treated monolithic 2024 aluminium alloy composites revealed slightly better 
resistance under lower pressure. Probably, during wear process produced hard debris containing fragments of alumina 
fibres are transferred between surfaces and strongly abrade specimens. Under smaller pressures wear process proceeded 
slowly and mechanically mixed layer MML was formed. 
Research limitations/implications: Reinforcing of 2024 aluminium alloy could be inefficient for wear purposes.  
Remelting and casting of wrought alloy could deteriorate its properties. Interdendrite porosities and coarsening of grains 
even after squeeze casting process were observed. 
Practical implications: Aluminum casting alloys can be locally reinforced to improve hardness and wear resistance 
under small pressures. 
Originality/value: Investigations are valuable for persons, what are interested in aluminum cast composite materials 
reinforced with ceramic fibre performs. 

 
1.11 
Computer modelling of ductile iron solidification using FDM and CA methods 
Kapturkiewicz W. (Cracow, Poland), Burbelko A.A. (Cracow, Poland), Fras E. (Cracow, Poland), Gorny M. (Cracow, 
Poland), Gurgul D. (Cracow, Poland) 

Purpose: The purpose of the work was the presentation of tool for modelling of solidification process, for prediction of 
some structure parameters in DI by the given chemical composition of alloy and for given boundary condition of casting. 
Design/methodology/approach: Two mathematical models and methods developed by authors  have been presented: 
micromodelling with using of finite difference method (FDM) and mesomodelling with using of cellular automaton method 
(CA). 
Findings: The FDM was used for solving the DI so¬lidification model, including heat conductivity equation with source 
function, boundary condition for casting, equations for austenite and eutectic grains nucleation depended  on the changing 
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undercooling, the Weibull’s formula for graphite nodule count, Kolmogorov’s equation for calculation of volume fraction of 
phases (eutectics and austenite). A set of  equations, after transformation to a differ¬ence form,  were solved by the finite 
difference method, using an iteration procedure. The correctness of the mathematical model has been experimen¬tally 
verified in the range of  most significant factors, which include temperature field, the value of maximum undercooling, and 
the graphite nodule count interrelated with the casting cross-section. Literature offers practi¬cally no data on so confronted 
process model and simulation program. The CA model  was used for the simulation of the grains’ shapes in connection with 
FD for temperature field and solute redistribution in the grain scale. 
Practical implications: FDM modeling gives the possibility of statistical description of microstructure but the geometrical 
shape of grains is assumed a priori. In CA modeling the grain shape is not assumed, but this is the result of modeling. The 
use of FDM gives  results quantitatively comparable to the process in real casting, particularly according to temperature 
fields and number of graphite spheroids. 
Originality/value: The CA method gives on the present stage  credible qualitative results but this method is more 
perspective for good reproducing of the real process of solidification. 

 
1.74 
Diamonds inmeteorites – Raman mapping and cathodoluminescence studies 
Karczemska A.T. (Lodz, Poland) 

Purpose: The aim of this paper is to show abundance of diamonds existing in the Universe and diamonds diversity 
among the diversity of other extraterrestrial carbon phases. The main subject of research shown here are example 
meteorites consisting diamonds: ureilites DaG 868 and Dho 3013. Results are compared with previous investigations. 
Diamonds exist in many different meteorites, interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) and in comets dust. Origin of different 
diamonds is still debated among the scientists, two main possibilities are taken into consideration CVD process or shock 
metamorphism. Understanding laboratory techniques of manufacturing diamond helps in understanding the processes 
taking place in the Space. From the other side, the new findings and discoveries give the new insight to material science 
and laboratory techniques. 
Design/methodology/approach: The samples were examined with different methods, the most investigations presented 
here are Raman Mapping and Cathodoluminescence (CL). 
Findings: Diamonds have been found in different samples with different shock stages. It means that not all diamonds in 
urelites could have shock origin. Diamonds from examined samples show high diversity, they exist in different sizes, 
from nanodiamonds to micrometer sizes diamonds and in different polytypes. Shifts of Raman diamond peaks indicates 
this. 
Research limitations/implications: Results show the possibilities of creating the new diamond-based materials similar to 
those found in meteorites. Diamond polytypes are not well characterized yet and could give some surprises for materials 
science. For future research it would be interesting to apply more methods such as X-ray diffraction or HRTEM. 
Originality/value: SEM+BSE+EDS+CL results and Raman imaging results of DaG 868 and Dho 1303 ureilites are 
shown for the first time. 

 
1.71 
Denture foundation tissues loading criteria in evaluation of dentures wearing characteristics 
Kasperski J. (Bytom, Poland), Zmudzki J. (Katowice, Poland), Chladek G. (Katowice, Poland) 

Purpose: Rationalization of rules determining shape of dentures functional characteristics requires knowledge of loading 
state of tissue denture foundation. 
Design/methodology/approach: During FEM numerical modeling  there was made evaluation of loading state of denture 
foundation tissues pressed by a hard denture and relined by a silicone layer. 
Findings: Maximum shear is observed under mucous surface at bone on the side of process prominence. Soft tissues injuries 
and pain discomfort  might result from exceeding both tolerances of pressure and shear, which maximum values are located 
in the opposite areas. Maximum pressure values are present in central areas at tips of edentulous ridges. The layers of 
relining material results in a decrease and balancing of maximum pressure values. It decreases tendencies of slip and 
frictional injuries  occurrence by means of reducing tangential stresses on the mucous interface. Nevertheless, the transfer of 
part of loadings on ridges slopes results in increased shear inside of the tissue at the side of the convexity. In bone tissue at 
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the tips of edentulous ridges there is observed decrease of principal stresses and the lack of significant changes of equivalent 
von Mises stresses. 
Research limitations/implications: One of the model simplifying assumptions was the assumption of isotropic linear 
elasticity  of materials mechanical characteristics and denture adherence to its foundation. 
Practical implications: Recommended to relining are injuries occurring in the central area of bone convexities. If, in spite 
of a proper denture fit, there is still a typical ulceration at the side of the ridges convexity, use of relining increases shear of 
those area of the tissue, conducing development of a typical deep ulcer located usually from the bone towards the surface of 
soft tissues. 
Originality/value: Tangential stresses and loads on mucous surface are not the only one criterion of evaluation and 
diagnosis of mucous membrane loading state. 

 
1.93 
Magnetic properties of Co-based amorphous ribbon under cyclic heating and cooling 
Konieczny J. (Gliwice, Poland), Borisjuk A. (Lviv, Ukraine), Pashechko M. (Lublin, Poland), Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The aim of the work is to investigate the changes of magnetic properties of the cobalt based Co68Fe4Mo1Si13.5B13.5 
alloy under cycling heating and cooling. 
Design/methodology/approach: The amorphous metallic ribbons were manufactured by planar-flow-casting method. 
Investigations of the magnetic properties were observed under permanent heating amorphous and partially crystallized alloy. 
Observations of the structure were made on the JOEL transmission electron microscope (TEM). Using the HFQS program 
the distributions of the magnetic hyperfine P(H) fields were determined for spectra smoothed in this way, employing the 
Hesse-Rübartsch method. 
Findings: The analysis of the magnetic properties under permanent heating and structure of the Co-based amorphous 
ribbons obtained in the by planar-flow-casting process proved that the permanent heating caused  the crystallization of 
second magnetic phase after transition near to paramagnetic state. 
Research limitations/implications: The appropriate cyclic heating and cooling significantly decreasing soft magnetic 
properties of examined amorphous alloy. The cyclic heating beginning of elementary crystallization processes and the end of 
crystallization alloy. 
Practical implications: According to the results presented in the paper the examined Co-based glassy alloys as a soft 
ferromagnetic material may be utilized in construction of magnetic cores such as choke coils, common mode and noise filter 
and is of great technological interest. 
Originality/value: The paper presents influence of permanent heating on structural changes of metallic ribbons. Results and 
discussion of the influence of permanent heating on magnetic properties of metallic ribbon are presented. 

 
1.61 
Tailoring of anodic surface layer properties on titanium and its implant alloys for biomedical purposes  
Krasicka-Cydzik E. (Zielona Gora, Poland) 

Purpose: Presentation of different anodizing methods used for formation of thin, thick, gel like covered and nanostructural 
titania and alloy component oxides. Evaluation of their properties for various biomedical applications in implantology and 
biosensing. 
Design/methodology/approach: Samples of titanium and its alloys were anodized in phosphoric acid solutions at different 
concentrations (0.5 ~ 4 M) with or without additions according to appropriate polarization regimes. Anodized samples were 
characterized by SED+EDS, electrochemical and impedance (EIS) tests and biocompability examination. Titanium and its 
alloys (Ti6Al4V and Ti6Al7Nb) samples were also used to form the nanostructural layer (nanotubes) by anodizing. The 
latter was used as a platform for glucose biosensing. 
Findings: Anodizing of titanium materials in phosphoric acid solutions allowed to obtain surface layers of various 
morphology and topography. They differ in porosity, thickness and chemical composition and according to their specific 
properties can be used in various biomedical applications. The development of gel-like layer and formation of nanotube layer 
was observed while anodizing in higher concentration of electrolyte or anodizing in the presence of fluorides. Both surface 
layers are much more bioactive than anodic barrier oxide layers on titanium. The primary tests to use nanostructured layer as 
platform for the third generation biosensors were promising. 
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Practical implications: Use of medical implants covered with porous and nanostructural anodic layers tailored to particular 
biomedical purposes enables new practical applications in implantology and biosensing. 
Originality/value: Phosphate gel-like layer over surface oxide layer on titanium materials and nanostructural surface layer 
rich in both: phosphates and fluorides, are highly bioactive, which is the desirable property of implant materials. 

 
1.97 
Crystallization kinetics of Zn alloys modified with Ce, La, Sr, Ti, B 
Krupinska B. (Gliwice, Poland), Labisz K. (Gliwice, Poland), Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Rdzawski Z. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: This paper presents the investigation results of cooling rate influence on microstructure of the Zn-Al cast alloy. Thermo-
derivative analysis of the investigated alloys was performed using the UMSA device (Universal Metallurgical Simulator and 
Analyzer). This device makes it possible to characterise the important points of the crystallised alloy diagram including: phase and 
eutectics crystallisation, as well liquidus/solidus points. The material used for investigation was the ZL8 alloy. 
Design/methodology/approach: Moreover the analysis of cooling rate influence on the derivative curve changes was 
performed as a result of the measured crystallisation kinetic changes. For the assessment of the cooling rate influence on the 
mechanical properties also hardness measurements were performed using the Rockwell hardness device. 
Findings: The treated sample is without holes, cracks and defects as well as has a slightly higher hardness value compared 
to the as-cast material. 
Research limitations/implications: Microstructure and mechanical properties investigations of the investigated alloy was 
performed for the reason of alloying additives influence on alloy microstructure and properties change, the microstructure 
was analyzed qualitatively using light and scanning electron microscope as well as the area mapping and point-wise EDS 
microanalysis. The performed investigation are discussed for the reason of an possible improvement of thermal and 
structural properties of the alloy. 
Practical implications: The investigated material can find its use in the foundry industry; an improvement of component 
quality depends mainly on better control over the production parameters. 
Originality/value: This work provides better understanding of the thermal characteristics and processes occurred in the new 
developed alloy. The achieved results can be used for liquid metal processing in science and industry and obtaining of a 
required alloy microstructure and properties influenced by a proper production conditions. 

 
1.98 
Image analysis used for aluminium alloy microstructure investigation 
Krupinski M. (Gliwice, Poland), Labisz K. (Gliwice, Poland), Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Rdzawski Z. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: In this work the metallographic microstructure analysis of the investigated AlSi7Cu3Mg aluminium cast alloy was 
performed for samples cooled with different cooling rate settings. The preformed investigations are subjected to the analysis 
of cooling rate influence on the phase morphology. 
Design/methodology/approach: The solidification process itself is analysed using the UMSA device by appliance of the 
Derivative Thermo Analysis. The influence of the cooling rate on the alloy microstructure was investigated using computer 
aided image analysis, in this work also the content of particular phases was analysed, as well the percentage of pinholes 
compared to the chosen cooling rate. 
Findings: The treated sample is without holes, cracks and defects as well as has a slightly higher hardness value compared 
to the as-cast material. 
Research limitations/implications: The investigated samples were made of the cylindrical shape and were cooled in the 
range of 0.2°C/s to 1.25°C/s. In this work also the derivative thermoanalysis was performed to determine the correlation 
between the chosen cooling rate and the microstructure as well changes in the derivative curve shape. For alloy cooling with 
chosen cooling rate as well for the derivative thermo-analysis the UMSA analysator was applied. 
Practical implications: The investigated material can find its use in the foundry industry; an improvement of component 
quality depends mainly on better control over the production parameters. 
Originality/value: The originality of this work is based on applying of regulated cooling rate of aluminium alloy for 
structure and mechanical properties changes. As an effect of this study it will be possible to understand and to influence the 
mechanism of structure forming, refinement and nucleation. Also a better understanding of the thermal characteristics will be 
provided to achieve a desirable phase morphology required for application of this material under production conditions. 
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1.19 
Evaluation of reformer tubes degradation after long term operation 
Labanowski J. (Gdansk, Poland) 

Purpose of this paper is to show the effect of long-term service at elevated temperatures on microstructural changes of 
cast steel reformer tubes made of the alloy IN-519 (24%Cr, 24%Ni, Nb). The relationship between mechanical properties 
and microstructure degradation is discussed. 
Design/methodology/approach: Investigations were performed on five tubes taken from ammonia reformer furnace. 
Tubes worked at temperature of 880ºC and 3.2 MPa pressure. The operation time varied from 24000 to 95000 hours. 
Microstructure of the material has been examined with the use of light optical microscopy and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM). The   energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) was used for phase identification. The mechanical 
properties have been evaluated in static tensile tests at room temperature. 
Findings: Metallographic investigations of IN-519 cast steel catalytic tubes show that structural changes occur in non-
monotonic way with operating time at elevated temperatures. For this reason the evaluation of tube degradation can not be 
based only on the microstructure examinations. The presence of a good correlation between mechanical properties of the 
catalytic tubes and service conditions, i.e. temperature, time, and internal stress was confirmed. 
Research limitations/implications: The surface condition of the tubes walls like carburization and oxidation is not 
considered in this study. 
Practical implications: The method for assessing the current degradation level and for predicting residual lifetime of creep-
resistant tubes has been established. The method uses elongation values as the main factor characterizing structural degradation 
of catalytic tubes. It respects all degradation mechanisms involved in tubes degradation, and can give reliable information on 
reformer tube condition through almost whole period of operation. 
Originality/value: Microstructure transformations occur in the IN-519 cast steel tubes during long-term operation in the 
reformer furnace were revealed and described. 

 
1.38 
FEM applications to the analysis of passive solar wall elements 
Lenik K. (Lublin, Poland), Wojcicka-Migasiuk D. (Lublin, Poland) 

Purpose: The evaluation of heat propagation effectiveness through passive solar modules of different construction in 
relation to selected process conditions by means of computer simulation. 
Design/methodology/approach: The analysis of heat transfer through laminar structures in transient states by means of 
FEM and its verification on small scale models during laboratory tests. 
Findings: The paper presents the application of FEM and its methodology of computations for the established conditions on 
both sides of laminar structures specific for solar passive-thermal modules. The results are compared to small scale 
experimental results. The verification of the analysis leads from particular conclusions concerning the procedure of 
simulations towards general comments on the application of real modules. 
Research limitations/implications: The research has been carried out by means of software suitable for field analysis with 
some limitations to 3D which have been specified but their influence on usefulness of results is only minor. The verification 
on a small scale model is necessary and reliable in terms of the research consistence. 
Practical implications: Finite Element Method exploited in the  applied methodology of investigation can be successfully 
used as a tool to examine energy transfer at considerations on different laminar structures. The subject of the research, i.e. 
solar passive modules confirmed their usefulness for energy demand reduction but with some identified restrictions. 
Originality/value: The use of small scale solar modules to verify FEM analysis and the combination of both analyses to 
determine the applicability of modules in real conditions of solar energy conversion in different building objects. 

 
1.52 
Forging tools modification with graphene-like solid lubricant nanoparticles 
Leshchynsky V. (Poznan, Poland), Ignatiev M. (Poznan, Poland), Wisniewska-Weinert H. (Poznan, Poland), Borowski J. 
(Poznan, Poland), Rybak T. (Poznan, Poland), Dobrovnik I. (Krsko, Slovenia) 
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Purpose: Working conditions of forging tools have become severer with the years. To increase their wear and heat 
resistance the surface of the tool is coated by CVD/PVD methods. Relatively high friction coefficient of coatings results in 
high friction losses and low durability of coating films due to high shear stress at tool–workpiece interface. That is why 
improved self-lubricating system should be developed. Combination of modern coatings (nanostructured, nanolayers, 
nanocomposites, etc.) with self-lubricating tool design and application of solid lubricant MoS2 and WS2 graphene-like 
nanoparticles is very promising and effective way to solve existing forging tool problems. 
Design/methodology/approach: Laser micro-machining technology was applied to fabricate the network of micro-channels 
which serve like reservoirs for encapsulation of solid lubricant nanoparticles into tool body. Wide ranges of tribological tests 
on T-10 ball-on-disc tester were carried out to define the optimal geometry and network configuration of micro-channels 
ensuring generation of a lubricious transfer film at the tribological contact. 
Findings: As a result, increased tool durability and high forging precision could be reached. Analysis of failure mechanisms 
for different forging tools were carried out. It was found that one of the important reasons of tool wear is a high friction 
coefficient between treated material and the tool. Graphene-like nanoparticles of MoS2 solid lubricant were produced by 
Rolling Cleavage Technology. Paper consist SEM, TEM and AFM analysis of applied coatings and solid lubricant particles. 
Research limitations/implications: The continuous supply to a sliding area of nanoparticles will be for the first time 
applied to decrease high shear stress at an interface between forging tool and treated material.The next research step will be 
the transfer of the developed methods of self-lubrication from samples to real cold forging tools. 
Originality/value: Analysis of failure mechanisms for different forging tools were carried out. 

 
1.109 
Microstructure and mechanical properties of nanocomposite coatings deposited by cathodic arc evaporation 
Lukaszkowicz K. (Gliwice, Poland), Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Kwasny W. (Gliwice, Poland), Labisz K. (Gliwice, 
Poland), Pancialejko M. (Koszalin, Poland) 

Purpose: The main aim of the this research was the investigation of the structure and the mechanical properties of the nanocomposite 
TiAlSiN, CrAlSiN, AlTiCrN coatings deposited by cathodic arc evaporation method onto hot work tool steel substrate. 
Design/methodology/approach: The surfaces’ topography and the structure of the PVD coatings were observed on the 
scanning electron microscopy. Diffraction and thin film structure were tested with the use of the transmission electron 
microscopy. The microhardness tests were made on the dynamic ultra-microhardness tester. Tests of the coatings’ adhesion 
to the substrate material were made using the scratch test. 
Findings: It was found that the structure of the PVD coatings consisted of fine crystallites, while their average size fitted 
within the range of 11-25 nm, depending on the coating type. The coatings demonstrated columnar structure and dense cross-
section morphology as well as good adhesion to the substrate. The critical load LC2 lies within the range of 46-54 N, 
depending on the coating and substrate type. The coatings demonstrate a high hardness (~40 GPa). 
Practical implications: In order to evaluate with more detail the possibility of applying these surface layers in tools, further 
investigations should be concentrated on the determination of the thermal fatigue resistance of the coatings. The very good 
mechanical properties of the nanocomposite coatings make them suitable in industrial applications. 
Originality/value: The investigation results will provide useful information to applying the nanocomposite coatings for the 
improvement of mechanical properties of the hot work tool steels. 

 
1.33 
High temperature corrosion of Ti-46Al-7Nb-0.7Cr-0.1Si-0.2Ni intermetalics–based alloys in N2-O2-SO2 environments 
Malecka J. (Opole, Poland), Grzesik W. (Opole, Poland) 

Purpose: The reason for this research is to test the intermetalic alloy with improved oxidation and sulfidation resistance to 
air and a N2-O2-SO2 gas mixture at temperatures higher than 900 ºC, typical for working conditions of highly loaded parts of 
gas turbine. 
Design/methodology/approach: The objectives were achieved using several techniques including conventional 
metallography, SEM, BSE, EDX and precision measurements of mass loss. The oxides scales and their effects were 
investigated and compared for two test temperatures, i.e. 900 ºC and 950 ºC. 
Findings: This investigation confirms that oxidation in 9%O2+0.3%SO2+N2 atmosphere causes an increase in the rate of 
oxidation in comparison to the pure oxidation in air. The main conclusion is that combined oxidation and sulfidation at 
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temperature between 900 ºC and 950 ºC results in the formation of specific phases at the product-substrate and product-oxide 
boundaries. 
Research limitations/implications: The basic limitations concern alloys with different chemical composition, especially 
with different percentage of niobium (between 4-10 at %), not only with 7 at % as in the present investigation. Also, 
atmosphere with higher content of SO2 should be tested. Another problem is to optimize the surface integrity including 
surface roughness and sublayer properties. 
Practical implications: One of practical outcomes is to select the thermal conditions and surface preparation technology 
which guarantee the reduction of oxidation in 9%O2+0.3%SO2+N2 atmosphere. It is recommended to use alloys with higher 
content of niobium. 
Originality/value: Original value of the paper is assessing of the oxidation resistance of Ti–46Al–7Nb–0.7Cr–0.1Si–0.2Ni-
based intermetallic alloy at the conditions combining high temperature and sulphur-containing atmosphere. The novelty of this 
research deals with the mechanism of oxidation at such boundary conditions and its quantification. This knowledge can support 
the design of parts made of the intermetalic alloy. The problem considered is currently important for aeroplane and automotive 
industry, especially for gas turbine manufacturers. 

 
1.41 
Database for foundry engineers – simulationDB – A modern database storing simulation results 
Malinowski P.M. (Krakow, Poland), Suchy J. S. (Krakow, Poland) 

Purpose: of this paper The main aim of this paper is to build specific database system for collecting, analysing and 
searching simulation results. 
Design/methodology/approach: It was prepared using client-server architecture. Then was prepared GUI - Graphical User 
Interface. 
Findings: New database system for foundry was discovered. 
Practical implications: System development is in progress and practical implication will be hold in one of iron foundry in 
next year. 
Originality/value: The original value of this paper is innovative database system for storing and analysing simulation 
results. 

 
1.49 
Modification of surface films on chromium-nickel-molybdenum steel implants used in orthopaedics and traumatology 
Marciniak J. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: the paper is to characterize stainless steel of modyfied sufrace as a material used in orthopaedics and traumatology 
on the example of LCP (Locking Compression Plate) used in long bones treatment. 
Design/methodology/approach: In order to reach the goal biomechanical analyses, both numerical and experimental, were 
carried out. The results of the analyses are the basis for selecting geometrical features of a plate stabiliser and biomaterial 
mechanical properties. The degree of stress and deformation also determines areas where corrosion can start to develop. 
Chromium-nickel-molybdenum steel widely applied for making implants used in orthopaedics and traumatology was 
selected for testing implant surface modification. Passive and passive-carbon films were formed on the implants. The 
structure of the created films was tested together with their susceptibility to deformation and resistance to corrosion. 
Findings: It was shown that formation of passive-carbon DLC coatings is an effective method of increasing steel resistance 
to pitting, crevice and stress corrosion and of increasing its biocompatibility. 
Practical implications: The proposed surface treatment seems to be effective method that allow to reduce the risk of post-
surgical complications. The coatings can be formed by using electrolytic polishing and passivation and a final RF PACVD 
process. 
Originality/value: The author also presents results of the coating surface topography examination, results of tests on its 
chemical and phase structure as well as mechanical and physicochemical properties. 
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1.69 
Carbide alloyed composite manufactured with the Powder Injection Moulding method and sinterhardened 
Matula G. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: Development of a new generation tool materials on the basis of M2 high speed-steel reinforced with the mixture of carbides 
and with their structure and mechanical properties, fill the gap in tool materials between the high-speed steels and cemented carbides. 
Design/methodology/approach: Powder metallurgy, powder injection moulding, sintering, sinter hardening, heat treatment, 
microstructure and porosity examination, X-ray analysis, TEM, bending test, hardness test. 
Findings: Powder injection moulding processes were used to fabricate the proposed carbide alloyed composite materials. 
The addition of hard particles increase hardness after heat treatment and slightly reduces the ductility of these materials. 
Compared with M2 high-speed steel the bending strength of carbide alloyed composite decrease. The main advantage of the 
presented experimental tool materials is application of powder injection moulding to produce tool materials in a mass scale 
with relative low cost of production. Moreover the cost of production reduce application of sinterhardening. 
Practical implications: Application of heat treatment and especially sinterhardening to improve the mechanical properties 
of presented experimental tool materials gives the possibility to obtain tool materials with the relative high ductility and high 
hardness typical for cemented carbides. 
Originality/value: The essential advantage of the investigated injection moulded material and sintered is the broad range of 
the optimum sintering temperatures and the relatively small effect of the sintering temperature growth on the carbides growth 
makes using the industrial heating equipment possible. 

 
1.54 
Friction Stir Welding of austenitic stainless steels 
Meran C. (Denizli, Turkey), Canyurt O. E. (Denizli, Turkey) 

Purpose: Friction Stir Welding (FSW) was applied austenitic stainless steels that is difficult to weld using FSW technique. 
Proper weld can be obtained by using appropriate welding parameter. In this paper, the effect of different tool rotational 
speeds, traverse speeds, compressive tool forces, and tool angles was investigated. 
Design/methodology/approach: The dimension of 3 mm x 75 mm x 150 mm two stainless steel plates were used and butt welded 
by FSW method using 7.5 kW vertical head milling machine. All welded test specimens were prepared perpendicular to the weld 
line in order to determine the mechanical properties and tested with 12 MPa/sec stress rate under stress control using a servo-
hydraulic Instron 8801. Microstructure of the welding zone and macrograph of the heat affected zone was investigated by SEM. 
Findings: The average grain size in the SZ was between 3 and 7 µm, which is smaller than that in the BM. The average 
grain size in the HAZ was about 20 µm, which is half of that in the BM.Fine-grained microstructures are present the welded 
area. The dark bands observed in the weld zone were also detected the microstructure of the transition zone. Dark and 
narrow bands do not consist of pores or cavities. It was determined that these bands do not process an ultra fine-grained 
microstructure. They are Cr2O3 oxide layers which over the surface of stainless steels may have been ruptured during friction 
stir welding and may form bands inside the welding bead due to stirring. 
Research limitations/implications: The proper cooling system helps to prevent the stirrer tool from the deformation. 
Practical implications: The strength of the welded zone of AISI 304 stainless steel can be easily found by implementing 
welding design parameters and high quality joints can be obtained. 
Originality/value: This study was performed in the frame of the TUBITAK project no 106M504, „Friction Stir Weldability 
of Stainless Steels and Investigation of the Affected Parameters on the Welding Quality”. 

 
1.117 
Modified bone cement microstructure numeric simulation 
Nowacki J. (Szczecin, Poland), Sajek A. (Szczecin, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper aimed at determining the strength of modified bone cement microstructure. Modification with aqueous 
hormone solution stimulates the growth of bone at a hip-joint endoprosthesis implantation site. 
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Design/methodology/approach: In the first place, microstructure of modified cements was examined. This examination was 
a basis for statistical description of porosity obtained as a result of modification. Statistical data were used to create 
microstructure models in a programme being in agreement with FEM technique. Simulations were carried out on structures 
of 2 types of pores, i.e. those containing water and empty ones. 
Findings: Modification with aqueous solutions of modifying agents affects the structure and properties of bone cements. 
This is caused by formation of pores filled with aqueous solutions of modifying agents. This type of porosity decreases 
mechanical properties less than air-filled pores. 
Research limitations/implications: Numerical simulation of the stress and displacement pattern in juncture microstructure 
should be expanded with a simulation of bone-cement-implant system operation, which will allow estimation of an optimum 
value of modifying agent admixture, i.e. a value enabling the improvement of juncture biocompatibility not lowering at the 
same time its mechanical properties below a level set up in standard specifications. 
Practical implications: Microstructure simulations performed confirmed a manner of modified cement cracking observed 
on fractures. They showed formation of pore agglomerations where concentrating stresses may bring about the appearance of 
dangerous micro-fractures. 
Originality/value: Cement modification with aqueous solution and examination of the effect of admixture on microstructure 
mechanical properties.  

 
1.101 
Iron - based bulk amorphous alloys 
Nowosielski R. (Gliwice, Poland), Babilas R. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper presents a structure characterization, thermal and soft magnetic properties analysis of Fe-based bulk 
amorphous materials in as-cast state and after crystallization process. In addition, the paper gives some brief review about 
achieving, formation and structure of bulk metallic glasses as a special group of amorphous materials. 
Design/methodology/approach: The studies were performed on Fe72B20Si4Nb4 metallic glass in form of ribbons and rods. The 
amorphous structure of tested samples was examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) methods. The thermal properties of the glassy samples were measured using differential 
thermal analysis (DTA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The magnetic properties contained initial and maximum 
magnetic permeability, coercive force and magnetic after-effects measurements were determined by the Maxwell-Wien bridge 
and VSM methods. 
Findings: The X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy investigations revealed that the studied as-cast bulk 
metallic glasses in form of ribbons and rods were amorphous. Two stage crystallization process was observed for studied bulk 
amorphous alloy. The differences of crystallization temperature between ribbons and rods with chosen thickness are probably 
caused by different amorphous structures as a result of the different cooling rates in casting process. The SEM images showed 
that studied fractures could be classified as mixed fractures with indicated two zones contained “river” and “smooth” areas. The 
changing of chosen soft magnetic properties (�r, Bs, Hc) obtained for samples with different thickness is a result of the non-
homogenous amorphous structure of tested metallic glasses. The annealing process in temperature range from 373 to 773 K 
causes structural relaxation of tested amorphous materials, which leads to changes in their physical properties. The qualitative 
phase analysis from X-ray and TEM diffraction data enables the identification of a single phase of �-Fe for sample annealed at 
823 K and a mixture of Fe2B, Fe3B and Fe23B6 and �-Fe phases for samples annealed at temperature of 873 and 923 K. 
Practical implications: The magnetic properties allow to classify the studied Fe-based glassy alloy for suitable material for 
electric and magnetic applications. These properties of could be improved by applying the appropriate conditions of heat 
treatment (crystallization process). 
Originality/value: The applied investigation methods are suitable to determine the changes of structure, thermal and 
magnetic properties in function of sample thickness or annealing conditions. 

 
1.99 
Glass-forming ability analysis of selected Fe-based bulk amorphous alloys 
Nowosielski R. (Gliwice, Poland), Babilas R. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper mainly aims to present the structure and thermal stability of selected Fe-based bulk metallic glasses: 
Fe72B20Si4Nb4 and Fe43Co14Ni14B20Si5Nb4. 
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Design/methodology/approach: The investigated samples were cast in form of the rods by the pressure die casting method. 
The structure analysis of the studied materials in as-cast state was carried out using XRD and TEM methods. The thermal 
stability associated with glass transition temperature (Tg), onset (Tx) and peak (Tp) crystallization temperature was examined 
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Several parameters have been used to determine the glass-forming ability of 
studied alloys. The parameters of GFA included reduced glass transition temperature (Trg), supercooled liquid region (�Tx), 
the stability (S) and (Kgl) parameter. 
Findings: The XRD and TEM investigations revealed that the studied as-cast metallic glasses were fully amorphous. 
Changes of the onset and peak crystallization temperature and the glass transition temperature as a function of glassy 
samples thickness were stated. The good glass-forming ability (GFA) enabled casting of the Fe72B20Si4Nb4 and 
Fe43Co14Ni14B20Si5Nb4 glassy rods. 
Practical implications: The obtained examination results confirm the utility of applied investigation methods in the thermal 
stability analysis of examined bulk amorphous alloys. It is evident that parameters Trg, �Tx, Kgl, S could be used to determine 
glass-forming ability of studied bulk metallic glasses. 
Originality/value: The success of fabrication of studied Fe-based bulk metallic glasses in form of rods with diameter up to 
3 mm is important for the future progress in research of this group of materials. 

 
1.102 
Glass forming ability of binary Ni60+xNb40-x (x=0;1;2) alloys 
Nowosielski R. (Gliwice, Poland), Januszka A. (Gliwice, Poland), Pilarczyk W. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: This paper presents the investigations results of fabrication and structure tests binary Ni-Nb metallic glasses. 
Design/methodology/approach: The studies were performed on Ni60+xNb40-x (x=0, 1, 2) alloys in form of ribbon and rods up to 
2 mm. For the purpose of fabrication test pieces, melt spinning and pressure die casting methods were used. The main index for 
determine glass forming ability was thickness of specimens. To the tests of samples structure X-ray diffraction phase analysis 
(XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used. Owing to good mechanical properties of Ni-based metallic glasses, 
microhardness of cast rods were examined. 
Findings: X-ray diffraction and SEM analysis have revealed that samples in form of ribbons were amorphous, while cast 
rods were crystalline. 
Practical implications: The relationship between amorphous structure and good mechanical properties could be promising 
for many engineering application. The Ni-based bulk metallic glasses are newcomers engineering materials which may be 
applied to a new type pressure sensor exhibiting higher capability and higher sensitivity 
Originality/value: Paper present quite new type of binary metallic glasses based on Ni. For the sake of  alloy simplicity it is 
possible that this alloys will be used in many applications. 

 
1.112 
Recycling as an important element of engineering design 
Nowosielski R. (Gliwice, Poland), Kania A. (Gliwice, Poland), Spilka M. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: In this article an attention to environmental aspects, especially the necessity of recycling usage in the engineering 
design was paid. 
Design/methodology/approach: In the paper characteristic of engineering design and individual stages of this process, tools 
which designer uses to its realization were presented. Moreover, the factors which should be consider in the designing 
process were described. 
Findings: In this article, on the basis of engineering design methodology the ecodesign algorithm in which the principles of 
recycling were considered was proposed. 
Research limitations/implications: Design for recycling helps protect the environment and creates a sustainable means for 
conserving our resources. Recycling it is not only the usage of the secondary resources. It should be the system of materials 
circulation, consciously usage in the process of products designing which can be many times processed. 
Practical implications: Ecodesign is a new approach to designing and it depends on identification of the environmental aspects 
connected with product and consideration them to the designing process already on the early stage of product development. 
Originality/value: The worked out ecodesign algorithm systematizes workings performed during designing process and 
shows the meaning of the ecological aspect (necessity of recycling in it) in this process. 
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1.82 
Life and operational safety of power systems and chemical plants 
Okrajni J. (Katowice, Poland) 

Purpose: The problem addressed in the paper is the description of an effort and durability of components under the 
conditions of mechanical and thermal interactions. The problems of proper material testing methods have been shown as the 
important part of the components life assessment methodology. 
Design/methodology/approach: The FEM modelling has been used to determine the stress and strain fields in the 
components and to describe their behaviour under mechanical and thermal loading. 
Findings: An appropriate models description has been developed. So far, experimental verification of the usefulness of the 
model description to determine the stress and strain patterns in particular object and for chosen operation conditions has been 
made. 
Research limitations/implications: The developed description should be useful in problems of behaviour predictions of 
high temperature components and their durability assessment under different mechanical and thermal loadings in industry 
practical applications. 
Originality/value: The method, which more precise description of power industry components behaviour makes possible 
have been shown in the work. The work is addressed to researchers interested in problems of component behaviour 
prediction under different loadings that we can meet in the operation practice and  to power industry engineering 
maintenance staff. 

 
1.6 
The influence of heat treatment on microstructure and crack resistance of boron microalloyed steel plates 
Opiela M. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The work presents results of investigation of heat treatment conditions influence on microstructure and crack 
resistance of C-Mn constructional steels with microaddition of boron assigned to be used in production of high strength steel 
plates. 
Design/methodology/approach: Metallographic observations, heat treatment, hardness measurements, impact strength 
examinations, fractographic analyses of fracture surfaces of test pieces have been performed. 
Findings: Dispersive particles of interstitial phases formed on dislocations during the plastic deformation, limiting grain 
growth of austenite, create the possibility to obtain metallurgical products with fine-grained microstructure giving them high 
strength and guaranteed crack resistance, also at low temperature. 
Research limitations/implications: Further research of microstructure in transmission electron microscope as well as 
complementary impact resistance tests at the temperature lower than -60°C are foreseen to be performed. 
Practical implications: Obtained results of examinations, especially detailed fractographic analysis of fracture surfaces of 
test pieces together with chemical composition analysis of revealed non-metallic inclusions and precipitations of secondary 
phases will make contribution to better understanding of cracking mechanisms in the group of high-strength steels. 
Originality/value: Performed research revealed that investigated steels present high crack resistance also at low 
temperature. It can be achieved through proper selection of chemical composition and adequate conditions of heat treatment 
and plastic working. The presence of microadditions of transition metals deriving from IVb and Vb group of periodic 
classification of the elements with high chemical affinity to nitrogen and carbon allows producing rolled products with high 
exploitation properties. 

 
1.51 
Use of coronary stents – material and biophysical conditions 
Paszenda Z. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper discusses application issues of using the metallic implants for treatment of the cardiovascular diseases. 
The analysis of the biophysical conditions of the heart – coronary vessels system has been used to distinguish the tissue 
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environment properties which should be compatible with properties of the metal biomaterial and stent’s surface. On this 
basis the author presented results of experiments concerning the usefulness of the passive-carbon layer for surface treatment 
of vascular stents made of stainless steel. 
Design/methodology/approach: In order to determine the usefulness of the layer for implants in cardiology the following 
tests were carried out on the layer: structure, thickness, corrosion resistance, electrical properties and biocompatibility in 
experimental animals. The structure and thickness of the layer were tested in high resolution transmission electron 
microscope. Corrosion resistance was carried out by recording anodic polarization curves. Methodology of measurements 
took into consideration both implantation conditions and application of vascular stents. In tests concerning electrical 
properties of the layer, current-potential as well as capacity-potential characteristics were determined. 
Findings: The passive-carbon layer of nanocrystlline structure and high smoothness created on coronary stents’ surface fully 
ensures pitting corrosion resistance in both implantation and application conditions. 
Research limitations/implications: Deposition of the dielectric carbon layer on coronary stents’ made of stainless steel is 
effective method of reducing reactivity of their surface in blood environment and blood clotting in consequence. 
Originality/value: The need to determine the correct quality and properties of coronary stents was indicated. The properties 
refer to stents’ design, physio-chemical properties of the metallic biomaterial and its surface. 

 
1.48 
High quality casting materials 
Pietrowski S. (Xx, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper briefly presents results of the new developed high quality cast materials. 
Design/methodology/approach: The following materials are: hypereutectoid cast steel with various microstructure modular 
graphite obtained in as-cast condition (raw state), ductile cast iron of bainite-martensitic carbides structure obtained in a raw 
state, aluminum bronzes and silumins with additives of: chromium, molybdenum, wolfram, vanadium. 
Findings: These alloys are characterized primarily by significant mechanical properties and high wear resistance. It was also 
discussed getting of layer products by combination of steel or cast iron using alphinated layer with silumin. 
Practical implications: The paper discusses the high quality cast alloy, layer products and  presents the high quality casting 
materials in the point of view principles of materials selection. 
Originality/value: The above problem is shown in the background of “Rules of material selection” as well as a model of 
production system in company. 

 
1.103 
Structure and properties of Fe-Cr-Mo-C bulk metallic glasses obtained by die casting method 
Pilarczyk W. (Gliwice, Poland), Nowosielski R. (Gliwice, Poland), Januszka A. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The goal of this work is to investigate structure and properties of Fe54Cr16Mo12C18 alloy rods with different 
diameters obtained by the pressure die casting method. 
Design/methodology/approach: Master alloy ingot with compositions of Fe54Cr16Mo12C18 was prepared by induction 
melting of pure Fe, Cr, Mo, C elements in argon atmosphere. The investigated material were cast in form of rods with 
different diameters. Glassy and crystalline structures were examined by X-ray diffraction. The microscopic observation of 
the fracture morphology was carried out by the SEM with different magnification. The thermal properties of the studied alloy 
were examined by DTA and DSC method. 
Findings: These materials exhibit high glass-forming ability, excellent mechanical properties and corrosion resistance. 
Research limitations/implications: It is difficult to obtain a metallic glass of Fe54Cr16Mo12C18 alloy. The investigations 
carried out on the different samples of Fe54Cr16Mo12C18 bulk metallic alloy allowed to state that the studied ribbon was 
amorphous whereas rods were amorphous – crystalline. 
Originality/value: The formation and investigation of the casted Fe-Cr-Mo-C bulk materials and the study of glass-forming 
ability of this alloy. 
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1.90 
Comparison of the PVD coatings deposited onto plasma nitrited steel 
Polok-Rubiniec M. (Gliwice, Poland), Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Adamiak M. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper presents the structure, mechanical and tribological properties investigation results of the CrN, TiN and 
TiN/(Ti,Al)N anti-wear PVD coatings deposited onto substrates from the plasma nitrided hot work steel X37CrMoV5-1 
type. 
Design/methodology/approach: Tests of the coatings’ adhesion to the substrate material were made using the scratch test. The 
surfaces’ topography and the structure of the PVD coatings were observed on the scanning electron microscopy. The 
microhardness tests were made on the dynamic ultra-microhardness tester. Wear resistance tests with the pin-on-disc method 
were carried out on the CSEM THT (High Temperature Tribometer). 
Findings: The duplex coatings demonstrate high hardness and very good adhesion. It was found out that the duplex 
TiN/(Ti,Al)N coating show the best adhesion to the substrate material. 
Practical implications: This investigation is to determine the usefulness of CrN and TiN, TiN/(Ti,Al)N PVD coatings 
deposition in order to improve the mechanical and tribological properties of hot work steels, particularly X37CrMoV5-1 type 
one. 
Originality/value: The investigation results will provide useful information to applying the duplex and nanostructure PVD 
coatings for the improvement of mechanical properties of the hot work tool steels. The very hard and antiwear PVD coatings 
deposited onto hot work tool steel substrate are needed. 

 
1.89 
Thermomechanical processing of CuTi4 alloy 
Rdzawski Z. (Gliwice, Poland), Stobrawa J. (Gliwice, Poland), Gluchowski W. (Gliwice, Poland), Konieczny J. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: One of the reasons behind the interest in copper titanium alloys was development of new materials to substitute 
copper beryllium alloys. The reason for selecting that material for studies was that in the early stages of decomposition of 
CuTi4 alloy a spinodal transformation takes place and ordering processes begin. Proper selection of heat treatment and 
plastic working conditions provides possibilities to produce very wide range of sets of properties by formation of the 
required alloy microstructure. Therefore the main objective of the study was to capture the changes in precipitation kinetics, 
especially in the relations between supersaturation and ageing or between supersaturaion, cold deformation and ageing in 
connection to the changes in microstructure and functional properties (mainly changes in hardness and electrical 
conductivity). 
Design/methodology/approach: Melting of the charge material was conducted in medium-frequency induction furnace, in a 
graphite crucible. The melted material after bath preparation was poured into a cast iron ingot mould (with graphite grease applied 
on the inside) of dimensions 35 x 120 x 250 mm. The ingots after casting were peeled. The treated ingots were heated in resistance 
furnace at 900ºC for 1.5 hour and rolled down on a reversible two-high mill. 
Findings: Decomposition of supersaturated solid solution in that alloy is similar to the alloys produced in laboratory scale. 
The observed differences in microstructure after supersaturation were related to the presence of undissolved Ti particles and 
increased segregation of titanium distribution in copper matrix including microareas of individual grains. The mentioned 
factors influence the mechanism and kinetics of precipitation and subsequently the produced wide ranges of functional 
properties of the alloy. 
Research limitations/implications: Cold deformation (50% reduction) of the alloy after supersaturation changes the 
mechanism and kinetics of precipitation and provides possibilities for production of broader sets of functional properties. It 
is expected that widening of the cold deformation range should result in more complete characteristics of material properties, 
suitable for the foreseen applications. Similar effects can be expected after application of cold deformation after ageing. 
Practical implications: The elaborated research results present some utilitarian qualities since they can be used in 
development of process conditions for industrial scale production of strips from CuTi4 alloy of defined properties and 
operating qualities. 
Originality/value: The mentioned factors influence the mechanism and kinetics of precipitation and subsequently the 
produced wide ranges of functional properties of the Cu-Ti alloys. 
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1.115 
Evaluation of the compatibility of ceramic ball head and femoral stem taper on the new type THR 
Rehak L. (Bratislava, Slovakia), Zitnansky M. (Bratislava, Slovakia) 

Purpose: of this paper was follow up of compatibility of femoral component taper from TiAl6V4 ELI acc.ISO5832-3 and 
ceramic head of the new type of total hip join replacement THR - ZRM® in vitro. 
Design/methodology/approach: from december 2006 to august 2007 we have tested THR taper component and ball ceramic 
head.  On the base of our patents ( SK, CZ, EU, USA) from 1999 to 2006 we have designed and developed the new type of 
cementlesss THR - ZRM®. These total hip replacements were tested in our prospective study. We have evaluated 
compatibility and loading resistance of taper of THR ZRM® made from TiAl6V4alloy ELI and ceramic ball head Biolox® 
forte (28-12/14L) by tests of burst strength, pull out, rotational stability, fatigue and post-fatigue. Tests were monitored 
independent observer.  
Findings: in the burst test were tested 7 parts and average loading was 54 kN. The reached values comply with the 
requirements according to CeramTec procedure VA 02 04 4129 and the FDA Guidance document for the preparation of 
premarket notifications for ceramic ball hip systems. In the fatigue test all specimens test at a maximum load of 14 kN 
reached 10 million cycles without mechanical failure. The post fatigue test was performed with load of 46 kN and no failure 
of head and taper system was observed. The pull-off tests were made with pull out strength of 1439 N has been used on 5 
parts and no pullout of ceramic ball head of taper femoral component was observed. Last was the test of rotational stability, 
where ball head was rotational stable under strength of 1254Ncm. 
Research limitations/implications: this study was performed on the small group of spices but enough relevant according 
FDA and international ISO prescriptions.  
Originality/value: this study is original by publishing first results of the new cementless THR- ZRM® tests of compatibility 
and fatigue of metal taper and ceramic ball head. Value of this paper is in vitro testing and prepares ZRM® cementless THR 
for clinical use in human. 

 
1.57 
Follow up of biocompatibility of new total hip joint endoprosthesis in a canine model 
Rehak L. (Bratislava, Slovakia), Zitnansky M. (Bratislava, Slovakia), Soltes I. (Bratislava, Slovakia), Horecky J. (Bratislava, 
Slovakia) 

Purpose: of this paper was the follow up of biologic compatibility and functional use of new type endoprosthesis in a canine 
model. 
Design/methodology/approach: Prospective animal study with evaluation of new type ZRM of titanium alloy cementless 
total hip replacement (THR) in dogs in 2007. We used congruent ceramic head and polyethylene acetabular inlay. That is the 
gold standard in THR. The methods of X ray imaging evaluation after implantation and overgrowth evaluation were 
employed. We evaluated loading and use of the leg during walking and running. Total hip joint replacements were implanted 
in 6 dogs – German Shepards under general anesthesia. The follow up time was 6 months. We compared X ray findings after 
the operation and after 6 months, wound healing, use of THR during leg loading and biocompatibility of THR in femur and 
pelvis. 
Findings: The femoral and acetabular components were anchored using a press-fit technique. We found good 
biocompatibility in 5 dogs with good loading during walking and running, one complication with femoral fracture and 
wound abscess. At six months, there was good bony ongrowth of the THR in 5 dogs and small overgrowth on the surface of 
THR in one dog, deemed as complication. In the same animal, explanation of the THR was performed, due to fracture. 
Research limitations/implications: This study was not monitored. In the future, we would like to perform a randomized 
study design with a control group. 
Practical implications: The new THR developed by authors can restore function in canine model of damaged hip joint. The 
press fit anchorage of the cup allowed firm adhesion of the cup surface to the pelvic bone and likewise, the femoral 
component demonstrated firm fixation in the proximal femur. 
Originality/value: This paper is original by presenting the first results of new THR in canine model. The value of this paper 
is in laying groundwork for human study in the future. 
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1.45 
Creep age forming: a short review of fundaments and applications 
Ribeiro F.C. (Sao Paulo, Brazil), Marinho E.P. (Sao Paulo, Brazil), Inforzato D. J. (Sao Jose Dos Campos, Brazil), Costa P. 
R. (Sao Jose Dos Campos, Brazil), Batalha G.F. (Sao Paulo, Brazil) 

Purpose: The aim is to review creep age forming theoretical fundaments as well as some of our experimental results. 
Design/methodology/approach: The approach consists of a brief review from basic theoretical concepts of creep and ageing 
processesincluding a description of anumeric closed form technique to predicting springback in creep age forming. Finally, a 
work flow to develop a creep age forming process and its respective experimental implementationare shown. 
Findings: The analytical model and workflow enabled an excellent result of springback predicted value (less than 1%). 
Research limitations/implications: The experiments only tested simple parts. An improved model is necessary for more 
complex parts. 
Practical implications: This work permits to study the creep age forming viability of a given process planning. 
Originality/value: This review summarizes the main concepts of the creep age forming process and illustrates them by the 
application of an analytic and numerical modelling performed as a didactic experiment. 

 
1.3 
Chromium carbide coatings obtained by the hybrid PVD methods 
Richert M. (Cracow, Poland), Mazurkiewicz A. (Radom, Poland), Smolik J. (Cracow, Poland) 

Purpose: With the use of the Arc-PVD and Arc-EB PVD hybrid method, the chromium carbide coatings were deposited on 
steel substrate. Two kinds of coatings were obtained. The nanostructure coatings were formed by deposition of chromium 
carbide films by Arc PVD evaporation technique. The multilayer coatings were produced by Arc-EB PVD hybrid 
technology. In the second case the amorphous phase in majority was found in samples, identified by X-ray investigations. 
Design/methodology/approach: The Arc PVD and combination Arc-EB PVD methods were used for carbide coatings 
deposition. The special hybrid multisource device, produced in the Institute for Sustainable Technologies – National 
Research Institute (ITeE –PIB) in Radom, was used for sample deposition. The microstructures of coatings were investigated 
by JEM 20101 ARP transmission electron microscopy (TEM), TESLA BS500 scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
Olympus GX50 optical microscopy (MO). The X-ray diffraction was utilized to identify phase configuration in coatings 
Findings: The microstructure of deposited coatings differs depending on the deposition method used. The Arc PVD 
deposition produced nanometric coatings with the Cr3C2, Cr23C6, Cr7C3 and CrC carbides built from nanometric in size 
clusters. In the case of the Arc-EB PVD hybrid technology in majority of cases the amorphous microstructure of coatings 
was found. The hybrid coatings consist of alternating layers of Ni/Cr-Cr3C2. 
Practical implications: The performed investigations provide information, which could be useful in the industrial practice 
for the production of wear resistant coatings on different equipments and tools. 
Originality/value: It was assumed that by using different kinds of PVD methods the different microstructures of coatings 
could be formed. 

 
1.104 
Thermographic method of fatigue assessment of polymeric materials 
Rojek M. (Gliwice, Poland), Wrobel G. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The article presents the adoption of thermal imaging techniques in assessing methodology of the fatigue 
degradation degree of the polymeric materials. 
Design/methodology/approach: Epoxy composites reinforced with glass fiber have been subjected to three point method 
fatigue bending. The degraded materials were then tested using thermovision method. 
Findings: In experiments the temperature changes velocity of the samples was determined in the conditions of infrared 
radiation. The dependence between speed up of temperature and the number of fatigue cycles was determined. With an 
increasing a number of fatigue cycles drop in temperature speeds up was observed. 
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Research limitations/implications: Restriction is a condition of loading state - as homogeneous as possible, and hence the 
homogeneous degradation state of the material. 
Practical implications: Designated diagnostic relation gives a basis for non-destructive evaluation of the degree of 
exhaustion of load-bearing capacity of the material. 
Originality/value: Original value of the paper are the experimental results proving the effectiveness of non-destructive 
thermographic methods for polymeric materials diagnosis. 

 
1.25 
The metal magnetic memory method in the diagnostics of power machinery components 
Roskosz M. (Gliwice, Poland), Rusin A. (Gliwice, Poland), Kotowicz J. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper presents the metal magnetic memory method and its application for industrial non-destructive testing. 
Special emphasis was put on the use of the method for the testing of power equipment and machinery components. 
Design/methodology/approach: The use of the strength of the residual magnetic field in diagnostics provides macro-
scale information on: material discontinuities, defects of the material structure, load history of the component, and the 
distribution of stresses. 
Findings: A wide range of applications of the metal magnetic memory method was presented. In many applications, the 
use of the method provides information which cannot be obtained by means of traditional, standard methods of non-
destructive testing (NDT). 
Research limitations/implications: The metal magnetic memory method can be used for the testing of all ferromagnetic 
materials and those austenitic steels in which, due to mechanical or thermal load, delta- or sigma ferrite appears. 
Practical implications: The metal magnetic memory method, as any NDT method, has some usage limitations which 
result mainly from the structural features of the components under examination and external conditions. Any application 
of the method for a specific component calls for the development of a research methodology which takes into 
consideration the load state of the component during examination and the values of the external magnetic field at the 
place where the examination is being carried out. 
Originality/value: Possibilities to use the metal magnetic memory method as a defect detection method were presented. 
Test results were shown which point to significant capacity of the method for detecting areas prone to initiate cracks and 
cracks in the early stage of their development. 

 
1.24 
Theoretical and experimental aspects of the bimetallic reinforcement bars steel - steel resistant to corrosion rolling process 
Sawicki S. (Czestochowa, Poland), Dyja H. (Czestochowa, Poland), Mroz S. (Czestochowa, Poland), Szota P. (Czestochowa, 
Poland) 

Purpose: Bimetallic bars which possess higher corrosion resistance and mechanical properties, it is the new kind of 
bimetallic bars, which are better than standard bars. The bimetallic bars are more often applied in concrete construction. 
Design/methodology/approach: The simulations of the bar rolling were carried out using the Forge2007® commercial 
program. 
Findings: The use of non-corrosive steel on plating layer assures receipt on a high durability and esthetics bimetallic bars. 
Practical implications: Bimetallic bars are chiefly used in the building industry at production of concrete constructions, and 
as working elements in bridge building in aggressive environment. 
Originality/value: Production of bimetallic bars is very difficult. One from many problems during production bimetallic 
bars is assurance good strength of bimetallic layer bond. 

 
1.67 
Crystallographic texture and anisotropy of electrolytic deposited copper coating analysis 
Skrzypek S.J. (Cracow, Poland), Ratuszek W. (Cracow, Poland), Bunsch A. (Cracow, Poland), Witkowska M. (Cracow, 
Poland), Kowalska J. (Cracow, Poland), Goloy M. (Cracow, Poland), Chrusciel K. (Cracow, Poland) 
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Purpose: To investigate of texture and microstructure of electrodeposited copper thin films. 
Design/methodology/approach: nfluence of the electrodepositing parameters e.g. applied electric current as variable on 
texture formation of copper films was studied at presented work. Experiment was done for copper deposition from sulphate 
bath under galvanostatic and pulse current with different additives in the bath. X-ray examination included texture 
measurements phase analysis by means of Bragg-Brentano, grazing incidence diffraction and crystallite size using 
broadening of X-ray diffraction line. 
Findings: Electrodeposited copper coatings exhibit different texture and microstructure depending on applied conditions in 
which they were obtained. Pulse and direct current conditions leads to different texture of electrodeposited copper coatings. 
For each type of current texture depends on deposition time and current intensity. Only in some cases {111} component was 
obtained. 
Research limitations/implications: extures of the investigated samples are very sensitive for applied current conditions of 
electrodepositing. At the copper coatings obtained with reverse current texture components {110} is dominating one. Relations 
between texture and properties (hardness, Young module and grain size) of copper layer were found. 
Originality/value: The texture of electrodeposited copper should be influential structural characteristic when anisotropy is 
considered. It is already known that electromigration depends on texture of copper films. 

 
1.2 
New bone implant material with calcium sulfate and Ti modified hydroxyapatite 
Slosarczyk A. (Cracow, Poland), Czechowska J. (Cracow, Poland), Paszkiewicz Z. (Cracow, Poland), Zima A. (Cracow, Poland) 

Purpose: In this work, calcium sulfate hemihydrate (CSH) was combined with titanium doped hydroxyapatite (TiHA) to 
develop a novel bone cement. Results of previous studies showed that bioactive potential of titanium modified 
hydroxyapatite ceramics is higher than that of pure HA. Calcium sulfate hemihydrate is also considered as a safe, 
biocompatible material, however it has been criticized for its rapid resorption. Combination of these materials may result in 
new cement type material with surgical handiness and selective resorption. 
Design/methodology/approach: TiHA was obtained by a wet method. Three compositions with different CSH:TiHA 
weight ratios, namely 3:2, 2:3 and 1:4 were examined. Pure CSH was used as a reference. Distilled water and Na2HPO4 
solutions were applied as liquid phases. The study presents the setting time (Gillmore apparatus), phase composition (XRD), 
microstructure (SEM), porosity (mercury porosimetry) and compressive strength of the obtained new, cement type, implant 
material. 
Findings: Initial (I) and final (F) setting times of the obtained cements differed in the range of  2-16 min (I) and 4-75 min 
(F). The phase composition of the hardened cement bodies characterized by XRD method revealed the presence of calcium 
sulfate dihydrate (CSD) and hydroxyapatite. Scanning electron microscopy images show excellent bonding between needle-
like CSD crystals and apatitic phase. Porosity of the final samples varied from 49 to 59% with pore size diameter from 5 nm 
to 3.0 µm. Compressive strength of the samples differed in the range of 3.81-7.58 MPa. 
Research limitations/implications: The obtained results suggest that CSH-TiHA cements have the potential to be applied in 
bone substitution and for delivery of drugs. Bioactivity and biodegradation of the studied materials should be checked. 
Originality/value: According to our knowledge, these are the first studies concerning surgical handiness of bone implant 
materials based on calcium sufate hemihydrate and titanium doped hydroxyapatite. The cement type composites are 
biocompatible, shapeable and easy to apply and adapt in bone defects. 

 
1.100 
Simulation of mechanical properties of forged and casted steel 42CrMo4 specimen 
Smoljan B. (Rijeka, Croatia), Iljkic D. (Rijeka, Croatia) 

Purpose: In this paper, the prediction of working stress of quenched and tempered shaft has been done. Prediction was done 
for two different manufacture processes. In the first manufacture process the shaft was made of steel and in second one the 
shaft was made of cast steel. The working stress was characterized by yield strength and toughness. The method of computer 
simulation of working stress was applied in workpiece of complex form. 
Design/methodology/approach: Hardness distribution of quenched and tempered workpiece of complex form was predicted 
by computer simulation of quenching using a finite volume method. The algorithm of estimation of yield strength and 
toughness was based on hardness, HV. Yield strength and toughness have been predicted using the Hahn-Rosenfield 
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approach. Starting point in studying of the mechanical properties of steel castings can be the fact that the mechanical 
properties of steel castings are derived from the mechanical properties of ordinary steel metal matrix reduced by the 
influence of the typical as-cast structure, i.e. casting defects on those properties. Yield strength will be unaffected by most 
defects. The only effect will be that due to the reduction in area. Coarse as-cast microstructure of cast steel lowers ductility 
and toughness. Toughness of quenched and tempered cast steel was predicted based on pouring temperature, temperature of 
mould during the pouring and fact that steel castings are not subjected to different metallurgical and mechanical processes of 
microstructure improvement in so far as wrought steels. 
Findings: It can be concluded that working stress of quenched and tempered shaft can be successfully predicted by proposed 
method.  
Research limitations/implications: The further experimental investigations are needed for final verification of established 
model. For efficient estimation of steel toughness from hardness, additional data about microstructure are needed. 
Practical implications: Estimation of hardness distribution can be based on time, relevant for structure transformation, i.e., 
time of cooling from 800 to 500 °C (t8/5). The prediction of yield strength and toughness of steel can be based on steel 
hardness. The prediction of toughness of quenched and tempered cast steel can be based on toughness of quenched and 
tempered steel. 
Originality/value: Hardness distribution is predicted by involving the results of simple experimental test, i.e., Jominy-test in 
numerical modelling of steel quenching. Algorithm of estimation of hardness of quenched and tempered steel was improved. 
New algorithm of prediction of toughness of quenched and tempered steel cast was found. 

 
1.64 
Quality improvement methodologies – PDCA Cycle, RADAR Matrix, DMAIC and DFSS 
Sokovic M. (Ljubljana, Slovenia), Pavletic D. (Rijeka, Croatia), Kern Pipan K. (Ljubljana, Slovenia) 

Purpose: of this paper is to introduce the reader to the characteristics of PDCA tool and Six Sigma (DMAIC, DFSS) 
techniques and EFQM Excellence Model (RADAR matrix), which are possible to use for the continuous quality 
improvement of products, processes and services in organizations. 
Design/methodology/approach: We compared the main characteristics of the presented methodologies aiming to show the 
main prerequisites, differences, strengths and limits in their application. 
Findings: Depending on the purpose every organization will have to find a proper way and a combination of methodologies in 
its implementation process. The PDCA cycle is a well known fundamental concept of continuous-improvement processes, 
RADAR matrix provides a structured approach assessing the organizational performance, DMAIC is a systematic, and fact 
based approach providing framework of results-oriented project management, DFSS is a systematic approach to new products 
or processes design focusing on prevent activities. 
Research limitations/implications: This paper provides general information and observations on four presented 
methodologies. Further research could be done towards more detailed study of characteristics and positive effects of these 
methodologies. 
Practical implications: The paper presents condensed presentation of main characteristics, strengths and limitations of 
presented methodologies. Our findings could be used as solid information for management decisions about the introduction 
of various quality programmes. 
Originality/value: We compared four methodologies and showed their main characteristics and differences. We showed that 
some methodologies are more simple and therefore easily to understand and introduce (e.g. PDCA cycle). On the contrary 
Six Sigma and EFQM Excellence model are more complex and demanding methodologies and therefore need more time and 
resources for their proper implementation. 

 
1.30 
Ensuring uniformity of strengthening for machine parts surfaces by shot-peening 
Stotsko Z.A. (Lviv, Ukraine), Stefanovych T.O. (Lviv, Ukraine) 

Purpose: of this paper is developing the mathematical models of shot-peening, in which is reflected moving shot-peening head 
or machine parts surfaces during treating that will achieve uniformity of treatment machine parts. 
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Design/methodology/approach: The main methods used for the theoretical research are mathematical modelling, integral 
calculus, fundamentals of analytic geometry, probability theory. It is used approved enough and well known numerical 
methods for calculations after mathematical models. 
Findings: Method of mathematical modeling for shot-peening is developed based on the energy conception. Mathematical model 
in which is reflected moving shot-peened head or machine parts surfaces during treating is created. It allows forecasting the 
characteristics of surface quality depending on the technological modes of treatment. 
Research limitations/implications: It is planned developing and improving the methods of shot-peening mathematical 
modeling in future research by extending theirs for the curvilinear treated surfaces, which has movement relative to the 
nozzle of shot-peening head after the different laws of motion, and for different kinds of materials, especially for metal joint 
endoprosthesis biomaterials. 
Practical implications: has the applied software, elaborated on the basis of the models, that allows providing for automation of 
calculations of the characteristics of surface quality depending on the technological modes of treatment. 
Originality/value: It is pioneered receiving functional dependences in which is reflected moving shot-peened head or 
machine parts surfaces during treating. Created functional dependences takes into account the distribution of characteristics 
of working medium (mass and velocity) all along the cross-sections of shot blast. 

 
1.58 
Composite layers on titanium and Ti6Al4V alloy for medical applications 
Surowska B. (Lublin, Poland), Bienias J. (Lublin, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper presents the possibility of creating biomaterials through designing bioceramic composite layers on cpTi 
and Ti6Al4V alloy by hybrid method. TiN+Ti2N+�Ti(N) and SiO2-TiO2 intermediate layer were produced by glow-
discharge nitriding and sol-gel methods, respectively. Finally, hydroxyapatite nano-film deposited by electrophoresis. 
Design/methodology/approach: The composite bioceramic systems were characterized from the standpoint of 
microstructure and morphology analysis of surface layers. The study was performed by X-ray diffraction technique, IR-
fourier transform, SEM, AFM and in SBF (bioactivity). Wear resistance in environmental conditions (laboratory air) and in 
simulated body fluid (SBF) were carried out by pin-on-disc method. 
Findings: The suggested innovative hybrid method allows the manufacture of the bioceramic composite layers with definite 
microstructure, phasic and chemical composition and surface topography. The intermediate layers are characterized by low 
thickness, good structural homogeneity, satisfying bonding with a metal substrate, whereas, external hydroxyapatite layer is 
very thin, homogenous, bioactive and durable. 
Research limitations/implications: It seems necessary to conduct further investigation in the field of adhesion of composite 
systems and, particularly, biological study of capabilities of bone tissue and bacteriological behaviour in the environment of 
implant with studied layers. 
Practical implications: The high layer quality, bioactivity and possibility of improving the  mechanical properties of 
hydroxyapatite, it is advantageous to produce composite systems with TiN+Ti2N+�Ti and SiO2-TiO2 intermediate layers. 
Originality/value: The modification of the surface of metal substrate, produced by the hybrid method, may be an effective 
way to  form a new generation of titanium biomaterials. 

 
1.21 
Exogeneous inoculation of pure Al with use of electromagnetic field 
Szajnar J. (Gliwice, Poland), Wrobel T. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: In paper is presented problem concerning inoculation of pure aluminium primary structure, which is realized 
mainly by intensification of liquid metal movement in mould by use of electromagnetic field. 
Design/methodology/approach: In aim of realization of forced movement during the crystallization of liquid metal was 
used rotate electromagnetic field, which is generated by induction coil fed with frequency of supply current from 25 to 
100Hz. Effect of structure refinement obtained by influence of electromagnetic field was compared with refinement obtained 
by use of traditional inoculation, which consists in introducing of additions in form of titanium and boron to metal bath. 
Findings: The results of investigations and their analysis show possibility of effective refinement of pure aluminium primary 
structure, only with use of electromagnetic field. 
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Research limitations/implications: I further research, authors of this paper are going to application of introduced method of 
Al casting with use of electromagnetic field in continuous casting stand. 
Practical implications: The work presents refinement of structure method which are particularly important in continuous 
and semi – continuous casting where products are used for plastic forming. 
Originality/value: The value of this paper resides in new effective method of inoculation of pure Al, which was realized 
only by use of electromagnetic field. 

 
1.105 
Investigations of microstructure and dislocations of cast magnesium alloys 
Tanski T. (Gliwice, Poland), Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland), Labisz K. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The microstructures and the dislocation arrangements in the cast magnesium alloy have been investigated using 
transmission electron microscopy and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. In this paper are presented also the 
results of phase morphology investigation of an new developed Mg alloy. Such studies are of great interest for the metal 
industry, mainly the automobile industry, were the improvement of cast elements quality is crucial for economic and quality 
reason and depends mainly on properly performed controlling process of the production parameters. There are presented 
especially the effect of heat treatment on the size and distribution of the precipitation occurred in the matrix. 
Design/methodology/approach: The basic assumptions of this work are realised an Universal Metallurgical Simulator and 
Analyzer. The solidification process itself is analysed using the UMSA device by appliance of the Derivative Thermo Analysis. 
The thermal analysis was performed at a low but regulated cooling rate in a range of 0.2 ºC to ca. 3 ºC. Cooling curve for the 
thermal analysis was performed using a high sensitivity thermocouples of the K type, covered with a stainless steel sheath. The 
data were acquired by a high speed data acquisition system linked to a PC computer. Two different types of samples were used, 
bulk-cylindrical, and thin-walled cylindrical. Metallographic investigation were made on cross section samples of a engine bloc. 
Non-equilibrium heating and cooling process conditions were applied to achieve changes in shape and distribution of the phases 
such as Al2Cu and Si. 
Findings: During the investigation Dislocation networks are found to increase with deformation in all cases. The dislocation 
networks have been found in the g- Mg17Al12 phase as well as in the matrix in the investigation magnesium alloys. The 
crystallographic orientation relationship are: (1 01) �-Mg � (10 ) Mg17Al12 and [11 0] �-Mg � [111] Mg17Al12. 
Precipitation of the g-Mg17Al12 phase are mostly of the shape of roads, and the prevailing growing directions are the 
directions <110> �-Mg. 
Research limitations/implications: The investigations were performed using standard metallographic investigation as 
optical, scanning and transmission electron microscopy methods, also electron diffraction methods were applied for phase 
identification. 
Originality/value: The originality of this work is based on applying of regulated cooling rate of magnesium alloy for 
structure and mechanical properties changes. In this work the dependence between the regulated heat treatment, chemical 
composition and structure of the investigated magnesium cast alloy on the basis of the structure investigations was presented. 

 
1.59 
Studies of the structure and properties of Ni-P and Ni-P/Si3N4 surface layers deposited on aluminum by the 
electroless method 
Trzaska M. (Warsaw, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper presents the results of studies on the structure and properties of the nickel Ni-P surface layers and 
composite Ni-P/Si3N4 surface layers deposited on the surfaces of aluminum 1200 (A2) and its 7075 (PA9) alloy by the 
electroless method.  
Design/methodology/approach: The aluminum substrate, the sample surfaces were treated by: degreasing, etching and 
zincking. The composite layers were produced from a disperse Si3N4 ceramic phase with an amorphous structure and 
nanometric size grains.  
Findings: The structure of the ceramic disperse phase Si3N4 and the layer materials was determined. The topography and 
morphology of the layers were examined. The content of the Si3N4 phase in the layer material was determined. The 
microhardness of the Ni-P and Ni-P/Si3N4 layers and of the substrate material was examined. The adhesion of the nickel 
phosphorus and composite layers to the aluminum substrate was determined. The results of studies of the corrosion resistance of 
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the layers are presented. The anodic polarization characteristics, corrosion current densities and corrosion potentials were 
determined. The results of measurements of the impedance characteristics and the counterpart results obtained by modeling with 
the use of equivalent electrical circuits are presented. Both the nickel Ni-P and composite Ni-P/Si3N4 layers ensure excellent 
properties of the aluminum products. 
Practical implications: A good quality of final the nickel Ni-P surface layers and composite Ni-P/Si3N4 surface layers on 
the surfaces of aluminum are obtained. The surface layers are characterized by high hardness, frictional wear resistance and 
ensure excellent protection of the aluminum substrate against corrosion. 
Originality/value: The produced nickel and composite surface layers have show high hardness as well as very good 
resistances not only to corrosion but also to mechanical wear. 

 
1.12 
Effect of Mn and Mo on the quality of welding trucks steel supporting structures 
Wegrzyn T. (Katowice, Poland), Burdzik R. (Katowice, Poland) 

Purpose: The aims of the research are studies safety and exploitation conditions of weld structure reparation of car body 
truck frames. 
Design/methodology/approach: Structure of car body truck frames are the main object of the research. Impact toughness, 
fatigue properties  were measured, fractographic analyses were made. Subject scopes are experimental research about weld 
structure reparation of car body truck frames. Theoretical calculations should be used as the hint automotive welding 
reparations. 
Findings: Optimization of operational properties of steel welded structures might be done in terms of the chemical 
composition (amount Mo, Mn) in WMD. Molybdenum should be treated as the element very positively influencing impact 
toughness and fatigue properties of low alloy WMD. The cause of damages and deformation of steel car body frame 
structures is often connected with no proper choice of welding materials, their joining technology, and chemical composition 
of WMD. 
Research limitations/implications: Studies on the effect of other important alloying elements on the properties of the frame 
of a vehicle should be continued. 
Practical implications: Practical implications might be improving of the passive safety of the vehicle by quality of the car 
structures reparations. 
Originality/value: A novelty is the analysis of the impact of major alloying elements in the weld on the quality of repair 
structural components of the vehicle. 

 
1.63 
Hard and superhard nanolaminate and nanocomposite coatings for machine elements based on Ti6Al4V alloy 
Wendler B. (Lodz, Poland), Moskalewicz T. (Cracow, Poland), Progalskiy I. (Lodz, Poland), Pawlak W. (Lodz, Poland), 
Makowka M. (Lodz, Poland), Włodarczyk K. (Lodz, Poland), Nolbrzak P. (Lodz, Poland), Czyrska-Filemonowicz A. 
(Cracow, Poland), Rylski A. (Lodz, Poland) 

Purpose: Verification of a series of hybrid treatments of Ti6Al4V alloy consisting of primary diffusion hardening of the 
substrate with subsequent deposition of wear resistant coatings. 
Design/methodology/approach: Different nanolaminate and nanocomposite coatings were deposited with use of four 
different methods including a newly developed high density gas pulsed plasma MS technique. After deposition the coatings 
were investigated using OM, SEM, HRTEM, XRD, XPS, nanoindentation, Daimler-Benz, ball-on-plate and scratch tests. 
Findings: Besides an important increase of Ti6Al4V alloy hardness much greater further increase of hardness was obtained 
due to coatings deposition up to 53 GPa in case of a nanolaminate coating and to 47 GPa in case of a nanocomposite nc-
TiN/a-SiN coating. At the same time the volume wear coefficient decreases several orders of magnitude for all the coatings. 
Simultaneously the friction coefficient decreased to a great extent except for the nc-TiN/a-SiN coating. 
Research limitations/implications: High density gas pulsed plasma magnetron sputtering is an effective method for superhard 
coatings deposition, however the roughness of the deposited nc-TiN/a-SiN coating was greater than after conventional 
magnetron sputtering. This finding needs further experimental and theoretical investigation. 
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Practical implications: Greater surface roughness and high resistance to wear of the coatings synthesized using the newly 
developed gas pulsed plasma magnetron sputtering deposition limits their application to wear protection of cutting tools 
rather than for friction reduction in tribological couples. 
Originality/value: Applicability of the broad spectrum of nanolaminate and nanocomposite coatings as well as different CVD 
and PVD techniques for an improvement of tribological properties of Ti6Al4V alloy was analyzed in the paper including a 
newly developed original high density gas pulsed plasma magnetron sputtering technique. 

 
1.111 
Tailoring electronic structure of polyazomethines thin films 
Weszka J. (Gliwice, Poland), Hajduk B. (Gliwice, Poland), Domanski M. (Zabrze, Poland), Chwastek M. (Zabrze, Poland), 
Jurusik J. (Zabrze, Poland), Jarzabek B. (Zabrze, Poland), Bednarski H. (Zabrze, Poland), Jarka P. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: The aim of this work is to show how electronic properties of polyazomethine thin films deposited by chemical 
vapor deposition method (CVD) can be tailored by manipulating technological parameters of pristine films preparation as 
well as modifying them while the as-prepared films put into iodine atmosphere. 
Design/methodology/approach: The recent achievements in the field of designing and preparation methods to be used 
while preparing polymer photovoltaic solar cells or optoelectronic devices. 
Findings: The method used allow for pure pristine polymer thin films to be prtepared without any unintentional doping 
taking place during prepoaration methods. This is a method based on polycondensation process, where polymer chain 
developing is running directly due to chemical reaction between molecules of bifunctional monomers. The method applied to 
prepare thin films of polyazomethines takes advantage of monomer transporting by mreans of neutral transport agent as pure 
argon is. 
Research limitations/implications: The main disadvantage of alternately conjugated polymers seems to be quite low 
mobility of charge carrier that is expected to be a consequence of their backbone being built up of sp2 hybridized carbon and 
nitrogen atoms. Varying technological conditions towards increasing reagents mass transport to the substrate is expected to 
give such polyazomethine thin films organization that phenylene rin stacking can result in special � electron systems rather 
than linear ones as it is the case. 
Originality/value: Our results supply with original possibilities which can be useful in ooking for good polymer materials for 
optoelectronic and photovoltaic applications. These results have been gained on polyazomethine thin films but their being 
isoelectronic counterpart to widely used poly p-phenylene vinylene may be very convenient to develop high efficiency polymer 
solar cells 

 
1.107 
Corrosion resistance of the sintered composite materials with the EN AW-AlCu4Mg1(a) alloy matrix reinforced with 
ceramic particles 
Wlodarczyk-Fligier A. (Gliwice, Poland), Adamiak M. (Gliwice, Poland), Dobrzanski L.A. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: the aim of the project was to evaluate of the effect of heat treatment and the reinforcing Al2O3 and Ti(C,N) particles 
content on the corrosion resistance in the NaCl water solution environment on the EN AW-AlCu4Mg1(A) aluminium alloy matrix 
composite. 
Design/methodology/approach: Powders of the starting materials were wet mixed in the laboratory vibratory ball mill to obtain the 
uniform distribution of the reinforcement particles in the matrix. The mixed powders were then dried in the air. The components 
were initially compacted at cold state in a die with the diameter of Ø 26 mm in the laboratory vertical unidirectional press – with a 
capacity of 350 kN. The selected compacting load was sufficient to obtain prepregs which would not crumble and at the same time 
would not be deformed too much, which would also have the adverse effect on their quality, as the excessive air pressure in the 
closed pores causes breaking the prepreg up when it is taken out from the die. The obtained PM compacts were heated to a 
temperature of 480-500˚C and finally extruded – with the extrusion pressure of  500   kN. Some of the composite materials were 
hyperquenched for 0.5 h at the temperature of 495ºC with the subsequent cooling in water, and were quench aged next for 6 h at 
200°C. Corrosion tests were made in 5% water NaCl solution. 
Findings: Composite materials were examined without heat treatment and after heat treatment carried out to improve their corrosion 
resistance. The corrosion susceptibility of the investigated composite materials determined using the potentiodynamic method in the 
3% water solution of NaCl depends on the volume fraction of the reinforcing particles and also on the heat treatment status. 
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Practical implications: Tested composite materials can be applicate among the others  in automotive industry but it requires 
additional researches. 
Originality/value: It was demonstrated corrosion resistance of the extruded composite materials with the EN AW-Al Cu4Mg1(A) 
alloy matrix may be formed by the dispersion hardening with the Al2O3 and Ti(C,N) particles in various portions and by the 
precipitation hardening of the matrix. 

 
1.110 
A computer model of the process of polymer materials fatigue destruction 
Wrobel G. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: In the paper an evolutionary model of fatigue destruction was described. The aim is in as much as possible faithful 
modeling of processes during constructional materials exploitation observed, particularly progressing of strength ability loss 
or other useful characteristics changes. 
Design/methodology/approach: The MES was choosed as a discretisation method. The model evolution goes sequentialy – 
chaotic  system modification by actual state analysis is preceded. Evolution stage and material state characteristics evaluation 
give a bases of destruction extend nondestructive  evaluation. 
Findings: The example gives an evolutionary acoustic properties of polymeric composite change illustration. It points the 
model diagnostic value. 
Research limitations/implications: In order to obtain reliable results, there are many factors to be considered such as real 
three-dimensional composite structure, type and quality of composite components, particularly reinforcement and others. 
Further work is needed in this area. 
Practical implications: The results obtained would be of considerable importance in the computer aided diagnostic method 
of polymer composite materials. 
Originality/value: A new approach to the problem of investigation  of polymeric composite’s fatigue destruction has been 
demonstrated by means of computer simulation procedure. The method developed should be of interest to the industrial 
quality control applications and forecasting of important mechanical characteristics of composite materials, exploited in 
fatigue conditions. 

 
1.78 
The importance of PET filtration for the possibility of material recycling 
Wrobel G. (Gliwice, Poland), Bagsik R. (Gliwice, Poland) 

Purpose: With the development increasing of plastics production the problems associated with their disposal have appeared 
on. Because of the large volume of plastic wastes and their limited long-term resolution, there is a need for treatment and 
reuse. For this purpose, with tests of properties, studies on plastics recycling and reprocessing into new products (recyclate) 
are conducted.  The basic technological problem connected with using of secondary material is to clean it. The basic utility 
problem is the impact of recycling operations on the properties of the secondary material. The work  to this issue  is mainly 
devoted. 
Design/methodology/approach: One of the basic surgery to restore the plastics reusing ability is impurities removing. An 
available modern way is to use a specialized system of filtration sieves. Optimization problem is to select the proper filter in 
terms of mechanical properties of the resulting recyclate. In the work, the secondary  material with using of grid filter of 
varying size has been tested. Prepared, with using of purified secondary plastic, three layer film to tensile test was subjected. 
Findings: The result of the tests described in this work is the preliminary determination of the filtration effect on the 
mechanical characteristics of the selected secondary materials. 
Research limitations/implications: The results confirm the impact of the quality of filtration of thermoplastics in the 
process of secondary processing on the base product properties. The accuracy of the pollution elimination process affects 
directly on the mechanical characteristics of secondary material. Used in the research procedure filtration system with 
automatic filter change operation helps to minimize the impact of filtering on the performance of the extrusion process. 
Practical implications: Practical benefit of the study is the confirmation of the possibility and desirability of material 
recycling, particularly with using of modern filtration system. 
Originality/value: The original value of the research are qualitative and quantitative assessment of the effects of filtration on 
the characteristics of the secondary material. 
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1.60 
Arc-plasma spraying and suction-casting methods in magnetic materials manufacturing 
Wyslocki J.J. (Czestochowa, Poland), Pawlik P. (Czestochowa, Poland) 

Purpose: The paper discusses two new technologies for producing magnetic materials which have been successfully 
developed in recent years at the Institute of Physics of the Czestochowa University of Technology and discusses properties 
of the materials obtained with the use of these methods. 
Design/methodology/approach: In this research the arc-plasma deposition of Nd2Fe14B powders onto a substrate either 
cooled with water or heated up to a temperature in the range from 773 to1023 K was applied. In the second method the 
suction of an arc-melted alloy to a water-cooled copper mould (the suction-casting method) was introduced. Moreover, 
microstructure, magnetic properties and domain structure of the produced samples were determined. 
Findings: It has been found that thin Nd2Fe14B strips obtained by the plasma method possess magnetic properties. It has also 
been demonstrated that the suction-casting method makes it possible to obtain both amorphous magnetically soft materials 
(e.g. Fe-Co-W-Zr-B), as well as magnetically hard nanocomposites (e.g. (Fe-Co)-(Pr-Dy)-B-Zr). 
Research limitations/implications: The main problem in the suction-casting method is to reduce the critical cooling rate 
required for the production of amorphous alloys and to increase the geometrical dimensions of amorphous specimens. 
Practical implications: Thin-layered Nd-Fe-B magnets produced by means of arc-plasma deposition can be applied directly 
onto the surface of electromagnetic equipment parts. Magnets with isotropic magnetic properties were obtained by applying 
layers onto the water-cooled copper substrate. Whereas, anisotropic magnets were obtained as a result of the arc-plasma 
deposition of powders onto the copper substrate heated up to 873 K. The most advantageous properties were achieved for the 
microcrystalline structure of a grain size close to the single-domain particle size (approx. 0.3 µm). Moreover, it has been 
demonstrated that the suction-casting method makes it possible to obtain bulk amorphous alloys of considerable sizes, such as 
rods of magnetically soft Fe-Co-W-Zr-B alloys of a diameter up to 2 mm, as well as Fe-Co-Pr-Zr-B tubes of a diameter up to 3 
mm. It is also possible to produce magnetically hard nanocomposite materials of the (Fe-Co)-(Pr,Dy)-B-Zr type by annealing of 
metallic glasses. 
Originality/value: Successfully introduced new methods of magnetic materials manufacturing. 

 
1.47 
Compositional, physical and chemical modification of polylactide 
Zenkiewicz M. (Bydgoszcz, Poland), Rytlewski P. (Bydgoszcz, Poland), Malinowski R. (Torun, Poland) 

Purpose: The purpose of this article was to review some of the modification methods applied to improve mechanical, barrier 
and/or surface properties of polylactide (PLA). 
Design/methodology/approach: The presented modification methods were classified into three groups due to the dominant 
role of compositional, physical or chemical factor effecting the most PLA properties. 
Findings: It was found that incorporation of small amounts of montmorillonite up to 5% leads to formation of a 
nanocomposite with enhanced tensile strength and improved barrier properties. Corona treatment of pure PLA and PLA 
contained MMT nanofiller causes a significant decrease in the water contact angle and does not essentially affect the 
diiodomethane contact angle. This treatment leads to an increase in surface free energy that is much more significant for pure 
PLA than for PLA containing MMT nanofiller. It was also found that with increasing number up to 1000 of laser pulses of 
energies 5 mJ/cm2 an increase in surface free energy was observed, while the next laser pulses caused  decrease of this 
energy. The determination and comparison of the influence of 3 wt.% of trimethylopropane trimethacylate (TMPTA) and 3 
wt.% of trially isocyanurate (TAIC) crosslinking agents on the thermomechanical properties of electron beam irradiated PLA 
was reported. 
Research limitations/implications: A number of various modification methods are widely reported in literature. In this 
article a review of only such modification methods is presented, which are in line with the newest trends in polymer industry 
and science. 
Practical implications: There are a number of PLA properties, which need to be improved to satisfy specific application 
conditions. For that reasons researches are leading to find suitable modification methods to improve selected properties of 
PLA. 
Originality/value: This article presents some of modification methods, which are in line with the newest trends in polymer 
industry and science. 
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1.16 
Quantitative characterisation of the microstructure of high chromium steel with boron for advanced steam power plants 
Zielinska-Lipiec A. (Cracow, Poland), Koziel T. (Cracow, Poland), Czyrska-Filemonowicz A. (Cracow, Poland) 

Purpose: The purpose of the paper is to characterize the microstructure of high chromium steel with boron for advanced 
steam power plants. 
Design/methodology/approach: The microstructure of new 12% chromium steel developed for advanced power stations 
operated around 625-650 °C, has been characterized in order to correlate its structural parameters with steel creep properties. 
Microstructure of the as received condition has a significant influence on creep resistance of 9-12% Cr steels operating at 
elevated temperatures. Quantitative TEM analyses of steel microstructure were undertaken to determine the dislocation 
density within the sub-grain, the width of the martensite laths/sub-grains and the particle parameters (shape, size, 
distribution). Phase identification was performed using electron diffraction and X-ray spectrometry. The influence of the 
austenitisation temperature (1060 -1100 ºC) on the microstructure of the VM12 steel with 145ppm boron was investigated. 
Findings: The results show that increase of the austenisation temperature caused slight increasing of a sub-grain size and 
decreasing of dislocation density within sub-grains in the steel tempered at 780 ºC. The M23C6 and MX particle size was not 
significantly changed. Quantitative TEM analyses of the VM12 steel microstructure showed that favorable characteristics 
exhibit the steel which was austenised at 1060 °C. 
Research limitations/implications: The present study is focused on the influence of temperature of autenitisation on the 
microstructure of the VM12 steel with 145ppm boron. The quantitative parameters of the VM12 microstructure were 
determined. The VM12 steel is a high Cr martensitic steel developed for advanced coal-fired power station operating at 
temperature higher than 600 ºC. 
Originality/value: Quantitative characterisation of the microstructure high chromium steel with boron for advanced steam 
power plants. 

 
1.116 
Thermal properties of cast nickel based superalloys 
Zielinska M. (Rzeszow, Poland), Yavorska M. (Rzeszow, Poland), Poreba M. (Rzeszow, Poland), Sieniawski J. (Rzeszow, Poland) 

Purpose: Evaluation of specific heat and thermal conductivity of nickel based superalloys. 
Design/methodology/approach: Investigation of thermal conductivity of commercial nickel based superalloys: In 713LC, 
In 100 and Udimet 700 was performed. Measurements were carried out from 20 °C up to 1250°C using the laser flash 
method. The thermal conductivity was calculated as a function of density, specific heat and thermal diffusivity.  
Findings: Thermal conductivity of superalloys depends on the chemical composition of alloy and the temperature. Thermal 
conductivity increases with the increase of the temperature from 9.8 Wm-1K-1K at 23°C to 29.5  Wm-1K-1at 1197°C for  In 713LC. 
Research limitations/implications: Results can be used to describe the microstructure changes in the material during heat 
treatment. 
Practical implications: Thermal conductivity is an important physical property of material which enable to evaluate the 
usefulness of metallic material to high temperature structural applications. 
Originality/value: The paper presents the change in thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity and specific heat of cast nickel 
based superalloy as a function of temperature.  

 
1.114 
Plasma furnace for smelting and casting metal up to 3000 K 
Zitnansky M. (Bratislava, Slovakia), Demian S. (Bratislava, Slovakia), Caplovic L. (Bratislava, Slovakia), Rehak L. 
(Bratislava, Slovakia), Dorschfeld R. (Stade-Wiepenkathen, Germany) 

Purpose: The aim of our investigation was a development of plasma furnace for preparing castings of titanium alloy Ti64 
ELI by remolding in laboratory at our research workplace. The reason of this paper writing was publishing of innovative 
information to the technical society.  
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Design/methodology/approach: The objectives were achieved by solution of much research and development works in the 
very long time interval. The main methods used for our research was study of physic-chemical interaction between a liquid 
metal and surrounding atmosphere. The approach to the topic of our research was the elimination of interactions between the 
C, O, N and H and Ti, Al, V, Y, Zr in liquid metal. Contemporary we have solved also the acute ceramic mould for casting 
of perfect castings from metal of very high affinity to C, O, N and H. The main subject scope of the paper is assignee of very 
clean materials and much application from that. We are oriented particularly on the preparing parts of cementless total hip 
joint replacement (THR) and instruments for implantation.  
Findings: We have created the new original design of the plasma furnace for smelting and castings of high reaction of metal 
up to 3000 K. temperature. The main conclusion of our result was a practical using for research on very high level and for 
production of metal and castings from special metal in the final shape.     
Research limitations/implications: We could say that plasma burner of this new original plasma furnace has relevant 
capacity, it means approximately 200kW.  
Practical implications: It has been found that the quality of castings from Ti and Nb alloys is very good. The quality of 
casting was tested by metallographic analysis and by notch specimens. We have been finding out that the mass of casting can 
be approximately 1.00 kg. This is true statement in the first approximation if the new plasma furnace is arranged as smelting 
– cleaning – casting system. If the new plasma furnace is arranged as continual smelting system, than we can obtain ingot 
with the mass two or more kilograms.   
Originality/value: The design of new plasma furnace is original and also the castings from Ti, Ta and Nb alloys are in our 
laboratory original resultants and the metallographic analysis as well. In the case, when the castings with a good 
biocompatibility plays important role, this new plasma furnace   can be very useful for preparing implants for body skeleton 
and spatial casting of material of very high affinity to elements as C, O, H, and N. 

 
1.56 
Stress-strain analysis of the femoral component of ZIREMA total hip endoprosthesis 
Zitnansky M. (Trnava, Slovakia), Rehak L. (Bratislava, Slovakia), Nad M. (Trnava, Slovakia), Duris R. (Trnava, Slovakia) 

Purpose: The results of the research project, which relates to the original design for total hip joint replacement, are presented 
in this paper. Solution of this project was recommended and supported by the Government Office of the Slovak Republic. 
Design/methodology/approach: Research methodology of total hip joint replacement has focused on a comprehensive 
analysis of this type of implants, which are implanted into patients around the world. Based on this knowledge and 
experiences of many years of leading Slovak orthopedists as well as experts in the field of material engineering such analysis 
was carried out in this study to and test a new type of femoral component. 
Findings: The result of the project was the design and implementation of original new type of hip replacement. 
Research limitations/implications: The new type of femoral component was experimentally tested in prestigious 
laboratories and is ready for clinical application in patients. 
Practical implications: After the completion the entire research and development it will be available for use in the SR 
situation. 
Originality/value: Product of research and development is an original Slovak cementless hip joint replacement coxal pull-
up marked as ZIREMA. 
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1.76 
Ceramic reinforced steel matrix Composites (TiB2-RSMC) in Manufacturing Engineering 
Bayraktar E. (St-Ouen, France) 

This paper reports the production and weldability and toughness evaluation of TiB2 (ceramic particles) reinforced steel 
matrix composites. These ceramic particles are optimal reinforcements for steel matrix composites because of their high 
thermal stability at higher temperatures, high modulus of elasticity, good weldability, low density and relative stability 
within a steel matrix. This new composite family has received much attention as potential structural materials due to their 
high specific strength and stiffness. Thus, there is significant interest in developing iron and steel matrix composites and 
evaluating their dynamic behaviors due to their potential for use in the automotive industry. The goal of the research 
described in this paper is to study the usage of this new steel family in the manufacture of light structures. Therefore, 
titanium diboride TiB2 reinforced steel matrix composites were characterized by optical and scanning electron microscopy. 
The dynamic behaviours of the base metal and welded specimens were tested under impact crash test conditions. 

 
1.85 
Development of Environmentally Friendly Cast Alloys. High-Zinc Al Alloys (retrospective coverage) 
Krajewski W.K. (Cracow, Poland), Juras B. (Cracow, Poland), Zurakowski M. (Cracow, Poland), Greer A.L. (Cambridge, 
United Kingdom), Mancheva M.N. (Sofia, Bulgaria), Haberl K. (Leoben, Austria), Schumacher P. (Leoben, Austria) 

The main purpose of this paper is presenting the results obtained in years 2008 – 2010 in frame of the project Marie Curie 
Transfer of Knowledge – CastModel. The project was focused, among others, at elaborating new, environmentally friendly 
cast alloys based on the Al-Zn system. Particularly, efforts were aimed at improving ductility of the sand-cast high-zinc 
aluminium alloys (HZnAl) by using the newly elaborated master alloys, based on the Al-Zn-Ti system. During the research 
the following experimental techniques were used: LM, SEM-EBSD, EDS, TA, DSC, UTS and Elongation, Quantitative 
Metallography and Damping measurements. The presented work is focused on the nucleation of the high-zinc Al-20 wt% Zn 
(HZnAl AlZn20) alloy, known as the high damping one, aiming at improving plastic properties of the sand castings. The 
melted alloy was nucleated with AlTi5B1 (TiBAl) and AlTi3C0.15 (TiCAl) refiners as well as with the newly introduced 
ZnAl-Ti3 one. During the performed examinations it was found out that significant increasing of the grain population of the 
inoculated alloy increases plasticity represented by elongation. The attenuation coefficient of the nucleated alloy, measured 
using an Olympus Epoch XT device, preserves its high value. The results obtained allow to characterize the examined 
AlZn20 alloy as promissive, having good strength and damping properties as well as the environmentally friendly alloy 
because of its comparatively low melting temperatures.  

 
1.80 
On burr height estimation based on axial drilling force 
Sokolowski A. (Gliwice, Poland) 

The research presented in the paper deals with burr formation modelling. The main goal of the research is to build a model of 
relationship between burr height created during drilling operation and signal representing axial drilling force. This is not a 
typical approach since models basing only on cutting process parameters are applied, mainly. Also, analytical models or 
FEM models have been suggested. The two possible procedures are discussed in the paper. In the first case, a step by step 
procedure is applied in which several statistical models were built and compared. The second procedure aimed at performing 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
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the search for optimal model inputs in a more „automatic” way. This procedure is based on specific features of artificial 
intelligence methods, i.e. artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic systems. The artificial neural networks, namely Feed 
Forward Back Propagation (FFBP) neural networks serve as a tool for data selection and data integration while the fuzzy 
logic systems are applied as an alternative method for data integration, only. Here, the Mamdani type of fuzzy reasoning is 
tested. The obtained results are compared and effectiveness of artificial intelligence methods together with general 
conclusion is depicted in the summary of the paper.  

 
1.81 
The application of Zurek’s rheological model for description of mechanical behaviour of textiles subjected to 
different state of loads 
Zurek W. (Lodz, Poland), Chrzanowski M. (Lodz, Poland), Sybilska W. (Lodz, Poland), Jalmuzna I. (Lodz, Poland) 

In order to describe the rheological properties of textile products there have been used various models but none of them 
delivers the complementary solution for textiles subjected to different fields of loads. Therefore the idea presented by Hasley 
in 1945 was an inspiration for us to propose the new rheological model based on theory of plastic-elastic solids. It was 
assumed that the modified rheological model would consist of two parallel parts: I - Hooke’s spring with rigidity C1 and II - 
Hooke’s spring with rigidity C2, connected in series with a frictional element with a constant resistance, T 22, and a piston 
with a weight m displacing in a liquidεand additional force K 22 is a shift of the piston from its initialεwith a viscosity �, 
where position. The application of presented model was used for illustration of the description of relaxation of polypropylene 
monofilament subjected to tensile load and rheological properties of non-woven fabrics made also from polypropylene fibres 
subjected to the compression loads. 

 
1.118 
High-temperature corrosion resistance of NiAl(Cr)-Al2O3 coating in N2+9%O2+0,2% HCl+0,08%SO2 atmosphere 
Formanek B. (Katowice, Poland), Szczucka-Lasota B. (Katowice, Poland) 

Purpose: The aim of this study was to determine the resistance of nickel and aluminium intermetallic phase-based coatings, 
modified with chromium and aluminum oxides, and to determine the hypothetical mechanism of these materials’ corrosion.  
Design/methodoly/approach: The selected results of high temperature corrosion resistance of HVOF sprayed coatings with 
NiAl intermetallic phases are presented. The aggressive corrosion gas included: N2+9%O2+0,2% HCl+0,08%SO2. The 
temperature of cyclic corrosion test was 927K and the exposure time was 500h. The macro and microstructure of coatings 
after and before corrosion test were analyzed by optics and scanning microscopy. The thermodynamically diagrams and 
phase diagrams of corrosion products after the test are presented. The phase composition of corrosion products was 
determined by X-ray analysys.  
Findings: The proposed mechanism and growth of corrosion products on the NiAl(Cr)-Al2O3coatings are shown. The new 
elaborated coating can be applied in elevated temperature and aggressive environments for protection of water walls boilers 
or waste combustors.  
Orginally/value: The elaboration of proposed mechanism of growth corrosion products on the NiAl(Cr)-Al2O3coating and 
the presentation of reaction during the corrosion process and degradation of coating. 
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